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AMPEREX ZB 120 

GO»ZJS_ 

Each a Leader in Its Class 

The new amateur CLASS "B" TUBE that is 

winning instant acceptance from amateurs. 
It is a practical distortionless Zero Bias 
Amplifier, a high current low voltage tube 
that also lends itself readily to all experi- 
mental operation. (The Amplification Con- 
stant of 90 is sufficiently high to allow 
practical zero bias operation.) Ideal for use 
in a Class B Modulator stage, Class B Linear 
stage, Frequency Multiplier or as a Grid 
Modulated Power Amplifier. 

Amplification Factor 
Grid to Plate Transconduct- 

90 $10.00 
once at 100 ma 5,000 

Filament Voltage 10 volts 
Filament Current 2 amps 
Maximum Allowable Plate 

Dissipation 75 watts 

AMPEREX HF 100 
Thank ycu, amateurs . . . for your many 
letters of praise. In designing this HF 100, 
we presented you with a tube that we 

realized would be "Tops." For, even though 
it has produced amazing results in the ultra 
high frequency field, its range of operation 
extends into various stages of R.F. and 
audio, delivering power outputs usually 
obtained from tubes selling for almost twice 
its cost. 

Filament Voltage 10 volts, 
Current.. 2 amps. 

Amplification Factor 23 
Grid to Plate Transconduct- 

once at 100 ma 4200 
Direct Interelectrode Capacitance: 

Grid to Plate 4.5 µtif 
Grid to Filament 3.5 µµf 
Plate to Filament 1.4 µµf 

$12.50 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc. 
79 WASHINGTON STREET BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
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IF TRANSFORMERS 

tell an interesting story, especially the units which enter into 
RECEIVERS RME-69 

Upon intermediate frequency transformer design and construction depends to a marked 
extent the high frequency selectivity of a superheterodyne. 
The coefficient of coupling between primary and secondary determines whether an RME 

transformer is used in the 1st 2nd, or 3rd stage, in order to obtain the desired results. 

Wound in honeycomb fashion, on specially designed machines, thoroughly impregnat- 
ed and individually tested for proper characteristics before going into the receivers, 
using the best 10/41 Litz wire, these transformers last indefinitely in any climate. 

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC. 
3 0 6 FIRST AVENUE 

PEORIA. ILLINOIS at. 
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HERE'S THE SOLUTION! 
CHICAGO AREA RADIO CLUB COUNCIL 

CHICAGO. LLLINOLS 

March Huh. 1931 

TO ALL AMATEUR RADIO CLUBS 

Much ducusten u being beard on the au about the individual amateur haainq 
a dhoe vote in deciding lmponnl gumbo. electug all amateurs 

ne American Radio Belay League is the reccgr.ed authonly apeahmg Mr 

Amateur Radlo . 

You are lb, League) 

You should dadde Imponnt gusticn4 

Thu la your right - for without you there* no League) 

Ow director. are doing wonderful lob but they are handicapped. They 
cant talk to every Amateur ...ally 

A REFERENDUM IS THE ANSWER 

A Referendum u the only way in which each Individual m ow have a 

du-_t vote to determining important decu,one affecting Amateur Radio. 

Mure Ms.. n will not us a referendum. Action u necessary. 

AI n open meeting of the Council attended by the leading amateurs of the Mea 
and after w ducuse n the enclosed Rosolul adopted. It was the 

mutton oof those present that the right 01 referendum was the only .1toton 
tar th. amateurs difhculuee. 

are Since Mis u a question of such tremendous tmpnance to all am 
I 

we 
nclrseng comes of the resolution u such toll that it can be adopted by your club 

and lorward. to your director should you desire to lake such action. II u also 
thought desirable That ea many Individual amateurs u possible ugn the enclosed 

etlbooa. 

We would be loterened in knovnnq the reaction 01 your club on Thu npnant 
matter and would appreciate heanng born you 

CHICAGO AREA RADIO CLUB COIrNCO. 

AND HERE'S HOW TO DO IT! 

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS of the 
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE. 

We. the under9goed. being duly lloe.ed Ratio &wawa do reepentuly pen 
n the Board of Directors of the American Radio Relay League that the Constitution 

of the American Radio Relay Teague be amended n a. to provide that upon the 
teepee cd y three OI duly elected Proton of the Amencan Radio Relay League 
any quest allecung the general mterest, al amateurs shall be *submitted to 
vote of the 

s 

gu amateur membership of the leae and the result of the vote 
shall be mndmg upon Directors and 011mul. of the League. 

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS of the 
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE: 

do hereby deftly the I am the Secretary 

of Ms CLUB 

and that at a regular meeting of sad Club held on the day of 

A. D IS3]. the following Resolution was adopt.. to..: 

RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS. .rot. the formation al AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
Me enemas fraternity has continuously grown and the membereus ol 
Om League has constantly Increased. and 

WHEREAS. the problems cord rots.. the w... d th. Unit. Rats 
have and are becoming increaerely Involved, and 

WHEREAS. it lo the consensus of opinion 01 the amateur. pretreat at 
Thu meeting that problem. electing the amateur. be submitted to tb. 
entire group of the amateur membership of the League. 

NOW. THEREFORE. be and R is hereby 

RESOLVED: 

Thal the OW,lllulion of the American Radio Relay League he amended 
teo as to provide the upon the mquest of any three duly elected dueelon 
of the American Radio Relay League any question electing the yl 
interests of amateurs .hall be submitted to a sole d the entire mteur 
membership of the league. and the mettIl A the vole .hall be binding 
upon the ...ors end 0111001. of the League 

DATED Min day el. 
_ 

_ 
_ 

__. A D. 1931. 

Get complete information and blanks from: 

CHICAGO AREA RADIO CLUB COUNCIL 
ROOM 1306 -10 NO. CLARK ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

This Space donated without charge by the Publishers of "RADIO" 

RADIO, May, 1937, no. 219. Published monthly except August and September by Radio, Ltd., 7460 Beverly Blvd., Lus 
Angeles, Calif. By subscription, $2.50 yearly in U.S.A. Entered as second -class matter February 6, 1936, at the postoffice at 

Los Angeles, Calif., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Registered in the G.P.O., Wellington, as a newspaper. 5 
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THE NEW 10 meter "Super-Pro" introduced 
only last month has already been acclaimed 

by experienced amateurs, professional oper- 
ators, engineers, and advanced experimenters, 
as a truly superior ultra -high frequency re- 
ceiver. 

Such is the unanimous verdict because the 
new "Super-Pro" using two stages of R.F. on 
all bands, including the 20 to 40 megacycle 
bond, affords a sensitivity of 0.8 micro -volt 
(30% modulated) with a signal to noise ratio 
of 6 to 1 at 28 mc.! In addition, "Super-Pro" 
image rejection is so high as to provide com- 
plete freedom from "two- spot" tuning except 
in exceedingly rare instances. To be specific, 
the image rejection ratio at 28 mc. is 150 to 1. 

The special design of the new "Super-Pro" 
electrical band spread system permits the 28 
to 30 megacycle amateur band to be spread 
over 90 divisions of the dial. This affords com- 
fortable non -critical tuning without an unnec- 
essary amount of dial twisting. Tuning is so 
arranged as to require only one setting of the 
main tuning dial for reception on all amateur 
bands. Switching from one band to another, 
automatically places the desired amateur bond 
in the center of the band spread dial, thus af- 
fording truly single dial tuning. 

"Super -Pro" selectivity is another outstand- 
ing feature. With the variable band -width 
panel control set at 3 (the most selective po- 
sition) the band width at 100 times input is 
only 8.5 kc. With the control set at 16 (the 
least selective position) the band width at 
100 times input is 24 kc. 

6 .. 

Every "Super-Pro" is accurately calibrated 
for direct tuning on all bonds. Receivers are 
individually checked with crystal controlled 
oscillators and calibration is held to within a 
tolerance of plus or minus I %. The 10 
meter model provides a tuning coverage of 
from 1.25 to 40 megacycles in 5 bands. 

A crystal filter model of the new "Super- 
Pro" is also available. The crystal filter circuit 
is so designed as to afford the hair- breadth 
selectivity required for completely successful 
C.W. reception, as well as a wider degree of 
selectivity required for practical "phone" 
reception. 

There are countless other unusual features in 
this new "Super -Pro" among which are -calibrated 
band -width, beat oscillator, audio and sensitivity 
controls; stand -by switch; AVC- Manual switch; C.W. - 
Mod. switch; phone- speaker switch; 8 metal and 8 
glass tubes; separate hum less power supply; rugged 
self- contained tuning unit with trouble -free cam 
operated knife switch, etc. 

The performance of the new "Super -Pro" sets a 
new high mark! Complete details appear in a 
special bulletin. Send for your copy now! 

MAIL THIS COUPON! 
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC. 
424 -438 W. 33rd St., New York 

Please send me new "Super-Pro" bulletin. 
Please send me new "37" catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

R-5 

NIII1111!I.IIIIIÍ 'I.:i''2 " Yl:Al! . 
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continental U. S. A. 
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Use the coupon on page 93. 
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with the 
EDÌTO(° $ 

Empty Bands? 
Henry Wilson of W6NCT, recently sent us 

a copy of a letter on the subject of putting some 
signals in the empty band from 29 to 30 Mc. 
before someone comes along and assigns it to 
the police, who rapidly have been using up 
their part of the spectrum. He also mentioned 
the unused 160 meter band from 1715 to 1800 
kc. 

The last time we listened, 160 meters was 
blank except for one ham set at an armory, 
working nobody -but that was about 1931. 
Lately, reports of crowded conditions have 
reached us, so on receipt of the above report in 
regard to the code portion, we went over to see 
W9KJY whose 101X covers that band. A quick 
run over the dial produced ten signals in the 
85 kilocycles -not crowded, certainly, but more 
occupied than the enormous range from 29 to 
30 Mc. Huntoon, W9KJY, mentioned that a 

number of army -amateur nets in Chicago op- 
erate on one -point frequencies, so that a single 
signal heard on, say, 1723 kc. might have rep- 
resented as many as twenty stations, most of 
them listening at the moment. Furthermore, 
these stations seldom bothered with more power 
than a receiving tube or two, but sometimes 
worked out 1000 miles. Usually, however, these 
low power transmitters cause little or no QRM 
several hundred miles away, and probably do 
not reach the west coast and the ear of W6NCT. 

Still, with 80 meters poking out so well, we 
think that much of the work within 50 miles 
now handled on the 80 and 40 meter bands 
should be moved to 160 meters (code portion). 
Self -excited oscillators can be made very stable 
on that band, and every junk box contains 
enough equipment to build an auxiliary trans- 
mitter, using a low power supply in the regular 
rig. 

The next time you work someone within 50 
miles or so, why not suggest finishing the 
QSO on 160? 

Write Your Director 
If anything is to be done during the next 

year to clear up the interference at 28 Mc., it 
will be done in May at the annual directors' 
meeting of the League at Hartford. We present 
some of the arguments and possibilities in the 
28 Mc. problem which may suggest a solution 
to propose to your director before the meeting. 

The interference has been caused largely by 
the piling up of stations at, or close to, 28,000 
kc. with few if any stations beyond 28,500 or 
28,800 even though the band extends to 30,000 
kc. The other factor is that both code and phone 
stations can get close to the edge. Obviously an 
improvement will result if one or the other 
group is moved away from the edge. More im- 
provements might result if the phones are 
moved, if for no other reason than the fact 
that they require 10 or 15 kc. each for a com- 
munication channel, while code stations less 
than a kilocycle apart can be copied. Also there 
is the practical problem of whether code can 
be ordered out of a "phone band " -in spite of 
the feeling of many that code has no "right" in 
the phone bands. On the other hand it is clear 
that phone can be moved or restricted. 

In making any proposal regarding frequency 
restrictions, we should first look to the incon- 
venience that might be caused. Foreign stations 
seldom are given the consideration due them. 
The necessity to purchase new crystals is very 
important. Let us consider this last point. 

At the present time, all 14 Mc. phone sta- 
tions have crystals to operate between 14,150 
and 14,250 kc., while all code stations use fre- 
quencies on either side of this range. Foreign 
operators avoid our phone QRM by using crys- 
tals falling in our 'code" band, with many 
concentrated in the vicinity of 14,100 and 
14,300, thus also avoiding the congested edges. 

Now let's see what happens when this is ex- 
tended to the 28 Mc. range. Code stations 
usually have crystals falling between 28,000 
and 28,300, also from 28,500 to 28,800, but 
concentrating near 28,000 and 28,800. The 
foreign stations use these same frequencies but 
mostly are found around 28,200 with some 
scattered signals, and another slight concentra- 
tion around 28,600. The phones in this country 
are ready to use the 28,300 to 28,500 range 
because of their 14 Mc. frequencies. 

The above leads to a conclusion that if every- 
one can use the same crystals as on the 14 Mc. 
band, it will be least disturbing to all. Now this 
shouldn't be taken too literally, for the high 
frequency limits need not be set at this early 
date. Further, the changes in frequencies will 
not need to be permanent inasmuch as they will 

[Continued on Page 84] 9 
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f n Lxperímenta[ 56 Mc. Dx Superket 

In the past, 
many superhetero- 
dyne receivers 
have been used on 
56 Mc. with some 

By LLOYD M. JONES, W6DOB 

For those who are interested in pioneering dx on 56 Mc., for 
those who feel the need of a more selective type receiver for 
local rag chewing, we present this receiver with the assurance 
that it h far superior to any super- regenerative receiver we 

have yet tested. 

success. However, most users complain of the 
terrific auto ignition noise which is present on 
a u.h.f. superheterodyne. The initial cost of such 
a receiver plus a two or three tube noise sup- 
pressor is more than most fellows can afford 
in comparison with a super -regenerative receiver. 
A new type of noise limiting device (see RADIO 
for January, 1937, page 109) has been incorpo- 
rated in this receiver n ithottt additional tubes, 
and is by far the most satisfactory system yet 
tried. 

After trying many types of circuits and corn - 
binations, the final result is a superheterodyne 
of conventional circuit, conventional application, 
but with a few special considerations in regard 
to construction and parts. These make it sensi- 
tive to weak c.w. signals and just broad enough 
to receive tttosi all of the modulated self- excited 
phone signals with good readability. The con- 
structional details will cover only the important 
points. Other details are to be treated in a con- 
ventional manner. 

The special i.f. transformers used have op- 
timum coupling and are tuned to 5000 kc. This 
places any possible repeats of local strong sig- 
nals 10,000 kc. from the wanted frequency. The 
placement of parts is not altogether important 
so long as care is taken to keep the r.f. leads 
of all circuits extremely short. 

The placement of i.f. and second detector 
parts in the receiver shown is the result of 
originally planning to use only one i.f. stage. 
Two stages were found necessary. The cure was 
to put in one more i.f. transformer and i.f. tube. 
The second detector then was mounted under 
the chassis on a small bracket. 

The high frequency portion employs a 6K7 
r.f. amplifier, 6J7 mixer, and 6J7 oscillator. R.f. 
injection to the mixer is from cathode to 
cathode. The value of the cathode coupling con- 
denser, mixer cathode resistor, and oscillator 
grid leak and condenser should be close to the 
values specified in order to obtain maximum 
conversion. The low value oscillator grid leak 
i_c the secret of eliminating "birdies ". 

10 

eration in 

The exact place- 
ment of the taps 
can be determined 
o n l y by experi- 
ment. The regen- 

the mixer stage interacts upon the r.f. 
stage to the extent that the r.f. stage becomes re- 
generative. The antenna is coupled up tight 
enough to prevent oscillation when the mixer 
screen grid voltage is at the most sensitive value. 
In the case of the receiver shown here the mixer 
screen voltage is about 30 volts for optimum 
results. Only small (physically) mica bypass 
condensers are used in the h.f. portion. The 
values are not critical but should not be less 
than .001 

The Coils 
L, and L. are 5 turns of number 30 d.s.c. 

L2, L4, and L; consist of 8 turns '1 /2 inch dia- 
meter, number 18 bare copper wire. L, and L3 
are coupled to L2 and L., respectively, in the 
manner shown in the sketch. The d.s.c. affords 
ample insulation if a little care is used in 
winding, and gives optimum inductive coupling 
with a minimum of capacity coupling. An al- 
ternative would be to space -wind the no. 18 
wire on a '1/2 inch form and then interwind the 
no. 30 wire so that they could be secured to 
each other with a little coil dope. Remove the 
form after the dope is dry. 

The only objection to using the latter method 
is that while trying different positions of the 
taps the dope interferes with soldering. 

Small padders are used on the oscillator and 
r.f. stage to facilitate adjustment and band 
setting. The mixer inductance is well loaded 
by the r.f. plate coil and for final tracking the 
coil can be squeezed in or stretched out. The 
tuning condensers are ganged UM -15 "ultra 
midgets ", revamped by removing all the rotor 
plates except one, which meshes between two 
stator plates. This gives a wide range coverage 
with plenty of overlap at each end of the band. 

The I.F. System 
Two 6K7 tubes are used in the i.f. stages. 

The new type transformers were developed 
especially for this type receiver and are tuned 
to 5000 kc. at the factory. Optimum coupling 
permits maximum gain. The i. f. still, is 
broad enough to pass the signals of about 96% 
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Showing Mechanical Construction Used to Obtain Short Leads 

Under Chassis View of the Experimental U.H.F. Superhet 

11 
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6K7 6J7 

ETgO OF COUPLING COILS 

R -300 ohms. 1 watt 
R7 -5,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R2-50,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R3-50,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
114- 10,000 ohms. 1 

watt 
R5- 100,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R6-50,000 ohms, 1/4 

watt 

Wiring Diagram of the 56 Mc. Superheterodyne 
R7- 500,000 ohms, 1/4 

watt 
R8-I meg., 1 watt 
R8-2,500 ohms, 1 watt 
Rio-- 50,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R11-50,000 ohms, I 

watt 
R12- 10,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
1113- 10,000 ohms, % 

watt 

1154- 20,000 ohms, 
watt 

R15- 30.000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R16 -50.000 ohms, 1/4 

watt 
R17 -50,000 

watt 
C-.006 pfd. midget 

1 C1 -.0001 pfd. mica 
C2--1 pfd. paper tub- 

ular 
C3-See text 
C4-0.I pfd. tubular 
C5 -10 pfd. electro- 

lytic 
ohms, 1 C6-0.25 pfd. tubular 

C7 -.0001 pfd. mica 
C8-100 µpfd. midget 

variable mica 

of the self- excited phone -modulated signals. The 
other 10% are so badly frequency -modulated 
that they sound terrible even on a super - 
regenerative receiver. The i.f. gain is controlled 
by the 10,000 ohm potentiometer. I.f. plate de- 
coupling resistors of 300 ohms may be neces- 
sary in this receiver to prevent oscillation. 

The Noise Silencer 
A 6H6 is used to perform the duties of 

detecting and noise limiting. It is suggested 
that reference be made to the January issue for 
detailed explanation of this system. There is no 
tendency toward regeneration, instability, nor 
critical adjustment. The same method is used 
in the writer's 28 and 14 Mc. superheterodyne 
with good results. The method of obtaining 
bias in this set is somewhat different from that 
shown in the original article. However, the 
action is the same. If a.v.c. is used it will be 
necessary to use the circuit in the original 
article. 

The method of securing bias in this receiver 
eliminates the use of a heavy dropping resistor 
in the power transformer negative- high -voltage 
lead and high- capacity filtering condenser. It 
also was found that the values of resistors and 
capacitors in this combined second detector and 
noise limiting circuit were not the least bit 
critical. The i l.tfd. condenser from the variable 
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e 
1`7 
rCe 

6C5 

C8-.0001 pfd. mica 
C18 --0.25 pfd. tubular 
C11-8 pfd. electro- 

lytic 
CH -20 by., 45 ma. 
T -250 each side c.t., 

5 v., 6.3 v. 
IFT -5000 kc. tuned 

transformers 
H.F. tuning conden- 

sers: See text 

tap on the potentiometer to ground is used 
mainly to eliminate scratches when the "pot" is 
varied. 

The B.F.O. 
A 6C5 is used in the beat oscillator circuit 

and is coupled to the diode detector through a 
small capacity, C3, made by twisting together 
two pieces of push -back wire until sufficient 
coupling is had to produce a good beat with the 
incoming signal. The beat oscillator coil was 
made by scramble winding four feet of number 
32 double silk covered wire on a half -inch 
wooden dowel, with the cathode tap taken off 
at six inches from ground. The coil is tuned 
wtih a 100 .q,ifd. condenser. 

For earphone reception one stage of audio 
using a 6C5 is ample. For loudspeaker recep- 
tion a power pentode should be used. A heavier 
duty power supply would then be necessary. 

The power supply is conventional and the 
filtering is adequate for the tubes used. If an 
8 ,tfd. condenser is placed from the screen grid 
of the high frequency oscillator to ground, it 
will help give a cleaner signal when receiving 
crystal T9 signals. 

The alignment of the high frequency and 
intermediate frequency circuits is simple, and 
those who have built their own superhet for use 
on lower frequencies should have no trouble. 

s 
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A l ortaiFe: Comiined P.A. and Transmitter 
By BERT WILLIAMSON, W6JCW 

During the past few years there have been 
many articles printed concerning a great many 
different types of portables. In each case there 
has been one or more things that in the writ- 
er's opinion made the unit unsuitable for his 
personal use. However, by remembering the 
good features that had been incorporated in 
each, when the material at hand was brought 
out the layout was made easier. After due con- 
sideration and much time spent in moving the 
various parts from here to there, the layout 
shown was decided upon. 

Upon consideration of the completed trans- 
mitter the following features will be found. 
First, the unit is complete. All the necessary 
tubes (even spares), the microphone, and the 
power supply are contained in the one cabinet. 
Also, the unit is movable without the use of 
the proverbial "ten ton truck" required by so 
many portables. This is quite remarkable when 

Back View with Cover Removed 

you consider the fact that the transmitter is 
capable of handling an input of 40 -60 `watts 
on all the ham bands from 160 through, tea 
meters. Also incorporated is a modern design 
high -quality speech amplifier- modulator sys- 
tem capable of fully modulating the transmit- 
ter. An auxiliary output is also provided for 
using the speech amplifier as a high power 
public address system. 

The carrying case measures 15" wideby 

j 

All Set to Go Traveling 

143/4" high by 7" deep and has removable 
doors both front and back. It is of a type gen- 
erally available at large luggage stores. A band 
of 18 gauge galvanized iron 6" wide was made 
which just fits the inside of the case. Into this 
band was riveted the peculiar chassis illustrat- 
ed. The various offsets and levels of the 
chassis were made to accomodate the different 
stages of the complete rig. 

Looking at the rear view photograph and 
reading from left to right on the upper deck 
can be seen: first, the mounting for the final 
tank coil and next, the slotted shafts of the two 
final neutralizing condensers, which are mount- 
ed on a strip of mycalex. Then come the sock- 
ets for the final tubes and the grid tuning con- 
denser. Further to the right are the by -pass 
condensers, neutralizing condenser, socket, and 
associated parts of the 6L6 buffer stage. At the 
extreme right can be seen the crystal and as- 
sociated parts of the crystal stage. 

On the next deck below can be seen the rec- 
tifier for the high voltage supply, the modula- 
tion transformer, the speech amplifier, and to 
the extreme right the rectifier for the low volt- 
age supply. The bottom section is mostly oc- 
cupied by the various power transformers, 
chokes, and filament transformers needed to 
complete the power supplies. 

The front panel view needs little explana- 
tion. Of course everything appears in inverse 
order to that of the back view. A few things, 
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4 

s, 0--'61fö` 
115 V. A.C7-- 

C1 -.01 itld. mica 
C2 -.Ol Rid. mica 
C3 -11/2" twisted hook- 

up wire 
C4 -.01 µid. mica 
C5, -100 mild. midget 
C6- -.0001 µad. mica 
C- -.01 m1d. mica C -15 meld. midget 
C0r -100 p id. midget 
C11 -.01 mid. mica 
C11 -100 µµtd. p e r 

section split- stator 
midget 

C12-35 µ)11d., 2000 
volt midget (two 
stator and two ro- 
tor plates re- 
moved) 

C1: -Split 225 pµfd. 
3000 volt con- 
denser (110 lipid. 
per section) 

Wiring Diagram 

C14 -Same as C._ 
C1., -10 sad.. 25 volt 

electrolytic 
C1r, -0.25 pfd.. 600 v. 

tubular 
C,; -0.1 mid.. 600 volt 

tubular 
C15. C10 -0.1 pfd.. 600 

volt tubular 
C2,. C21, C_e-8 

450 volt elect. 
C2 :,-8 µld., 600 volt 

electrolytic 
C21 -10 pfd., 25 volt 

electrolytic 
R, -50.000 ohms. 1 

watt 
112-400 ohms. 10 watts 
R1-50.000 ohms. 2 

watts 
R1-25 000 ohms. 10 

watts 
R:, -400 ohms. 10 watts 

of the Combination 

R,- 25.000 o h m s. 10 
watts 

R; -5 megohms. 12 
watt 

R. -2000 ohms, 1 watt 
R.,- 250.000 ohms. 

watt 
R1 -1 megohm. 1.í 

watt 
R,,- 10.000 ohms. 1i 

watt 
R,2-'2 megohm Po- 

tentiometer 
RI:1 -2500 ohms. I watt 
R11- 250.000 ohms. I 

watt 
R15- 500,000 ohms, 

watt 
R1,- 250.000 ohms, 1, 

watt 
R17- 500.000 ohms. '2 

watt 

however, should be mentioned. The two small 
"bulls- eyes" in the upper right hand corner are 
signal lamps to indicate when the plate and 
filament voltages are on. Directly below these 
is the tuning "dial" for the final plate tank. 
The balance (the switches, meters, volume con- 
trol, etc.) need no further discussion. 

The circuit details of the r.f. section are en- 
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P.A.- Transmitter 

R14- 15.000 ohms. 
watt 

R 1, -250 ohms, 
watts 

R2-10 000 ohms, 
watts 

R21 -20 ohms. wire - 
wound 

R22, R21, R:1 -20 ohms, 
wire -wound 

S, -DPST toggle sw. 
S2 -SPST toggle sw. 

send -receive 
S:, -DPST switch 
S1 -SPST toggle sw. 
S2-SPST toggle sw. 
S,- Double pole. four 

position meter 
switch 

L,, L_. L:: -Wound on 
1,," dia. forms 

L1 -Wound on Nation- 
al UR -13 form 

Coils -See Handbook 
t o r appropriate 

10 values for band 
desired 

10 T, -P.p. 6L6 to 3800 
ohm load 

T.-Power trans. 750 
c.t. 125 ma.. 6.3 v. 
and 2.5 v. fils. 

T:, -1000 c.t. 250 ma.. 
5 v.. 3 amp. 

T,-6.3 volt. 3.3 amp. 
fil. transformer 

CH1 -12 hy.. 125 ma. 
filter choke 

CH2 -12 hy., 125 ma. 
filter choke 

CH3-350 ma. swing- 
ing input choke 

M, -0 -50 ma. square 
case meter 

M2-0-200 ma. square 
case meter 

tirely conventional. The mechanical layout, 
however, is quite unconventional and needs 
some explanation of the less obvious points. 
The sockets for all the coils except the final 
plate coils were mounted on spacers to bring 
the coil tops flush with the front panel. This aids 
greatly in enabling the coils to be inserted and 
removed more easily when changing bands. 
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-BACK 

...E map 

Ì IÌgRlll 
MUM 111111111 

0 MI rIw" 

BAKELITE 

rRONT oANEL 

TUBE SHIELD 

CUTAWAY DETAIL 0 
6J7 & MIKE JACK 
MOUNTING 

, 

4 

BAKELITE STRIP 
MOUNT. FOR VOL. 

ONT.& METER 5W.. 

POWER %FORMERS & CHOKES 
MOUNTED ON THIS SIDE 

- 
ELECTRO. 

CONDENSER 

SFORS/I 
ADJUST. 

NATIONAL 
URI3 COIL 
SOCKET 

TC225% 
(SPLIT) 

4" BAKELITE DIAL 

2 NEUT. CONDENSERS 
(SEE TEXT) 

FRONT PANEL 

Cut -away views show- 
ing constructional detail 
of the portable "utility" 
unit. Note vertical mount- 
ing of the tank condenser 
and horizontal mounting 

of tubes. 

Both the final grid and plate condensers are 
mounted with their shafts vertical to make the 
various tank leads more short and symmetrical. 
The grid condenser must be tuned from the 
back but the plate condenser has a four inch 
dial mounted upon its shaft, the edge of which 
projects through the front panel. Thus the final 
plate condenser can be tuned from the front 
panel in somewhat the same manner as the old 
Atwater Kcnt and Grebe receivers were tuned. 
The balance of the constructional details can 
be gathered from the photographs and dia- 
grams. 

One thing more on construction: be very 
sure thoroughly to shield each circuit (especial- 
ly the 6J7 input and crystal mike leads) from 
the other by properly placed baffles and shields. 

The speech system is very simple but does 
have ample gain for a diaphragm type crystal 
mike. A 6A6 is used as a phase inverter and, 
with normal signal, gives ample gain to drive 
the 6L6's to 25 -35 watts output either as a 

modulator or as a public address system. The 
p.a. speaker must be a good one to stand the 
audio power. Also, its field coil should have a 

resistance of 3000 ohms for best operation. 

Coils, tuning up, etc., are entirely conven- 
tional and need not be described. The follow- 
ing list of plate voltages and currents to be ex- 

pected on the various stages will help to indi- 
cate normal operation of the rig. 

Crystal plate current 30 ma. 
Crystal plate voltage 300 
Crystal screen volts 150 

Buffer plate volts 325 
Buffer screen volts 225 
Plate current (doub.) 75 ma. 
Plate current (buff.) 50 ma. 

Final Amplifier 

Plate voltage 
Plate Current 
Grid Current 

425 
100-140 ma. 

18-20 ma. 

Modulator (2 tubes) 

Plate volts 
Plate Current (no sig.) 
Maximum Sig. 

425 
115 ma. 
135 ma. 
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Signal Squísher Suggestions 

Here is the 20 meter "Squishes" of W6LEN. 
The tower rests on the ground, not the 
house as one might be led to believe from 
the photograph. Mounting a tower on a 
roof is 'but" when the roof happens to be 
California tile. The "clothesline" construc- 
tion keeps the radiator taut and makes a 

neat installation. 

The rotatable array described by Smith in the 
last issue may be used horizontally instead of 
vertically with slightly improved performance 
when the array is used for receiving. Transmit- 
ting there will be little difference between the 
vertical and horizontal orientation. When used 
horizontally, it is more readily apparent that 
the array is quite similar to the Kraus "Flat Top 
Beam ", from which sprang the "Signal Squish - 
er" idea. 

In the horizontal position, it is somewhat 
more desirable mechanically to make the match- 
ing sections 3/4 wave long instead of 1/4 wave 
long. The losses will be slightly higher with 
the longer matching section, but still so low 
that one need not worry about the losses. The 
losses do not become appreciable unless the 

16 

stub is made 7, 9, or more odd wavelengths 
long. 

The accompanying illustrations show three 
"Squishers" as installed by Beverly Hills, Cali- 
fornia, amateurs. All three are horizontal, have 
quarter wave matching sections, and are for 20 
meter operation (about 17 feet on a side) . 

Their owners report substantially improved re- 
ports over the antennas formerly used. One of 
the arrays is also tiltable, as described in the 
caption. 

It might save some preliminary "cut and try" 
to give the approximate distance from the short- 
ing bar the feeders are attached to the matching 
section. The feeders attach quite a bit closer to 
the shorting bar than in a conventional "J" 
antenna system, the distance being around 12 to 

A bicycle sprocket and short length of 
chain rotate the W6LEN array through 200 
degrees, more than adequate. A half dozen 
pulleys and some oiled clothesline cord 
make the array rotatable from inside the 

station. 

16 inches for a 400 -500 ohm transmission line 
at 14 megacycles, and a corresponding amount 
on other bands. 

The correct position of the shorting bar 
should be determined as has been often de- 
scribed for the J type antenna system. The an- 
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tonna should be shock excited from a half -wave 
doublet stretched out on the ground nearby, 
and a thermogalvanometer run up and down 
the matching stub to determine the resonant 
poi nt. 

Closeup of the arms supporting the radia- 
tors. The arms are fastened by hinges to 
the block, which slides up and down the 
round vertical support stick. Before erect- 
ing, the block is slid up towards the top 
until the radiators are under slight tension 
and then nailed to the vertical stick. The 

guy wires shown are then added. 

After the shorting 
point, the feeders are 
and then slid slightly 
to rcmeve completely 
the transmission line. 

bar is attached at this 
attached about as above, 
up or down as necessary 
all standing waves from 

Receiving on Rotatable Arrays 
It seems a shame with the already large and 

ever increasing number of users of rotatable 
beam arrays that more do not realize the wide 
range of usefulness of the system on the receiver 
as well as on the transmitter. In the first place, 

The 20 meter "Squisher" of W6MLG is 
supported from a cable run between the 
two poles formerly used to support a "Q ". 
As the framework is "hung" from the top, 
the guying problem is made much more 

simple. 

W6FTU has his 20 meter "Squishes" hinged 
so that in addition to being rotatable it is 
also tiltable. He is thus able to control the 
vertical angle as well as the horizontal 
directivity. His also is suspended from a 
rope between two poles formerly used to 
support a doublet. All movements of the 
"Squishes" are controlled from within the 
station, both in a horizontal and a vertical 

direction. 

It seems a bit foolish to make such exacting 
calculations and adjustments as to the direction 
of the beam when it is really so much easier 
and more accurate to hook the system to the 
receiver and then rotate until the desired dx 
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signal comes in best. After all, that is really 
the best direction of propagation between your 
location and that of the dx station. Also, by 
using a direct system such as this, you do not 
have to worry about "deviation from true 
North ", "effect of surrounding objects upon the 
space pattern ", and kindred but somewhat in- 
definite considerations. Since signals travel in 
the same horizontal angle (vertical plane) in 
both directions between the two points, if we 
have the best angle for reception it will also 
be the best angle for transmission to that point. 

Another good reason for using the beam on 
the receiver as well, is that QRM from stations 

off the side will be reduced by an ammunt pro- 
portional to the horizontal selectivity of the 
beam. 

The switching of the feeders from the trans- 
mitter to the receiver can easily be accomplished 
by means of one of the many types of d.p.d.t. 
a.c. relays now on the market. It is best that the 
relay feed the ene -gy to the receiver when in 
the "non- operated" condition. In this way the 
coil of the contractor can be connected across 
the primary of one of the plate transformers in 
the transmitter. Thus, when the plate power for 
the transmitter comes on, the °elay will immedi- 
ately switch the feeders to the rig. 
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Our stenographical staff has threatened to make a pat:hwork quilt from cards received in our QSL conte:t. 
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40. 

Magnetic Variation from True North 
By B. A. ONTIVEROS,* W6FFF 

Several inquiries have been received from 
readers asking for information as to finding true 
north from magnetic compass readings in their 
particular localities, as they wish to point their 
beam antennas for greater accuracy of direction. 

There is a series of points running from 
Marquette, Mich., down through several states 
in a rather crooked fashion and out through 
Savannah, Georgia. This forms a line known 
as an agonic line and at the present time loca- 
tions on this line have little or no declination 
either towards the east or the west; that is, the 
compass readings taken on this agonic line are 
close to true north. Easterly of this line the 
"west declination" becomes greater and greater, 
which means that the compass needle points 
west of north by a larger and larger number 
of degrees (as great as 20 degrees at Eastport, 
Maine, and 24 degrees at points in eastern 
Canada). 

West of the agonic line, the same thing holds 
true in the opposite direction; that is, as one 
goes farther west the magnetic needle will point 
east of north by an increasing number of de- 
grees. 

Another factor that makes magnetic readings 
somewhat unstable is that in various areas the 
magnetic lines of force change slowly in cycles 
of a couple of hundred years, swinging slowly 
in one direction and then changing direction 
and slowly swinging back. These changes on the 
earth's magnetic map are known as lines of 
annual magnetic change and vary from l' per 
year to 3' in a year, depending on the location 
and season. Beside these changes there are 
declinations which swing slightly over 24 hour 
cycles, and magnetic storms lasting from a few 
hours to several days which sometimes produce 
minor fluctuations. Minor fluctuations are oc- 
curing most of the time (1 or 2 minutes 
deviation) . 

Of course these variations which are con- 
stantly occuring in a small way are of no im- 
portance to users of beam antennas, but when 
using this type of antenna in connection with a 
great circle map it is desired to set the planned 
direction within 5 degrees; so the data repro- 
duced herewith shows roughly the points which 
the various lines of east and west equal mag- 

*Associate Editor, RADIO. 

netic direction touch in 5 degree steps east and 
west of the agonic line. 

For those desiring further information or 
closer readings, a map of the United States has 
been made by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey which shows all the lines of magnetic 
declination in 1° steps as well as the lines of 
annual change. This map is titled "Lines of 
Equal Magnetic Declination and of Equal An- 
nual Change in the United States for 1935." 
The number is 3077. The price is 20 cents. A 
small booklet, "Magnetic Surveys ", Serial Num- 
ber 272, supplements the map and costs 5 cents. 
These may be secured from the Superintendent 
of Documents, Washington, D.C. (No stamps 
are accepted.) 

The agonic line on which there is, generally 
speaking, no deviation from magnetic north and 
true north enters the United States through 
Lake Superior and runs down through Mar- 
quette, Mich.; Muskegon, Mich.; Fort Wayne, 
Ind.; Cincinnati, O.; Lexington, Ky.; Knox- 
ville, Tenn.; Aiken, So. Carolina; and through 
Savannah, Ga. 

West Declination 
5°-Sault St. Marie, Port Huron, Mich.; 

New Castle, Penn.; Clarksburg, W. Va.; Char- 
lottesville, Va.; and out to sea at Cape Look- 
out. 

10 °- Enters U. S. between Syracuse and 
Rochester, N.Y.; extends through Scranton, 
Penn.; and Trenton, N.J. 

15°-Between Ottawa and Montreal, Can.; 
Plattsburg, N.Y.; Rutland, Vt.; Lowell, Mass.; 
and Nantucket Island. 

20 °- Quebec, Can.; 
Maine. 

through Eastport, 

East Declination 
5° -Down between Hibbing and Duluth, 

Minn.; Grantsburg, Wis.; Dubuque, Iowa; St. 
Louis, Mo.; Carruthersville, Ark.; Macon, 
Miss.; and Mobile, Ala. 

10 °- Fargo, N.D.; Yankton, S.D.; Con- 
cordia, Kan.; Jacksboro, Tex.; and slightly east 
of Laredo, Tex. 

15 °- Kenmare, N.D.; slightly west of Rapid 
City, S.D.; Wheatland, Wyo.; Delta, Colo.; 
and Imperial, Calif. 

20 °- Havre, Mont.; Andrews, Ore.; and 
Yreka, Calif. 
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The expressions here remind us of a bunch of amateurs examining the door 
prize at a hamf est. The little fellow directly behind the receiver (scratching his 
ebony noggin) is wondering if those terminals are for a doublet or a Marconi. 

Tile Congo Calls on 20 Meters 
By C. R. 

1'he longer I live, the less I seem to know 
about this business of radio. I first came in 
contact with it back in 1912. Those were the 
days I was floundering in calculus at Georgia 
Tech. At that time I knew nothing of calculus; 
I did know something of radio because at that 
time there was little to be.known. During vaca- 
tion I climbed up in my father's hay -loft, cut 
a lot of lengths of hay baling wire and made a 
spark coil which really produced a spark. And 
my signal was heard a full mile away. At least 
a sympathetic friend claimed that he heard it. 

And had I been privileged to remain in 
America at that time when radio was still in 
its swaddling clothes so that I might have 
grown up with it, as it were, I might still 
know something about it. But alas! In 1915 I 

was sent as a missionary of the Presbyterian 
Church to the heart of the Belgian Congo 
where the people had their own "radio" sys- 
tems and codes, talking long distances by 
drums. And while I have learned a little 
about drum -talking during these intervening 

*OQ5AE (formerly ON4CSL), the Reverend 
Carroll R. Stegall, Lubondai, via Tshimbulu, Kasai, 
Belgian Congo. 
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STEGALL* 

22 years, I realize that I am a hopeless back 
number when it comes to dealing with tubes, 
quartz crystals, and such gadgets. 

Nevertheless I have hanging on the wall of 
my African hut a big green certificate of which 
I am rather proud. It bears in bold type the 
letters "WAC ". And I am proud of it not 
because it is rare, for it is not; but because 
of the difficulties, some heart -breaking, which 
were overcome before accomplishing this feat. 
Also because it was done on 'very low power, 
since this station has never been operated on 
anything save a single type 210 tube. The story 
of these sometimes seemingly impossible diffi- 
culties may bring hope and encouragement to 
others in hard places. For this reason it is told. 

The long years between 1915 and 1923 may 
be hurriedly passed over, for these were years 
of longing rather than of accomplishment. 
Many is the time during those years that I 
wondered what radio signal was finding its 
lonely way into the vast equatorial forest in 
which I lived. That signals were reaching me I 
had no doubt. But no ear had ever heard them. 

It was in 1923 that I was able to take the first 
faltering steps toward accomplishing something 
with the ether. At that time I secured, through 
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the help of some friends in Chattanooga, my 
home town, my first receiver. Herein lay the 
first of a long series of disappointments. The 
receiver was a standard long -waver and would 
not bring in the short waves. In fact the only 
thing this receiver ever produced in my ear 
phones (it had no speaker) was the worst roar 
of static which has ever impinged on human 
aural organs. I put the phones on the head of 
our most intelligent native. In terror he snatched 
them off and gasped, '`I thought you said the 
Great War in Europe was over!" 

The World's Static Factory 
I thought then and am still of the opinion 

that Central Africa is the great generating plant 
of the static of the world. One must actually 
hear it, or rather feel it to believe its appalling 
volume. But it was something to hear even 
static. In any case it was the first time since 
man had ears that static had been heard in this 
part of the world, and I felt that I had made 
real progress. 

I did not then know what I have subsequently 
discovered, that it is only when one drops 
down to as low as 42 meters that one is able to 
read a signal through the QRN. Even the 20- 
meter band is sometimes impossible, although 
it is usually quite free from this difficulty. This 
is the only band ever used with success at 
ON4CSL. The 10- and 5 -meter bands have yet 
to be tried. 

One cannot say that my original receiver was 
an entire loss for I learned many things from 
my failures, principally that a long -wave re- 
ceiver would never work in Congo. I was at 
that time taking two American radio magazines 
and was reading them avidly. I learned of the 
great strides made in short -wave work; of the 
remarkable distances covered; of the freedom 
from static; of its comparative simplicity. This 
latter appealed to me immensely. Perhaps if it 
were real simple I could master it. 

In 1925 I went to America with the avowed 
purpose of learning something about this busi- 
ness of short -wave radio. I was going on sick 
leave, having just passed through a severe attack 
of sleeping sickness. A transmitter was far 
beyond my fondest dream. All I dared hope 
was that I could make a receiver work in 
Central Africa. If I could make a receiver work, 
perhaps some day a transmitter would be forth- 
coming. So I made the acquaintance of a gen- 
tleman who had been a radio operator in the 
Navy. He was then, as he called himself, a 
"radiotrician" and was operating a repair shop. 

He kindly permitted me to work in his shop, 
making repairs under his direction until I was 
able to assemble a kit. I bought two Aero short- 
wave kits and assembled both. They were hum- 
dingers too. We even heard Los Angeles and 
Panama from our shop in Asheville, N.C.! 
Perhaps I could hear the outside world from 
the Congo! It was only a dream but it was 
worth a try. The day I left for my steamer my 
radiotrician friend gave me a check for $25 for 
one of the sets and I sailed with, the other. 
Some months after I reached Africk my bank 
returned the check to me marked "Unknown" 
and I had added one last lesson from my radio - 
trician friend. 

But I had learned to operate that 3- tuber, 
the receiver which was later to become known 
as the "pickle bottle receiver" for reasons 
which will appear later. 

Success 
I unpacked it and the various and sundry 

batteries, A, B, and C, and had a native climb 
a couple of palm trees outside my hut and 
stretch an antenna wire. Early in October I was 
ready to try her out. Late one night I plugged 
in the phones and turned on the juice. It oscil- 
lated. I turned the straight line frequency con- 
denser until I picked up a nice whistle, then 

ON4CSL (now OQSAE) at the Key of His 
Former Transmitter 
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QRZ? An African "drum talker" ripping it 
off at a fast clip. He is strictly a c.w. man. 
incidentally. We understand these boys will 
challenge any group of 5 meter hams to a 
QSP field day contest. We are putting our 

money on the boy in the photograph. 

backed off the tickler coil just below oscillation. 
"Strike two!" I heard the announcer call. I 
jumped straight up. The World Series games 
were on and so perfect was reception that I 
could easily hear the bat smack the ball or 
the ball plunk into the catcher's mit, as the 
case might be. I was listening to WGY's short- 
wave broadcasting station W2XAD, for many 
years the stand -by of American short -wave 
broadcasting stations, and still among the best.. 

Until one has gone through such an expe- 
rience one can never know what this meant- to 
me. Not only did it mean that my faith and 
labor had been vindicated; it meant that we 
were in touch with the outside world. The 
world had opened up. Remember that at that 
time it required from ten to twelve weeks for a 
letter to travel from the States to me. We were 
as isolated as the fictitious Martians. Suddenly 
America was brought right into our African 
hut. We could hear music and voices from 
home! Who can know the thrill of such an 
experience to one who had for years been cut 
off? It was a dream come true. 

But all was not to be smooth sailing. I no- 
ticed on the case of the B batteries "Store in a 
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diy, cool place." Now such a place does not 
exist in the tropics. All the places I have dis- 
covered are just the opposite. They are damp 
and hot. So at the end of six months I found 
to my dismay that my B batteries were dead. 
I say "dismay" meaningly. Elsewhere in the 
world a set of dead B batteries is simply re- 
placed. Go down town and buy a new set. Or 
write to the mail order house and get a set in 
a few days time at a cost of less than five 
dollars. For me, however, the situation was 
quite different. I knew as a result of long years 
of experience in ordering goods from the 
States that twelve months was the shortest 
possible time in which I could hope to receive 
new batteries. In the meantime my receiver 
was dead and another World Series would be 
on in a few months' time. Distress? I'll say! 

Saved by Pickle Bottles 
The only solution was to make my own 

B batteries. I carefully removed all the little 
carbon rods from the dead B's. Fortunately the 
local Mission Hospital had a supply of manga- 
nese dioxide and sal ammoniac on which I 
could draw. But where could I get containers? 
I needed ninety of them! A raid on my wife's 

One of the 52 -foot masts used to support 
the rhombic antenna used at ON4CSL 

(now OQ5AE). 

pantry produced only twelve empty jam and 
pickle bottles. So I sent an SOS to all the 
white people living in a radius of 200 miles 
begging for empty pickle bottles. Some of them 

a 
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A group of natives gathered around the Reverend Mr. Stegall to hear the little 
black box make magic talk from white man in far off country. They never cease to be 
amazed at what emanates from the phones. Stegall now has an FB -7 and speaker. 

thought that the sleeping sickness had affected 
my brain, but nevertheless sent the bottles. The 
spirit of cooperation and liberality in the far off 
places is a beautiful thing. Some of those folks 
gave me their last empty bottle, and bottles 
are valued highly in the Congo. Thus I secured 
more than 100 bottles with which I built up the 
"pickle bottle" battery. Theoretically it would 
give me 135 volts. Actually, due to internal 
resistance and other losses, it never gave more 
than 70 to 80 volts and was a source of con- 
stant trouble. But trouble or no trouble, it 
worked and I used this motley assortment of 
bottles until I received regular batteries from 
the States. 

I became sufficiently proficient in the code 
to be able to handle press dispatches from 
commercials, notably from DIS /DIH, and I 
discovered to my delight that I was able to pick 
up amateurs from all over the world. My old 
log shows many W stations heard. Here are a 
few of them: 1BAD, 2EL, 2DH, 1CMX, 20A, 
2BWC, 2MB, 6CH, 2ARB, 1UH, 2ZG, 2BFM, 
2AMR, 2CM, etc., etc. So I began to itch for 
a transmitter. Perhaps you know that feeling. 
But for me this was made difficult due to the 
fact that I did not possess even a passing 
acquaintance with vacuum rube transmitters. 
Furthermore, my nearest ham neighbor who 
might advise and help me was in South Africa, 
some 2000 miles away. Nevertheless it is to a 
ZU that I am indebted for my first transmitter, 

for ZU6S made and shipped me a bread -board 
Baby Colpitts for use with a type 201 -A tube. 
I erected a fine zepp antenna, suspended be- 
tween two tall palm trees. The dowel rod 
spreaders on the feeders were most impressive 
and mysterious to the natives. One asked me if 
this was a new method of climbing into heaven. 

The sad fact that I never held a two -way 
QSO with this transmitter was not due to any 
failure on its part or on mine. It performed 
well, within the limits of its possibilities. But 
it was just expecting a little too much to hope 
that a signal of only one watt would be heard 
some thousands of miles away. 

The First QSO 
In 1932 I was moved from my old post at 

Luebo to a new post some 180 miles to the 
south, called Lubondai. The local hospital was 
supplied with a 32 -volt lighting system con- 
sisting of a bank of 75- amp. -hour Edison cells. 
These are charged with a turbo- generator driven 
by steam from a wood- burning boiler. This out- 
fit was placed at my disposal. Surely the time 
had come for me to go on the air. I decided 
on the simplest outfit possible. I built up a 
tuned -grid tuned -plate rig using one 210 tube. 
The filament voltage of 71/2 was secured by 
placing a resistor in the 32 -volt line. I did not 
have a variable resistor, so I made one by 
wrapping some wire around an old porcelain 
tube and using a large battery clip for the 
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Since the earliest experiments with long wire 
telephone circuits, echoes have been a source of 
annoyance. They normally are caused by the re- 
flection of energy at impedance irregularities 
along the transmission path. In radio transmis- 
sion, where the signal energy is confined only 
by the earth and the ionosphere, echoes are 
caused by the signal arriving at the receiver after 
traveling over different paths. Since these paths 
may differ considerably in length, there is a 
corresponding difference in the time of arrival 
of the signals, and thus the 
effect on reception is similar 
to that of echoes caused by 
reflection on wire lines. 

Radio waves passing be- 
tween two points on the earth 
follow great circle paths, that 
is, paths lying wholly in a 
plane determined by the two 
points and the center of the 
earth. For any two points 
which are not diametrically 
opposite each other there is 
only one such plane, but there 
are two directions that a radio 
signal can take in passing 
from one point to the other. 

*Bell Telephone Laboratories; 
prepared for the Bell Labs. Record. 
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Around 

he 

World 

Radio 

Echoes 

By A. C. PETERSON, JR.* 

This is illustrated at the left of figure 1 for trans- 
mission from London to New York. One path 
extends westerly from London in the great circle 
plane and the other follows a reverse track 
around the earth in an easterly direction from 
London. The direct signal, having much the 
shorter distance to travel, reaches New York 
first, while the reverse -path signal, traveling 
farther, arrives later, and appears as an echo. 

Besides these two paths in opposite directions 
there are also echo paths, due to signals passing 

DIRECT SIGNAL 
(19 MILLISECONDS 

TOTAL DELAY) NEW YORK LONDON 

i, 
I I 

II 
II 

I II \ 

REVERSE PATH AND REAR AROUND -THE- 
WORLD ECHOES 

(119 t 138 n MILLISECONDS TOTAL DELAY) 

FRONT AROUND -THE- 
WORLD ECHOES 

(19 +13en MILLI- 
SECONDS TOTAL DELAY) 

Figure 1 

A radio signal from London to New York may cause an echo by 
traveling around the world in either a westerly or an easterly 
direction, and in either direction it may encircle the earth one 

or more times. 
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Figure 2 
One half of the surface of the earth is always 
illuminated by the sun, but at an altitude of 150 
kilometers the illumination extends about 12 degrees 
beyond the illuminated surface of the earth. as 

shown above. 

the receiver, completely encircling the earth one 
or more times, and being received again on 
each transit at a diminishing intensity. A signal 
may start easterly from London, 
reach New York, and then con- 
tinue on around the world one 
or more times before it becomes 
inaudible. Such echo paths are 
illustrated in the center of figure 
1. A signal also may start wester- 
ly from London, and after reach- 
ing New York continue on 
around the world as indicated at 
the right of the illustration. From 
the point of view of the receiver, 
echoes fall into two groups: one 
group, called front around -the- 
world echoes, reaches the receiver 
from the same direction as the 
direct signal; the other group, 
including the reverse -path and 
rear around- the -world echoes, is 
received from a direction 180 
degrees from the direct signal. 

Short-wave transmission over 
long distances depends largely 
on the reflection of the waves 
back and forth between the earth 
and the ionized layer high over- 
head. The reflecting behavior of 
the ionized layer is a function of 

both the frequency of the waves and the ex- 
posure of the layer of light from the sun. When 
the ionized layer is in darkness, frequencies 
above about 10,000 kilocycles are not reflected 
for the most part, and thus long- distance trans- 
mission at these higher frequencies becomes poor. 
When the layer is illuminated, however, these 
frequencies are reflected, and long- distance trans- 
mission becomes possible. As a result of these 
facts it is common practice in radio transmission 
to use the higher frequencies for daylight con- 
ditions over the transmission path, and the 
lower frequencies for nighttime conditions. For 
the transition period between dark and daylight, 
frequencies in the neighborhood of ten thousand 
kilocycles are employed. 

Since the altitude of the refracting layer is 
from 100 to 250 kilometers, an around -the- 
world signal path is never entirely in darkness 
so that frequencies much below 10,000 kilo- 
cycles seldom experience around -the -world 
echoes. On the other hand, there are times of 
the year when certain paths may be completely 
in daylight. Under these comparatively uniform 
and favorable conditions of illumination, there 

Figure 3 

Lighting conditions for the position of the earth at 1:30 p.m. 
Greenwich Mean Time for December 21. 
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is every likelihood that around - 
the -world echoes will be preva- 
lent at higher frequencies. 

Illumination of the ionosphere 
beyond the shadow line at the 
earth's surface is illustrated by 
figure 2, which represents con- 
ditions when the earth's axis is 
at right angles to the sun's rays. 
This occurs around March 21 
and September 21. During winter 
in the northern hemisphere, the 
north pole is tilted about 23 
degrees away from, and in sum- 
mer the same amount toward, the 
sun. The tilt is such that only 
great circle paths passing within 
some 4000 kilometers of the 
poles are ever totally illuminated 
at ionized layer heights of 150 
kilometers. It is not to be ex- 
pected, therefore, that echoes will 
occur frequently on around -the- 
world paths that are more than 
this distance from the poles. The 
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Figure 5 

Percentage illumination of the around -the -world great circle path 
from London to New York for various months of the year. 

Figure 4 

Lighting conditions for the position of the earth at 7:30 a.m. 
Greenwich Mean Time on December 21. 
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time of day and season of the 
year when they are most apt to 
appear on favorable paths may 
be readily determined by com- 
putation. 

At an altitude of 150 kilo- 
meters the great circle path be- 
tween New York and London is 
entirely illuminated around June 
21 and December 21 at certain 
times of the day. The accompany- 
ing photographs of a globe illu- 
minated by sunlight illustrate the 
seasonal shift of sunlight effects. 
The light areas in each case cor- 
respond to illumination at a 
height of 150 kilometers. The 
picture at the head of this article 
represents conditions at 1:30 
a.m., Greenwich time, on June 
21, and figure 3 shows condi- 
tions at 1:30 p.m., December 21. 
At both these times the great 
circle path between New York 
and London, which is marked 
on the globe, is entirely illumi- 
nated; around 7:30 a.m. and at 
7:30 p.m. on any day of the year 
only about sixty per cent of the 
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WMN 14,590 KC 
1428 GMT 

LAWRENCE VILLE, N.J. 
A NOVEMBER 22,1933 

01H 10,640 VC 

1406 GMT B 
OXFORD, ENGLAND 

NOVEMBER 22,1933 

LSN 21,020 KC 
0030 GMT 

HURLI NG HA M, ARGENTINA 
C MARCH 13, 1936 

Figure 6 
Around -the -world echoes as they were recorded at 

Netcong. New Jersey. 

path is illuminated, as shown in 
figures 4 and 5. Curves showing 
the percentage illumination of 
the New York -London path for 
the various months are illustrated 
by figure 5. Observations indi- 
cate that the average intensity of 
the echoes varies in about the 
same way as the percentage illu- 
mination. Although total illumi- 
nation occurs on paths through 
New York and Buenos Aires, 
around- the -world echoes are only 
rarely encountered here because 
these paths have to pass over the 
polar regions where the attenua- 
tion is great. The most likely 
time of occurrence is around the 
equinoxes, and echoes are then 
occasionally observed. 

Due to the long around -the- 
world path, the echoes described 
above are considerably attenuated 
even on occasions when condi- 
tions are favorable for their 

transmission. The echo signal is rarely found to 
have serious effect on the intelligibility of fixed - 
carrier radiotelephone circuits. 

Oscillograph records made at Netcong, New 
Jersey, of around - the -world echoes received on 
various short -wave radio circuits are shown in 
figure 6. When the receiver and transmitter are 
located close together, the direct signal will 
have a negligible time of transmission, while the 
around -the -world echo will be delayed by 
about 138 milliseconds. This is shown by "A" 
of the illustration. For a reverse -path echo, the 
difference in time of reception is the difference 
in the lengths of time required for the signal 
to go around the reverse path and along the 
direct path. For the London to New York circuit 
this amounts to the difference between 119 and 
19 milliseconds or 100 milliseconds, and is 
illustrated at "B ". For a front around -the- 
world echo, illustrated at "C ", the difference in 
time of reception will be the time required for 
the signal to encircle the earth. Assuming that 
the signals travel at the velocity of light, the 
actual measured echo delays would require a 

path length about three and three -tenths per 
cent greater than the circumference of the earth. 

Figure 7 -Early morning in April or September. 
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Tkerrníoníc Emission of Electrons* 
By P. G. 

Thermionic emission is the name given to 
the emission of charged particles from any sub- 
stance under the action of heat. Thermionic 
emitters are often used when a stream of elec- 
trons is required, but we are chiefly concerned 
in the present article with the application of 
thermionic emission to radio valves. 

During the latter part of the 17th century, 
physicists observed that the air became electrical- 
ly conductive near the surface of a heated body, 
but it was not until the close of the 19th cen- 
tury that Elster and Geitel found that heavy 
metals gave off positive and negative electricity 
at low and high temperatures respectively. In 
1883 Edison discovered that an electric current 
could flow through a tube containing an incan- 
descent filament of carbon, and a cold metal 
electrode which was maintained at a positive 
potential with respect to the filament. When the 
latter was made negative with respect to the 
filament, no current flowed. Somewhat later the 
arrangement was modified by Fleming, who 
thus produced the first thermionic rectifier. The 
nature of the emission from hot filaments was 
not definitely established until 1899, when J. J. 
Thomson was able to prove that it was a stream 
of electrons (fundamental units of negative elec- 
tricity) by measuring the ratio e/m, "e" being 
the charge of a single particle and "m" its mass. 

Between 1901 and 1903 Richardson devel- 
oped a theory of emission and tested it experi- 
mentally. The experimental arrangement con- 
sisted of a hot filament and a cold concentric 
metal cylinder to which could be applied any 
desired potential with respect to the filament. 
As the potential was increased to a high positive 
value the current increased up to a certain "sat- 
uration" value above which it was impossible to 
go, however high the potential was raised. Fur- 
ther, it was found that the saturation value of 
the current increased as the temperature of the 
filament increased, so Richardson supposed that 
saturation occurred when all the electrons emit- 
ted by the filament were collected by the anode, 
and he assumed that the electrons were those 
responsible for the ordinary electrical conduc- 
tivity of the filament. Whilst still in the filament 

*Reprinted with permission from The T. & R. 
Bulletin (England). 
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some of the electrons receive a sufficient increase 
in their kinetic energy (due to high temperature 
and consequent thermal agitation) to enable 
them to overcome the surface forces and to es- 
cape into the surrounding space (which, of 
course, is a very high vacuum) . From this 
theory an emission equation was derived mathe- 
matically and verified experimentally for the 
metals platinum and sodium and for carbon. 

An important discovery was made by Wehnelt 
in 1904, when he found that filaments coated 
with the oxides of calcium, strontium and 
barium gave much higher emission currents 
than the pure metal, and at a later date it was 
found that all substances which can be heated 
to a sufficiently high temperature without dis- 
integrating are capable of emitting electrons. 

Richardson's theory of emission was based on 
the classical electron theory, which assumes that 
free electrons exist in the interior of metals ; 

this theory was later abandoned by physicists, so 
it was necessary to look for a fresh explanation 
of the phenomenon of emission. This was sup- 
plied by Sommerfeld in 1928 by the application 
of quantum mechanics, and the consideration of 
the wave properties of electrons as well as their 
particle properties. Although the new theoretical 
treatment is different, the present -day view as to 
what actually happens when thermionic emis- 
sion takes place is the same as that originally 
put forward by Richardson in the pre -quantum 
days. 

It was discovered by Langmuir and Rogers 
in 1914 that tungsten filaments containing up to 
2 per cent of thoria showed an electron emission 
far greater than that from pure tungsten after 
they had been subjected to special heat treat- 
ment. Very high emission currents were obtained 
with filament temperatures below 2,000 degrees 
Absolute. (Degrees Abs. equal degrees Centi- 
grade plus 273.) The following treatment is 
employed for producing thoriated -tungsten fila- 
ments: 

First, the filament is prepared so that it con- 
tains about 2 per cent of thoria (Th02) . The 
electrodes (filament, plate, grids, etc.) are then 
assembled in the glass envelope and the whole 
thoroughly de- gassed with the filament operat- 
ing at about 2,000° Abs. A film of some "getter" 
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is then deposited on the glass walls to remove 
all traces of oxygen and the whole sealed off 
from the high -speed vacuum pumps. The tem- 
perature of the filament is then raised to about 
2 800° Abs. for two minutes, and then main- 
tained at some temperature, called the "activat- 
ing temperature" (between 1,800 and 2,200° 
Abs.) for a comparatively long time. 

When the filament is first "flashed" at 2,800° 
Abs., the thoria is dissociated into free thorium 
and oxygen, the former being distributed 
throughout the metal. During the activation pro- 
cess thorium atoms diffuse to the surface and 
form a layer, thereby increasing the emission. 
Throughout the normal life of the filament more 
thorium continually diffuses towards the surface 
so that the initial high emission is maintained. 
Immediately the filament is formed the emission 
is about the same as that from pure tungsten, 
but it very rapidly increases to about 1,000 times 
this value. It is common practice to give thori- 
ated tungsten filaments a hydrocarbon treat- 
ment, so that some of the tungsten on the 
surface is converted into tungsten carbide, and 
the layer so formed decreases the rate of thorium 
evaporation, and thus improves the performance 
of the filament. 

It is interesting to note that the emission from 
pure tungsten is .001 amp. per cm.2, whilst for 
a fully activated thorium- coated filament it is of 
the order 2.8 amps. per cm.2. 

Thorium is not the only element which can 
be used to produce an atomic film emitter, and 
caesium, potassium, rubidium and sodium have 
been successfully used; in fact, the rule that any 
of the alkali or alkaline earth metals absorbed 
on the surface of any of the metals tungsten, 
molybdenum, nickel or platinum reduce the 
work function of the metal and improve the 
emission appears to be obeyed. 

We now come to the topic of oxide -coated 
emitters. As was mentioned earlier the presence 
of a visible layer of oxide of calcium, strontium 
or barium greatly improves the emission from 
a filament of pure metal. 

The method of preparing oxide -coated fila- 
ments is as follows: The material of the metal 
carrying the oxide (the core) may be one of 
many alloys such as platinum and titanium °, 

(Konel) , and the coating mixture may be a sus, 
pension of barium carbonate and strontium car 
bonate in amyl acetate. The mixture is sprayed 
on to the core, which is then heated for a few 
seconds to a temperature of about 700° C. in 

an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. This treat- 
ment firmly bakes the coating on to the core. A 
very thin layer of collodion is thcn applied. The 
oxide -coated filament is now complete, and it is 
only necessary to activate it by suitable means, 
and it will be ready for use. The method em- 
ployed varies according to the nature of the core, 
but for Konel cores the method is to heat strong- 
ly the filament to a high temperature for sev- 
eral minutes and then reduce the temperature 
until it is only a little greater than the normal 
operating value. During this process the car- 
bonates have been dissociated into the corres- 
ponding oxides, and the gases evolved corn - 
pletely pumped away until the residual pressure 
is less than 10 -5 mm. of mercury. The tempera- 
ture of the filament is then reduced to the nor- 
mal operating value of about 800° C. The pres- 
ence of any trace of oxygen in the residual gases 
is highly undesirable, so some "getter" is al- 
ways employed to extract the last traces of gas. 
Normally the emission from an oxide -coated 
filament is between 0.1 and 1.0 amp. per cm.2, 
but under special circumstances emissions up to 
5 amp. per cm.2 have been recorded. 

One theory of the operation of oxide -coated 
filaments is as follows: Free barium (and /or 
strontium) is produced during the activating 
process, and good electrical contact is established 
between the oxide layer and the core. It is pos- 
sible for the barium to diffuse through the oxide 
to the surface and back again to the core, so that 
eventually a state of equilibrium is reached be- 
tween the rate of diffusion to the surface and the 
rates of evaporation and diffusion from the 
surface. Consequently, a definite equilibrium 
concentration of barium is set up in the surface 
which effectively reduces the work function. In 
addition to depending on the work function, the 
activity of the filament depends upon the 
number of electrons available in the oxide be- 
neath the surface; in other words, it is depend- 
ent on the electrical conductivity of the oxide. 
This, again, increases as the amount of free 
barium in the oxide increases. The manner in 
which the barium is liberated in the oxide is 

uncertain, but it is definitely not due to simple 
thermal dissociation of the barium oxide; prob- 
ably it is due to electrolysis of the oxide and to 
thermo -chemical reactions which occur between 
the oxide, the core metal and any impurities 
such as hydrogen and carbon which happen to 
be present in the oxide. Positive ion bombard- 
ment probably also produces free barium in the 
oxide. 
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Amateur Racliophone Station X ElG 
Some time ago RADIO published photographs 

of Dr. Jas. M. B. Hard's station in Mexico 
City. The doctor recently sent us the accom- 
panying photographs of his station at his 
"suburban" home, in the town of Cuernavaca, 
state of Morelos. 

The radio shack may be seen to the extreme 
right in the illustration of the bungalow style 
house. The shack is connected to the house by 
means of a corridor over 150 feet long. This 
permits the doctor to reach the shack in any 
kind of weather without danger of getting a 
chill. The house itself is much larger than it 
appears from the photograph, as it is quite deep, 
extending back considerable distance from the 
side from which the photograph was taken. The 
doctor sent us snapshots showing the rest of 
the house, but unfortunately they are not suit- 
able for reproduction. 

The three poles, two of which may be seen 

in the photograph, are over 160 feet high. By 
a system of weights, steel cable, and pulleys, 
any of the radiating systems may be raised, 
lowered, or placed at an angle of 45 degrees 
at will. 

Inspection of the interior view of the shack 
discloses the various antennas coming through 
the roof through glass plates installed for the 
purpose. At the extreme left is the dual- diversity 
receiver built for Dr. Hard by Jim Lamb and 
J. L. A. McLaughlin. To the right is the audio 
amplifier for this receiver, and above this the 
loud speaker with its tweeter. In the back- 
ground, against the wall, may be seen the 
kilowatt transmitter to the left and the 100 
watter at the right. In the center against the 
wall are the meters that show the voltage and 
current coming into the shack. 

All apparatus is manipulated from the easy 
chair in the foreground. The only switch used 
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The above view is of the back of the house: from the front it is much more pretentious. 
The three masts, two of which may be seen above, are over 160 feet high. 

when on the air is a single Federal anti -capacity 
switch. On top of the control panel may be seen 
an RME69 with a Peak pre -selector. To the 
right is an oscilloscope, and next a frequency 
meter. The clock in front of the frequency 
meter gives an alarm when it is time to call or 
stand by for a station schedule. To the right of 
the clock is a "Variac" to give any desired 
voltage from the 230 volt line without impair- 
ing the regulation. 

Dr. Hard has his own private 3000 volt high 
tension line for over a half mile from the main 
line of the power company. About 800 feet 
from the shack is a "pole" transformer reducing 
the voltage to 240. The 240 volt power is 
brought the whole 800 feet underground. All 
lines in the house are in iron conduit; embedded 
in the floors in concrete. The ground for the 
shack consists of a heavy copper ribbon, 2 inches 
wide, buried under the foundations of the build- 
ing. A section of the ground system also runs 
along the clay pipe that goes to the septic 
tank, a distance from the building. 

"The Doctor ", as he is known to his many 
amateur friends, has gone to considerable trou- 
ble to get the best reception possible and to put 
out a good signal. And from the ease with 

which he works stations all over the world, it 
looks as though his efforts have brought worth- 
while results. 

OPEN FORUM 
Tylerton, Miss. 

Sirs: 
I write this with my teeth showing (I don't 

mean smiling, either). I would gnash them but 
am afraid I might bust 'em -they are false. 
It's all because I just had a very fb QSO ruined 
by some sap head who popped up all over my 
man to play with his (new ?) bug. I guessed it 
was new from the way he couldn't handle it. 

So, since everybody is trying to tell everybody 
else how amateur radio and the government 
and supreme court should be run or not run, I 

will air my ideas. 

I think the F.C.C. should set aside a band 
called the "Brainless, Weightless Bug Band" 
and let those guys try and work each other. If 
one were caught sending properly or anywhere 
near that, his license would be taken from him 
and his dang head cut off. 

You see, it's the unnecessary QRM that hurts. 
E. L. FELDER, W5FSS. 
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ALLS HEAR 
AND DX 

DE PART NIENTS 

Numeral suffix indicates "R" strength. Send Calls Heard to Calls Heard Editor,* not to Los Angeles. 

Robert Mele, W8EMW, 142 Roney Road, 
Syracuse, N.Y. 
January, 1937 

(7 Mc.) 
D4IZI; FEAT; HAFSC; HJ1K; OE6AZ; OK1AQ; OK3AC; ON4NO; 
SU1LF. 

(14 Mc.) 
CE3AR; CE3EQ; CE3NR; CE4AD; CN8MI; CNBMQ¡ CN8MU; 
CP3ANE; CT1BD; CT1BPC; CX1BG; CX1CB. -D 3BMP; 3BWU; 
3CBK; 3CFH; 3DLC; 3DSR; 3FZI; 4DLC; 4KMG; 4WXL; 4XCG; 
4XKG; 4XVF; 4YBF. - EI4J; E15F; EI7L; E18B; EL2A. - 
F 3AM; 3GM; 3LG; 8CP; 8GI; 81G; 84; 8KW; SLG; SLU; 
8NL; SUK; SVJ; SWG; SWQ; SWK; SXC; 8YZ. - FASDA; 
FASIH; FB8AB; FMSAA; FMBAD. -G 2DH; 2DK; 2HU; 2IT; 
2IY; 2K0; 2KR; 2LB; 2LU; 2NG; 2QN; 2TD; 2VD; 2ZY; 5BJ; 
5FQ; 51B; 5JU; 5KT; 5MD; 5MW; 5PH; SQY; SSR; 5SB; 5YH; 
6BY; 6CL; 6DT; 6F0; 6JW; 6LV; 6NJ; 6NX; 6PC; 6QX; 6RJ; 
6SR; 6UD; 6UG; 6VC; 6X1; 6Y0; 6YR; 8BD; SBP; SCN; SCU; 
SCV; SFZ; SIA; STZ. - GI2KR; GI6TK; HAFSC; HAFSD; 
HAFSN; HB9AK; HB9BD; HB9BN; HB9T; HC1JW; HC2JM; 
HK5JD; HR7WC; I1LY; 11TKM; I1ZZ; J2JJ; J3CR; JSCD. - 
K 4BNH; 5AA; 5AC; 5AJ; 511Y; 6AKP; 6NLD; 6NSD; 60AR; 
7EVM; 7FBE; 7FYI. - LA2X. - LU 1CA; 1JH; 2AM; 3EV; 
4DQ; SAN; 5FJ; 6AX; 7AZ; 7BH; SDJ. - LY1J; 0A4AK; 0A4J; 
0E1FH; 0E7EF. - OH 1NL; 201; 3NP; 301; 6NN; 6NS; 6HG. - OK1DL; OK2HX; OK2PN; OK2RM. - ON 4AW; 4BD0; 4BR; 
4CD; 4DS; 4FQ; 4GQ; 4LZ; 4NC; 4VW; 4CSL. - PAO ALO; 
AZ; DC; DS; GN; LR; MF; MG; UN; UB; XM. - PY 1BR; 
11F; 1MK; 2EH;; 2FR; 2FY; 2GS; 2HN; 2J0; 3AB; 4AD; 4AP; 
RAB; 5QG; SAE; SAG. - PZ1AB; SM6QP; SM6VX; SP1HN; 
SU1KE; U2NE; U4AL; U5HE; 1.150F; U9AF; U9AL; 70MI. - 
VK 2AEK; 2FM; 2HP; 2PX; 3AL; 3BW; 3EG; 3GP; 3IW; 
3KR; 3MR; 3VU; 4FJ; 4KX; 5FM; 6AS; 7AB. - VS7RF; 
VU7FY; XU3FK; YJ1RV; YR5CD; ZD2Q; ZE1J0; ZE1JG; ZE1JS; 
ZE1JY. - ZL 1HH; 1HQ; 1CK; 2DS; 2FA; 2MN; 20Q; 211; 
2PM; 2QA; 2AM; 2SX; 3HK; 440; 4FW. - ZS IAN; 1AV; 
16; 1Y; 1Z; 2X; 4U; 6AD; 6AJ; 6AY. - AT 113; 1Q; 2D; 
2Q; 5P; 5Z; 6AH; 6AL; 6AQ; 6AU; 6AY; 6N. - ZU5G; 
ZU6AF; ZU6E; ZU6L; ZU6P. 

G. Moore, VK2AM, 92 Princes Hy., Anncliffe, 
Sydney, N.S.W. 

Jan. 27 
(14 Mc.) 

W 2IXY; 3EWW; 4AEO; 4AZK; 4DBC; 4DLH; 4DRZ; 5DEW; 
6BKY; 61IH; 6NKX. - CE1AH; CX1BN; H5PA; HL7G; HK1Z; 
HS1RJ; JZ1AA; J3EM; K6CMC; KAIAK; KA1BH; KA1DL; 
KA1ER; KA1JZ; KA1KY; KA1MD; KA1RB; LU1EX; LU6KE; 
LU7ET; 0A4AB; 0A4AI; 0A4N; 0A4R; PK1JR; PK1RA; PK3GD; 
PK4AU; PK4MY; PK4DG; PK6AI; SU1CH; VS6AB; VS6AG; 
VS6AH; VU2AU; VU2CQ; VU2DY; V2LM; VU7FY; XU3FK; 
XU3GG; XU3XA; XU6SW; XUBHR; XUSHW; XUSMT. 

Don McVicar, VE4PH, Edmonton, Alberta 
Feb. 27 to March 14 

(28 Mc.) 
CM2RU-7; D3DSR-7; D4BUF-6; D4GAD-7; D4QET-6; D4XCG-5; 
EI4J-6; EISB-7; F3GS-7; F3KH-7; F8E0 7; F8LX-5; F8NJ-7; 
FSRR-7; FSWK-7; FASIH-6; G2NH-6; G2PL-7; G50J-7; 
G6CJ-6; G6NF-6; G6XC-5; GI6TK-5; GM5YG-5; GM6NX-6; 
HA8D-6; HA9C-5; HB9BY-6; I1TKM-5; J2CB-7; J2CF-5; 
J3FJ-6; J4CT-6; K5AC-S; K6CGK-5; K6ILT-7; K6MVV-7; 
K6NWE-5; K6OGK-6; LU9AX-7; 'LU9AZ-4; LA4K-3; MX2B-4; 
0114J-5; OE1ER-6; 0E3AH-6; OH2NB; OK2HX-6; OK2L0-7; 
OK20P-6; OK3VA-6; ON4FE-7; OZ2B-6; OZ2M-6; OZ7G-6; 
PAOAZ-7; PAOPN-7; PAOXR-6; SM6SS-6; SM6WL-7; SkUM-7; 
VE4IZ-3; VK2GU-S; VK2LZ-8; VK3CP-7; VK3MR-6; VK3XP-5; 
VK3YP-6; VK5K0-4; VK5KL-6; VKSKX-5; XE2N-6; XE2UE-6; 
YL2BB-5; YL2CB-6; YM4AA-7; YR5AA-6; YU7DX-6; ZE1JR-5; 
ZL1BC-7; ZL1RX-6; ZS2A-7; ZU1T-6; ZU6P-5. 

George Walker, Assistant Editor of Rmo, Box 355, 
Winston- Salem, N.C., U.S.A. 
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R. D. Everard, "Oakdene", Lower Sheering Road, 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts, Eng. 

Jan. 6 to Feb. 14 
(28 Mc. phone) 

W UM; 1AEP; ZAPF; 1BJE; 1CGM; 1DEY; 1DJK; 100K; 
1DSV; 1FZA; 1GGV; 1HHU; 1H10; 1HQN; 1110; 1JCX; 1JIL; 
1JPM; 1JZF; 1KJJ; KQM; 1WV; 2ÁD1; 2BAA; 2DKU; 2DYR; 
2EOA; 2EXI; 2FLG; 2FWZ; 2GAH; 2GUU; 2HTQ; 2HVQ; 2HYJ; 
2IEF; 2111; 2JIR; 2JKI; 2JOA; 2KAP; 2KAP; 2KDD; 2MH; 
3AIR; 3AKX; 3AYG; 3CRY; 3CWQ; 3EIK; 3FAR; 3FEG; 3FVD; 
3GPM; 3PC; 4CPG; 4CYU; 4DEK; 4DFU; 4EBM; 4EC; 4EDD; 
4FT; 5AXY; 5BXM; 5DUK; 5DUQ; 5ZA; 6AQK; 6ERT; 6QZU; 
61TH; 6MTB; 6NLS; IANO; IBDO; ICFD; SCUM; SCMA; SCMT; 
SCPC; SCYT; 9AGO; 9AIW; 9ARK; 9BBU; 9BCT; 9BHT; 9CET; 
9CLH; 9DDF; 9DK; 9DN; 9DRQ; 9DWU; 9GHY; 9GRV; 9GYD; 
9HVZ; 91WX; 9JNT; 9JWI; 9LQT; 9MTN; 90S0; 90XS; 9PEP; 
9PWU; 9PZI; 901; 9RMQ; 9RRD; 9RSQ; 9SBV; 9711; 
9TIZ; 9TP; 9UHI; 9UPX; 9UWV; 9UYD; 9VKZ. - CO2AU; 
VE1DT; VE2CA; VE2EV; VE2KX; VE3AEL; VE3AGO; VE3TY; 
VE4BD; VE4KX. 

(14 Mc. phone) 
CE1AH; CE3DW; CT2AB; CX1AA; EA9AH; HI7G; K4ENY; 
KA1BH; KA1KY; LU1EX; LU1UA; LU4BH; LU5CZ; LU6KE; 
LU7AG; PK1MX; PK1QU; PY2CK; PY2EQ; PY2ET; PY3CY; 
PY50Q; VE3E0; VE4WR; VE5TV; VK2AP; BK2BW; VK2IG; 
BK2QR; VK4LO; VP6YB; VS2AK; VU2CQ; ZE1JU; ZS6A; 
ZS6AJ; ZT2G. 

D. A. Cf. Edwards, 2ANT, Selwyn House, Pilking- 
ton, Av., Sutton Coldfield, Warwicks, Eng. 

Jan. 1 to 31 

(28 Mc. phone) 
W 1ACS; 1ADR; 1AEP; 1AIQ; lARB; 1BEF; 1BJE; 1CAV; 
1CQM; 1DBE; 1DBH; 1DEY; 1EMV; 1DSV; 1EA0; 1FH; 1GWK; 
1H10; 1HTP; 1140; 110Z; 11P; 11PC; 1IPV; 11YT; LIAR; 
1JEC; 1JVB; 1KC; 1KJJ; 1KW; 1NW; 1PBY; 1WV; 2ADI; 2AIF; 
2AVY; 2BAA; 2BYT; 2CQD; 2CRO; 2DJX; 2DKJ; 2EGN; 2EJO; 
2EXI; 2FPQ; 2FWK; 2GAH; 2GJK; 2GMR; 2GUU; 2HFS; 
2HGU; 2HQJ; 2HTG; 2HVQ; 2HYJ; 2IEF; 2IKS; 2IP; 2IPI; 
2ISA; 2IUA; 2JAD; 2JAO; 2JDX; 2JIE; 2JIQ; 2JIT; 2JNP; 
2JOA; 2JUJ; 2JXI; 2KAP; 2KDD; 3AKX; 3AXR; 3BD1; 3BMW; 
3BRA; 3CYK; 3DDI; 3DLH; 3EUA; 3FJH; 3FMQ; 3FPL; 3FVO; 
3GHS; 3GIZ; 3IRV; 31U; 3IWA; 3JME; 3PC; 3RL; 4BHV; 
4BPC; 4BWM; 4CTG: 4CYU; 4DEK; 4DRZ; 4EBM; 4EEB; 4FT; 
5AXY; 5BB; 5BQJ; 5DFR; 5DPY; 5DUK; 5DUQ; 5EJZ; SEZH; 
5FHN; SFRA; 6IBS; 6ITH; 6MAV; 6MDN; 6MWD; 6NSI; 6NWQ; 
60F; SAYY; 8BD0; SBYE; BCJM; SCKY; SCYT; 8DJM; SDLT; 
SDLU; SDW; SEBS; SFFA; SFJJ; SFJP; SFSA; SFYC; SGWX; 
BIWQ; SIWT; SJFC; SJLQ; SJNO; SLAC; SLHM; SMAH; SMDH: 
SMWL; BNJS; SNJZ; SNMU; SNQG; BNXF; 80EQ; SPTN; SPTX; 
SQDU; SRV; SWM1; 9AG0; 9AGS; 9ARW; 9AZE; 9BBU; 9BHT; 
9BYW; 9CIV; 9DEK; 9DHP; 9DKU; 9DN; 9DQT; 9DRK; 9DRQ; 
9EKD; 9EYE; 9HDZ; 9IPS; 9LQT; 9MPN; 9PWU; 9PZI; 9RFB; 
9RQ; 9RSQ; 9SBV; 9SRS; 9TBX; 9T11; 9TLQ; 9TP; 9TTB; 
9UPX; 9UUN; 9VBK; 9CER; 9VUH; 9W0; 9WOV; 9WSE; 9WXT.- 
K4EJF; VE1AW; VE1CR; VE2BV; VE2CA; VE2EM; VE3BD. 

Eric W. Trebilcock, BERS195, 40a Nelson Street, 
St. Peters, South Australia 

Dec. 27, 1936 to Jan. 24 
(14 Mc. phone) 

W4BYY; W4DBC; W4DLH; W4DRZ; CE1AH; CO7CX; EA9AH; 
HI7G; J2IS; K6JLV; KA1BH; KA1KY; PK1MX; PK4AU; SU1CH; 
VS7AB; VU2CQ. 

(14 Mc.) 
W 1AXA; 1BXC; 1CC; 1C0; 1COP; 1DQS; 1DUJ; 1FM; 1FTR; 
1GDY; 1HIU; 1HKK; 1HRJ; 11C1; 11GU; 1IWA; 1JA; 1JIZ; 
1JGP; 1LN; 1RY; 1SZ: 12E; 2AIW; 2A0A; 2ATF; 2AYS; 2BCR; 
2CFK; 2CJM; 2CPA; 2CTC; 2DGJ; 2DNQ; 2DRJ; 2DVU; 2GJF; 
2GJR; 2GOM; 2HHF; 2HUQ; 2HUK; 2HVQ; 2IRV; 2JDM; 2JHS; 
2HLA; 2QY; 3AAL; 3BIA; 3BKZ; 3BSM; 3CBV; 3CVA; 3DCR; 
3DHZ; 3ENX; 3EZQ; 3FDL; 3FQP; 3FRE; 3GEH; 3GGE; 31R; -. 
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3MD; 3QP; 4AGI; 4BPF; 4BT; 4BWZ; 4CFD; 4CYP; 4DLG; 
40LH; 4DTF; 4DTR; 4DQX; 4DXW; 4DZ0; 4EAK; 4EDB; 4EFN; 
4EG; 4ELG; 4EMK; 4EAV; 4SV; 4TR; 4ZH; 5DZU; 5FAE; 
501; 6BVX; 6CS; 6HZB; 6KQH; 6KR1; 6LDJ; 6LHN; 6LYM; 
6TJ; 8AXN; BAYQ; 8BCK; 8BCT; 8BKP; 8BTI; SCNX; SCRA; 
8DFH; 8DLB; 8D0D; 8DPS; 8DUP; 8DXE; 8FCB; 8FJN; SGRZ; 
81ER; 8IXS; SJMP; 8KKG; 8KWI; BKWW; 8LDA; SLYQ; 8MZE; 
SNQC; 8NQS; 80FN; SOCQ; IPTC; 8SR; 9EAG; 9FEY; 9FS; 

9KFX; 9MHM; 9SCH; 9VCD; 9WMT. - CM2A0; CM7AB; CMBAH; 
CR7AL; CR7GF; CR9AA; CT2AB; D3DRF; D4BQ0; D4MOL; 
D4TDB; D14J; F3AD; F8KW; F8LG; FBNR; F8VT; F8ZZ; FBBAD; 
FMSAD; G2-FZ; PU; XN; ZP; 511; 5MD; 5MY; 5J0; 5SR; 

5SS; 5WP; 6DL; 6DT; 6JW; 6LC; 6QX; 6XF; SDL; 81W. - 
GI5NJ; HAFSD; HAF8N; HB9AK; HB9AT; HB9AY; HB9BG; 
HB9S; HC2JM; HH3L; HH5PA; HS1RJ. - J 2CC; 2CN; 2K0; 
2MF; 2MH; 2NA; 2NF; 21R; 3EM; 3EN; 3FI; 5CE; 5CC; 5CL; 

5C0; 9CA. - K4RJ; KRAA; K5AF; K5AG; K5AY; K6BNR; 
K6CGK; K6ILT; K60JG; KA1AN; KA1ER; KA1HR; KA1SL; 
KA1US; KA7NU; LA2B; NY2AE; 0E1EK; 0E3AH; 0H2N6; 
0H2OB; OH3NP; OH6NS; 0A4J; OK1FD; OK1KX; OK1WX; 
OK2F0; 0K2MA; 0K20P; ON4CSL; ON4FP; ON4PA; ON4TA; 
OZ2M; LU7AZ; PAOAZ; PAOMQ; PAOXF; PAOZJ; PK1BX; 
PK1GW; PK2DU; PK3WI; PK4K0; SM5UD; SM5WM; SM5XW; 
SM6UA; SU1CH; SUIFS; SU2TW; SV1AZ; SV1KE; VQ4CRH; 
VQ8AA; VQSAF; VQSAG; VS6AB; VS6AH; VS7RF; VS7JW; 
VS7RA; VE1HK; VE3AEX; VE3QS; VE3AH; VU2AU; VU2BA; 
VU2BN; BU2DB; VU2DP; VU2FH; VU7FY; XEIAM; JE2N; U1BC; 
U2NC; U3AS; U5AE; U9AL; XU1A; XU2FB; XU3D0; 
XU3GG; XU3FK; XU3YK; XU8MR; XUSIS; XUSSM; ZC6AQ; 
KE1JV; ZE1JZ; ZS6AY; ZT4P; ZT6AL; 2752; ZT6K; ZT6N; 

ZT6Y; 2762; ZU1T; ZU5AF; ZU6L; ZU6P. 

X 

Donald W. Morgan, 2CBG, 15 Grange Road, 
Kenton, Middlesex, Eng. 

Jan. 1 to Feb. 1 

(14 Mc. phone) 
W lACQ; 1BL0; 1CHI; 1FG; 1GFG; 1KJ; 1NW; 1QM; 2AYV; 
2E10; 2GMG; 2HC1; 2HDK; 2HFH; 2IXY; 2KFH; 2UK; 2ZC; 
3FPU; 3EMD; 3EMM; 3E0V; 4AZK; 4BRY; 4CPT; 40EA; MIA; 
SEQZ; SGLY; BLAC; 8NTI; 8QHA; 9BCQ; 9MV. - CNSMB; 
CO2HY; CT1AY; CT10Z; C71ZZ; EI6G; EISL; EI9J; F3AW; 
F3DJ; F3G5; FSMJ; F800; F8WQ. -G 2AK; 2BY; 2DV; 2JB; 
2LQ; 2XV; 2ZY; 513.1; 5HG; 5ML; 5N1; 5PP; 5PW; 5TH; 5ZJ; 

6B0; 6J0; 6JW; 6TV; 6XN; 6XR; 6XX; 6ZA; SCNA; BCN; 
8DM; SFY. - G15MZ; GI6TK; G16XS; HAFSN; HB9AY; HB9B; 
H17G; HP1JG; I1KS; 111T; LA4N; LA4R; OZ9R; PAOWN; 
PY1AK; PY2AC; SM5YS; SM6QC; SM6QV; SM6VX; SU1CH; 
SU1KG. - VE 1BC; 1BR; 1CR; 1DC; lET; 1JA; 2BG; 2EE; 
3NB; 3ND. - VOlI; VO1J; V02Z; VP6TR; VP6YB; VP9R. 

(14 Mc.) 
W 1GDQ; 1JZD; 1KGN; 141W; 2ACO; 2BEF; 2CTC; 2ECT; 
2FDD; 2GCD; 2HAW; 2HMQ; 2HUQ; 3ANT; 3A0K; MAU; 
SCNX; UAW; SKWW; BMZE; SNQE; SNVC. - CT1QQ - 
D 3A0G; 3A0K; 3CSE; 3DFE; 3GPF; 3XWK; 3YUY; 4AJJ; 

4ALV; 4CHA; 4DLC; 4GFF; 40AR; 40RT; 4TDB; 4TKK; 4UVD; 
4WAL; 4WTK; 4XJF. - EI5J; E171; EIBJ; EI9F; FSAR; FSHO; 
FSNF; FSPX; FBYQ. -- G 2BY; 2CX; 2JX: 2KA; 2LA; 20F; 

2TV; 2XC; 5GQ; 5HG; 5HS; 5NM; 5RF; 5BR; 5UX; 5YN; 
6AJ; 680; 6CJ; 6CL; 6CP; 6CR; 6DT; 6LG; 6NU; 6NX; 601; 
6PR; 600; 6RH; 6TF; 6WN; 6XA; 6XX; SAH; BAU; SAW; 
SOL. SJK. - G12KR; GI2U0; G150Y; GI5WK; GI6TK; GI6WG; 
GI6XS; HAF5C; HAFSD; HAFSN; HB9A; IIKS; IlAR; LA3J; 

LA3Y; LA5K; LA51; LA5R; LU7AZ; 0E1EK; 0E3AH; OE3FL; 
0E6DK; 0E7EJ. - OH 2NE; 2NM; 20B; 20Q; 201; 3NK; 
3NP; 30E; 5NV; 50A; 50H; 6N1; 6NN; 6N0; 6NS; 7NA; SNH; 
SNK. - OK 1BA; 1CX; 10X; 1FK; 1KX; K1X; 1MB; 10M; 
1RX; 1XA; 1WFX; 1WX; 2PN; 3CF. - ON4JJ; ON4VK; 
ON4VV. - OZ 1JW; 26; 2H; 2K; 2M; 2XA; 2Z; 3D; 3ES; 
3FL; 3H; 3K; 3Q; 3R; 5FT; 5P; 7A; 7FK; 7FL; 7L; 70M; 
70N; 7PH; 7Q; 7S; 7UF; 7UU; 8A; 8J; SR; 8V; 8X; 9A; 90; 
9X. - PAOAQ; PAOBE; PAOGA; PAOGN; PA01W; PAOKN; 
PAONV; SM5GS; SM5QL; SM5SM; SM5UK; SUX; 521; 6UX; 
7UC; 7UT; 7XF; 94F. - SP1MD; VE1BK; VE1CA; VE3CAL. 

Edgar H. Adler, W1DYV, 6 Clinton St., 
Taunton, Mass. 

March 8 to March 10 

(20 meter phone) 
CX1CT; G5ML; G5N1; VO2N; VP3BG; VP9R; YU5AB. 

(14 Mc.) 
W 6AL; 6GH1; 6GHU; 6JKH: 6JWL; 6LXY; 6LYM; 7BTG; 
7EK; 7FAQ; 7FYR. - CM2EA; CMSAI; D3DSR; D4SMO; FASAD; 
FA80A; F3KH; G5DS; HASC; HASC; HAM; K5AC; K5AG; 
ON4HC; PAOCE; PAOGN; PAOPN; PAOQF; PAOQQ; PAOUN; 

PAOUV; PY1BR; PY4AZ; SU1SG; VP13B; XE10G; YR5AR; 
YU7DX. 

(28 Mc.) 
W 6BAM; 6BYB; 6CXW; 6D0B; 6DTB; 6EJC; 6FQY; 6FXL; 
6GRK; 6HEW; 6IED; 6JJU; 6JNR; 6KIP; 6KRI; 6MPK; 6NYA; 
7AAZ; 7EYS; 7GB1. - D3DSA; D4GDF; D4WXD; D3XCG; 
EI4J; E18B; E19G; F3TK; F8E0; FBFC; FBLX; FSRR; FSWK. - 
G 2DH; 2GC; 5BM; 5VU; SOY; 6DH; 6RB; 6XL; 6XN. - 
616TK; HASC; K5AY; 0E1EK; OE1ER; OK2L0; 0K20P; 
PAOAZ; PAOPN; SM5VW; SM6SS; SM6WL; SU1SG; VE40B; 
VE4SH; VK2LZ; YL2CD; YR5AA; ZS2A; ZU9A. 

Earl M. Reichman, W8NBK, 4091/2 East First St., 
Uhrichsville, Ohio. 

Dec. 28, 1936 to Jan. 28 
(14 Mc. phone) 

CE1AH; VK2ABG; VP6TR; VP6YB; VP9R; VU2CQ. 

(14 Mc.) 
CE2AR; CE3AR; CP3ANE; D4DLC; EA4MA; EL2A; F3AD; F3KH; 
F3KB; F8E0; FBSAF; FBSEA; FMBAA; FM8AD; FMSIH; G511; 
G5YH; G6CL; G6NJ; G6XN; GSFZ; GI6TK; HAF5C; HB9BW; 
HC1JW; HC2CG; HH3L; J2NB; J3FK; KA1US; K4RJ; K4DRN; 
K5AA; K5AC; K5AF; K7JP; K7PQ; K7AD; K7FRU; K7FYI; 
LA2XE; LU1DR; LU1JH; LU3HK; LU4BA; LU4EX; LU6AZ; 
LUSDJ; 0A4J; OH301; OZSJB; OZ9QM; PAOLR; PAOXF; PAOZJ; 
PY1AZ; PY1BR; PY1C1; PY1DW; PY2AC; PY2AI; PY2AR; 
PY200; PY2DW; PY2GS; PY2HN; PY8AH; SM5ZL; SM6NA; 
SV1KE; U5RE; U9AL; U9ML; VK2FD; VK2VA; VK2X0; VK3EG; 
VK3GE; VK3VF; VK5MD; VK5JU; VK5WA; VK5XB; VK5ZX; 
VK6HB; VU4DQ; VU7FY; VO1DW; VP6M0; XE1FS; XE2N; 
XE2CB; XU9SR; YM4AA; ZE1JG; ZL1CV; ZL1HY; ZL2LB; 
ZL3HK; ZSIAL; ZS2N; ZS2X; ZS6AU. 

J. J. Michaels, W3FAR, North Wales, Pa. 
March 1 to 15 

(29 to 30 Mc. code) 
W6QG; W9FJR. 

C. J. Nolf, ON4NC, Chateau de Rameignies, par 
Thumaide, (Hainaut), Belgium 

Nov. and Dec., 1936 
(28 Mc. code) 

CNSAP; CNSMQ; D4SXR; FSCT; F8E0; FBHZ; F801; FM8AA; 
G2PL; G5KH; G50J; G5QY; G6DH; G6NF. - OH 3NN; 3NP; 
301; 5NR; 50D; 50H; 6NG; 6NV; 7NC; 7ND; 7NF; 7NJ; 7N1.- 
PK3ST; SPIER; SPIKZ; SU1SG; UlAD; U1AJ; U1C0; U1CR; 
U2NC; U3BX; U9MJ; U9ML. - VE lAU; lEA; 2CA; 2KA; 
3ADM; 3AEY; 3ER; 3KF; 3V/A; 4JV. - VK2GU; VK3CP; 
VK3YP; VK4AP; VK4E1; VOIN; VO1X; VS6AH; YL2BB; YL2CD; 
YL2CM; YR5OR; YR5VC; YT7MT; ZE1JR; ZL1CD; ZLIDV; 
ZL2BP; ZL2PC; ZL3AS; MIN; 2T213; ZU6P. -W 1AEP; 1AK; 
lALB; lAPQ; 1BGY; 1BUX; 1CGM; 1CJL; 1CKG; 1CQR; 1CSR; 
1DHD; 1EBR; 1ELR; 1FSK; 1FTB; 1GIL; 1HDV; 1H10; 1IBF; 
11PV; 1IYL; 1JNL; 11Z; 1NW; 2ACY; 240G; 2BPD; 2BZB; 
2COK; 2CT0; 2DVV; 2ENY; 2EVI; 2GJB; 2GMM; 2HVM; 2HYT; 
211Q; 2JPN; 2JQM; 2JXJ; 2MB; 3AIR; 3AUC; 3AXR; 3AXU; 
3BHT; 3BIW; 3B7Q; 3BWB; 3CBK; 3CYK; 3DOD; 3ENX; 3FAR; 
3FMQ; 3FVO; 3FVZ; 3GAP; 3GHS; 3MD; 3PC; 3VF; 4BBP; 
4BBR; 4BJX; 4DBU; 4EC; 4NT; 4SR; SBEE; 5DRF; 5EHR; 
5E0G; 66AM; 6BVX; 6GPB; 6HB; 6IEK; 6JBO; 6JJU; 6JNL; 
6JNR; 6LRD; 6MFR; 6NWQ; 600; 7NS; BANN; BASI; BBIX; 
81311; BBTK; SBWC; SCJM; SCKY; SCLS; 8CYT; SDLT; SEQQ; 
SERX; SFYC; SHZR; BIFD; 8111; SIJZ; SIWG; 81XM; BIXS; 
SJAK; SJFC; 8JJY; 8110; BJTJ; SJTW; SKH; SKYY; SMAH¡ 
SMWL; SMWY; SMZE; SNK; BNQD; BNYD; 80KC; PIK; SPYO; 
SPZT; SQDU; BSR; 9ADN; 9AIW; 9BBU; 9BPU; 9DN; 9DSC; 
9EF; 9FS; 9GDH; 9GKZ; 9GZK; 9HUV; 9HYD; 9ICW; 9ISM; 
9JDD; 9JFB; 9JNB; 9JZJ; 9KPD; 9LF; 9LKI; 9LQU; 9MIN; 
9PTF; 9PWZ; 9RXL; 981E; 9TFP; 9TMM; 9UIF; 9UYD; 9VEK; 
9VWW. 

(28 Mc. phone) 
CO2WZ; VE2CA; VE4BD; VK2GU; ZL1CD. -W lAS; 1BLO; 
1CKF; lETD; 1GDY; 1HQN; 1HVS; 11X0; 1JDV; 1QP; 1WV; 
1ZD; 2A0G; 2BRI; 2CYM; 2DJX; 2DVV; 2EVI; 2GAH; 2HVK; 
2IBM; 211Q; 2INX; 2JAD; 2J1E; 2J0A; 3AIR; 3AKX; 3AUC; 
3CYK; 3FMQ; 3FPL; 3G1Z; 3PC; 3WA; 4AZK; 4BMR; 4DG0; 
4DHM; 4EC; 4FT; 5BEE; 5E0G; 5QQ; 6FQY; 6MFR; 6NFA; 
SCJM; SCKY; SEBS; BFSK; BFYC; SJFC; BKH; SKTW; SKYY; 
SMDH; BMNJ; SMWL; SNXF; SPK; BPTX; BPZT; 9AGO; 9BHT; 
9B0F; 9DKU; 9LQT; 9SN0; 9SQE; 9UYD. 

[Continued on Page 75] 
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os Mc. Opens Wide fol- 

By C. H. CONKLIN, W9FM 

The ten -meter band was good to us in Feb- 
ruary and early March, providing many con- 
test QSO's and some good records. On Feb- 
ruary 24, OH2NB worked all continents in an 
hour and fifty -five minutes from 13:30, G.m.t., 
his contacts being with VK2GU, U9ML, 
VE3DU, SU1RJ, HK1JB, and G5ZN. Then 
on February 28, beg nning at 11:25, G.m.t., 
G6DH worked them all in a single hour, con- 
tacting VU2LJ, VK2GU, FB8AB, W8JFC, 
PY2AC, and YT7KP. 

By the time that the March contest started, 
there was much enthusiasm over the way dx 
was coming through every day, and in fact we 
find that many stations worked more dx on 
"ten" than on any other band. VE4PH raised 
about four stations an hour on 28 Mc., and 
finally raised 24 countries on this band com- 
pared with 23 on 14 Mc., in spite of the fact 
that on March 9, 13, and 14 no Europeans 
came through there. Many W9's found 14 Mc. 
a hopeless mess of QRM and raised much more 
dx on ten meters, which was consistently good 
here. F8EO is reported as being the most 
consistent European, coming through after all 
others there faded out. All continents were 
worked by many W's. We doubt if any really 
high scores will be turned in by stations not 
using the ten -meter band in the contest. 

Receiving Antennas Again 
W9GES put up a horizontal half wave with 

some of that new flexible concentric line, and 
claims that the improved pick -up amounts to 
two or three R points. This was his first ex- 
perience with resonant antennas on this band. 

One of the Wheaton gang, W9RHK, has 
been after a "J" for that w.a.c. certificate but 
had not heard any Asians. We induced him 
to put up a "lazy H" type antenna as described 
in RADIO for November, 1936, by W3AIR (a 
horizontal double -zepp for 28 Mc. with another 
below it, fed in phase, using a tuned feeder). 
The thing worked well on receiving, and 
W9RHK raised a J on both 20 and 10 meters 
early in the contest. Because Europeans were 
fairly loud off the side, we were in for some 
razzing until it was pointed out that auto 
ignition noise was heard not when cars were 
closest but when "on the nose" of the relatively 
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broad beam. When the thing was shifted to 
point to Europe, the latter signals on all bands 
were very much louder. In fact, dx could not be 
raised in the evening QRM on 14 Mc. until 
the beam was put on the transmitter. The gain 
was just enough to lift the signal up over other 
stations on the edges of the band and six sta- 
tions were raised that evening. On "20" the 
gain does not come from directivity -the an- 
tenna then being only a half wave long -but 
from the vertical stacking which forces lower 
angle radiation. The upper wire was only 
thirty feet high. We feel that vertical stacking 
of practically any horizontal antenna is a fine 
way to double the low angle power without 
giving horizontal directivity. 

Receivers 
Our readers often mention the improvement 

in signal -to -noise ratio obtained by using a 
tuned horizontal antenna for receiving (see 
above). This, of course, brings the signal level 
up to a point where it is large in respect to the 
"shot effect" or thermal agitation noise in the 
first tube in the receiver. The other important 
factor as mentioned in this column before, is to 
get high non -regenerative gain early in the re- 
ceiver before the tube noises are amplified ma- 
terially. A few weeks ago we tried a receiver 
in the $100.00 class that made it possible to 
demonstrate this point. The set had one con- 
trol for the gain of the r.f. stage, another for 
the audio. By turning up the r.f. on a signal 
not strong enough to block the early tubes, and 
holding down the a.f. gain, the only audible 
noise on ten meters was a slight crackling sort 
that came in through the antenna. Then we 
turned down the r.f. while increasing the audio 
gain, holding the signal level at the same point. 
Set noises in the form of a "Sh -h -h" noise came 
up very materially, almost obscuring the signal. 
This test convinced us that the receiver had a 
very fine preselection gain, apparently the main 
reason for the good signal -to -noise ratio. Try 
this test on your own receiver, even if you must 
put a temporary gain control on the first tube. 
If there is not a noticeable improvement in the 
signal -to -noise ratio with the first stage running 
wide open, you probably have to replace a tube, 
or have a rebuilding job ahead of you. 
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New Ones on 28 Mc. 
The letters this month contain a number of 

calls not seen in the ten meter reports pre- 
viously. They are VQ4KSL, VQ3AA (Senegal), 
PK3ST, FM8AA, ZA6F (Albania), YU7DX 
and YU7GL, MX2B, UK3AH, FT4AB, 
YT7MT, and YT7KP. We don't have the fre- 
quencies -and wish that reports would give 
frequencies of the more unusual calls. 

Predictions 
For the two years that we conducted the 

28 Mc. department, we have ventured to make 
seasonal predictions of conditions on 28 Mc., 
even to the point of predicting the months and 
time when J's can be worked from the central 
and eastern U.S. We are bold enough to try 
again. 

The summer will permit working the distant 
South Americans consistently -if the few sta- 
tions there are on the air. This will be almost 
an all -day proposition with peak signals per- 
haps in the late afternoon. Some South Africans 
may be heard, though possibly later than re- 
cently- afternoons rather than mornings. Also, 
occasional VK or ZL stations will come through 
-between sunset and midnight in the middle 
west. A very few Europeans may sift through 
in mid -afternoon, but with very weak signals. 
Japan will be out until late fall. 

Sixth district work with central and eastern 
U.S.A. will not be consistently good as it has 
been since last September, but will be more 
erratic, and contacts generally will be confined 
to shorter distances until about next September. 
Many stations will desert the band in late 
April or in May during a temporary lull in 
conditions, though those who stay around will 
find signal strengths high for distances varying 
from 400 to 1200 miles when a station is on the 
air at the proper distance to provide a contact. 
The gang will come back to 28 Mc. in large 
numbers in about September. The band will 
sometimes be open until after midnight. 

We suggest that the gang listen to 28 Mc. 
before going to a lower frequency band. If no 
station is heard, leave the carrier on the air or 
put a brick on the key for several minutes 
before calling CQ. In this way, a listener will 
have a better chance to find you by the time 
you start calling. It is quite surprising how 
often you can raise a station on a "dead" band 
if you spend a little time calling. NY2AE and 
K6MVV worked each other several hours one 
day last spring when neither could hear or 
raise another station. 

BI -PUSH NOTES 
20, 40, and 80 Meter Operation 

Many amateurs will want to use the Bi -Push 
exciter on 20, 40, and 80 meters with an 80 
meter crystal. The 80 meter coil consists of 34 
turns (center tapped) of number 22 d.c.c. close 
wound on the same forms used to wind the set 
of 10, 20, and 40 meter coils. The jumpers are 
connected as shown for the coil number 1 in 
the diagram accompanying the article on the 
deluxe bi -push exciter, which appears else- 
where in this issue. The 40 meter push -push 
coil is wound with the same number of turns 
as the 40 meter push -pull coil, but is jumpered 
the same as shown for coil number 2. The 40 
meter push -pull coil is not used with an 80 
meter crystal. Another 40 meter coil, connected 
with "push -push jumpers ", is needed. 

The 20 meter coil is okeh ''as is ". In other 
words, if you have a set of coils to go with a 
40 meter crystal, you need only two more coils 
to hit three bands with an 80 meter crystal. The 
20 meter coil is the same with either a 40 or 80 
meter crystal. Be sure when using an 80 meter 
crystal to get the push -push 40 meter coil in the 
coil socket of the following stage. The push -pull 
40 meter coil will not work ; it is used only 
with a 40 meter crystal. 

Bugs 
If the 10 meter coil does not quite resonate 

even with the condenser plates completely un- 
meshed, it means that either the tank leads in 
the 6L6 circuit are too long or the minimum 
capacity of the tuning condenser is too high. 
The easiest way is to correct for this by taking 
a half turn off the 10 meter coil, but the prefer- 
able method is to remedy the difficulty by short- 
ening the leads or using a condenser with a 

lower minimum capacity. 
Just because you happen to use a metal chas- 

sis, do not get the idea that it is permissible 
to dispense with the ground bus. All grounds 
should be made to a piece of heavy copper wire 
or strap, which in turn should be bonded at 
several points to the metal chassis. 

When using a metal chassis, do not rely upon 
fiber insulating washers to support the 6L6 tank 
condenser from the chassis. At the higher fre- 
quencies the washers provide very poor insula- 
tion. Mount the condenser on midget stand -off 
insulators, after first drilling a hole in the front 
panel large enough to clear the shaft. 
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onlrte 1 ronsniítter Res-enc.-ration 
By J. R. CON NOLLV, W 7EAZ 

F G. I 

276 -A 

FINAL SETUP 

Showing the 

C1-35 µµtd. midget 
C2-75 lipid. per sec- 

tion. 3000 volt 
spacing 

C11 --1C0 wild. midget 
t -.002 µEd.. 5000 volt 

mica 

Evolution of the Circuit 

C:, -.002 pfd. mica 
Cc. C; -.004 µfd. mica 
C.,- Optional conden- 

ser for high -capa- 
city tubes. Equal 
to plate - filament 
capacity of tube. 

Described 

R1-1C0 ohms. 10 watts, center - 
tapped 

ft..-7500 ohms. 50 
watts 

L -P l a t e tank coil 
tapped at exact 

There is scarcely a ham who has contemplat- 
ed high frequency operation who has not been 
confronted with the problem of obtaining suf- 
ficient grid drive. We are all familiar with the 
two most common tank circuits, the split stator 
tank condenser type, figure 1, and the split coil 
type, figure 2. The split stator type is more 
widely used on high frequencies, not because it 
is the easier to drive, but because the amplifier 
is much more stable than the split coil type. 

The split stator system is harder to drive 
whereas the split coil arrangement is unstable 
on the higher frequencies. On low frequencies 
where its use is permissible, the split coil sys- 
tem is quite easy to drive because it is somewhat 
regenerative. From this it follows that all we 
have to do to accomplish our purpose is to 
'strike a compromise between the two systems. 
The circuit of a highly successful attempt now 
used at W7EAZ is shown in the final setup. 
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The only difference between it and figure 1 

is the addition of C3. This might be termed a 
regeneration control. By means of C, we may 
add some regeneration to the conventional split 
stator circuit to provide an arrangement that is 
considerably easier to drive. This may be car- 
ried to any degree you choose, the more capa- 
city at C; the more regeneration and the easier 
the stage is to drive. 

For c.w. work, where stability is not of 
prime importance, the amplifier may be made 
regenerative practically to the point of oscilla- 
tion. This should be done only in case of se- 
vere lack of excitation as it is not good practice. 
For phone operation use just enough capacity 
at G, to obtain class C operation of the stage 
with the usual driver. 

At this station the system put a WE -276A 
back in service after it had been laid away on 

FConninueJ sn Page -MI 
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DECIBEL TABLE 
Voltage- Current -Impedance Relations at a Glance 

(Co:Meip, Commercial Radio Equipment Co.) 
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An Inexpensive, Vertical Steel Radiator 
By E. F. TREGO, JR.,* W9WKC 

Cheaper than durai, and still light enough 
to be practicable. 67 feet straight up, weight 

about 70 pounds. 

When it was learned that the duralumin for 
a mast like that of W8ZY, described in the 
January issue of RADIO. could be obtained only 
after waiting four to six weeks, some substitute 
just had to be found. The answer was a type of 
electrical conduit known as " Steeltube- which 
comes in 10 foot lengths. The cost of the Steel - 
tube for a 67 foot mast is $8.43 and that of the 
welding, $3.00. We purchased 30 feet of 2 ", 
20 feet of 112 ", and 17 feet of 11/4" material 
having the following actual measurements: 

Size Inside Diameter Outside Diameter 
11 /4" 1.380" 1.508" 
11/2" 1.610" 1.738" 
2 2.067" 2.195" 

This material weighs about 70 pounds com- 
pared with 40 pounds for duralumin, still light 
enough to handle without difficulty. 

The sections were joined by butting the ends 
)gether and welding. To weld the large dia- 
neter tube to a smaller one it is necessary to 
ut "V's" in the end of the larger tube to reduce 

'830 E. Maple Street, Hoopeston, Illinois. 
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the circumference to that of the smaller. The 
guy wires are fastened to the pole by welding a 
piece of angle iron about 2" long to the tubing 
at the desired spot and drilling a hole in the 
projecting side. The mast is guyed in four 
directions at approximately 15, 30, 45, and 60 
feet. The guys are anchored 40 feet from the 
base. Strain insulators in the guys are the cheap 
"egg" variety with the wire looped through in 
the usual manner to avoid loss of the guy wire 
if the insulator cracks. Those at the pole, how- 
ever, should be long, of good quality and high 
tensile strength -in this case, Johnson "7 inch - 
ers". 

The insulator at the base is an ordinary cera- 
mic power line insulator, screwed on the usual 
crossarm oak peg which is set in a six foot 6 x 6 
creosoted post placed 3 feet in the ground. 

Before raising, the Steeltube was painted with 
aluminum paint on the outside. It comes already 
coated with enamel inside. The top can be 
plugged to keep out moisture. 

The base of the mast rests on a power line in- 
sulator, screwed on the usual crossarm oak peg 
which is set in a husky post. The wood is well 

oiled to minimize moisture absorption. 

When the completed mast was lifted at its 
center, both ends remained on the ground in a 
most discouraging manner. We thought of lift- 
ing the top end on a ladder to make the curva- 
ture concave as viewed from above, then push- 
ing the base toward the top, along the ground, 
against the strain of the upper guys, so that 
it would lift itself. However, it seemed easier 
to pull the top up on a two story house, pull 
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The pole presents quite a majestic sight 
when looking directly up at it from 

the bottom. 

the top guys until the whole mast was vertical, 
then carry the bottom over to the base insulator. 
While it behaved very much like a rope when 
on the ground, the erection job was simple. 

Figuring conservatively, taking one and a half 
times the projected area of the longest unsup- 
ported section, the mast will stand a 100 mile 
per hour wind (one of hurricane proportions) 
with a small factor of safety. Without attempt- 
ing to set specifications to apply to an amateur 
tower, we will hazard a guess that this is con- 
siderably stronger than most ham installations. 

So far, the mast has been used only on the 
80 and 160 meter bands, fed from the bottom 
with a single wire which continues to the trans- 
mitter. A transmission line soon will be tried 
using a ground or counterpoise. Results give the 
peculiar impression that the signal strength on 
the west coast is as good as at much nearer 
points. 

A number of Signal Squishers have been 
put up in and around Los Angeles, some verti- 
cal, some horizontal. All have given a worth - 
while gain over a standard horizontal "Q" ref- 

Showing how the guys for one direc- 
tion all terminate at the same point. 
The gadget shown is the equivalent of 
separate turnbuckles in each of the four 

guys. 

erence antenna working in its best direction 
(broadside) and a large gain over working "off 
the ends" of the "Q ". The difference is most 
noticeable at distances over 4000 or 5000 miles 
away, where low -angle radiation is desirable. 

"Air Conditioning" the Rig 
The majority of transmitter components such 

as transformers, chokes, filter condensers, tubes 
(especially mercury -vapor rectifiers), and re- 

sistors are designed to operate at a certain tem- 
perature rise above the surrounding air tem- 
perature. This rise, usually 20 or 30 degrees C, 
assumes that the surrounding air temperature 
will lie in the range of from 0 to 50 degrees 
Centigrade, or from 32 to 122 degrees Faren- 
heit. If the surrounding air becomes much hot- 
ter than this (and this can very easily happen 
in an enclosed or semi -enclosed rig) , insulation 
in transformers and chokes approaches the 
breakdown temperature. Also, the power fac- 
tor of the dielectrics used in condenser manu- 
facture rapidly increases; and the higher the 
power factor the higher the losses (which re- 
sult in still further increases in temperature) . 

The result of this, of course, is greatly acceler- 
ated condenser breakdown. 

Another result of increased air temperature 
is to reduce the maximum allowable inverse - 
peak plate voltage on mercury -vapor rectifiers. 
This maximum rating on the 866 tube applies 
only for a maximum temperature (of the cool- 
est part of the bulb) of 60 degrees C (140 
degrees F) . Since the coolest spot on the bulb 

[Continued on Page 75] 
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13 \X/har ..,I e NI an 
By J. W. PADDON,* G2IS 

Before a contest or when we have a special 
schedule coming up, we lavish much care and 
work on the station. The whole works is checked 
over and adjusted. When zero hour comes 
around, the rig is in the pink of perfection - 
but what of the man? 

The efficiency of the operator is as important 
as the efficiency of the rig. This is well borne 
out by the numerous cases where immature op- 
erators- fellows in their "teens" -have pulled 
off extraordinary stunts under the noses of their 
more experienced elders. Write it down to the 
youngster's resistance to fatigue. 

Since this question of the operator's efficiency 
is purely a technical one, the problem was re- 
ferred to specialists in that line: a doctor, a 
psychologist, and a trainer. The data set forth 
below is perfectly simple to follow and should 
cause no inconvenience in execution. 

Preliminary Details 
Line the rig up to your complete satisfaction 

several days before the contest, then lock up 
the shack and forget it till "zero hour ". During 
this preliminary period get a normal amount of 
sleep. Don't try to store up sleep, as that will 
only get you out of your normal habit and it 
will be even more difficult to readjust yourself 
for the contest. 

During this period make sure that all bodily 
functions are normal. Don't eat heavy food; 
we all eat too much anyhow. Take a consistent 
amount of light exercise. 

Atmosphere and Such 
The most common cause of fatigue and dopi- 

ness is what we call in England "fug ", in other 
words, a stuffy, stale atmosphere. It is of para- 
mount importance to have a steady change of 
air. This does not mean that the operator sits 
in a draught, but that the station is planned in 
order that the whole volume of air is slowly 
changing. 

The operating table should be wide enough 
to support the operator's elbows in comfort 
and at normal height. If the height of the table 
is noticeable and causes a subconscious irritation 
or a noticeable degree of discomfort, it should 
be altered. 

The light should, of course, be out of the 

*Bussock Hill House, Newbury, Berkshire, Eng. 
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operator's eyes. It should shine on the receiver 
and other controls as it is very fatiguing to look 
from one degree of brightness to a lesser or 
higher degree. Each time the glance passes from 
one to the other, the pupils (iris) expand and 
contract with the attendant muscular fatigue. 

The operating chair should be comfortable 
without encouraging slouching. All controls 
should be grouped so that the operator does 
not have to be continually bending and twisting 
while running his equipment. 

A large supply of well- sharpened pencils 
should be at hand. The log paper, which ought 
to be of a dull color such as ordinary typewrit- 
ing "second sheets '', should be placed close by; 
tacking it to a bit of 14" ply is a good idea. The 
operating table should not be messy; a lot of 
odds and ends in one's face and eyes eventually 
causes mental irritation. If we want to concen- 
trate on the job, we must keep away from any 
irritant that gives the mind, conscious or sub- 
conscious, anything to fuss about. 

No Coffee, No Hamburgers 
Right! You kick off at midnight. It is now 

7 p.m. and you have been good enough to place 
yourself in my hands. I have had a word with 
the OW (or mother) and here is a light supper 
for you. Eat it slowly -and I wouldn't bother 
about that hamburger if I were you. No ! No 
coffee just now and, if you touch that beer, I'll 
brain you. Stick your large hooves on the 
mantlepiece and smoke a cigarette while I see 
what films are on. Ah! Here's a dizzier one than 
usual. We'll go to that. Your sister will drive 
us down and we'll walk back. 

Got a cigarette? No? Splendid- neither have 
I! Now, let's hike. It's only a mile and this 
night air is good. Here we are, with half an 
hour to go. You can have the key to that shack 
at 11:45 and no sooner. In the meantime, go 
and put on that loose pair of old tennis flannels 
and no belt -all right, let 'em come down. If 
you have anything tight over that fat stomach 
of yours, you'll get nice and dozey in about 15 
minutes. Borrow your old man's suspenders, 
then; he won't want 'em tonight. Stick on that 
old flannel shirt and stuff a silk handkerchief, 
cowboy style, around your neck. Pull a pair of 
thick wool socks over your feet and some loose 
carpet slippers. 
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ti gawd, you look like old home week in 
the monkey house, but -let's go! 

Coffee at Last 
All set? That super of yours does haul them 

in. Now, here's a mug of the strongest black 
coffee you'll see for years and that's all you get 
for a long time. Here is some rock candy (no, 
I'm not crazy) ; that stuff has more concentrated 
energy in it than an overfed bulldog. When you 
feel muzzy, have a hunk. Smoke that pipe, but 
no more than you have to. Cigarettes are our. 
Now go to it, old timer, and I'll look in at 5 a.m. 

* * * * 

Five Hours Elapse 
Well, you look pretty good; Feeling OK? 

Swell! Let's have a look at that log. Holy Moses, 
you have been knocking 'em off ! Let those G's 
go for a minute and lie on your back on the 
floor and "ride a bicycle ". The idea is that you 
want to use your stomach muscles to drive blood 
out of your inside and into your brain. 

Makes more of a difference than you think, 
eh? You carry on two hours more, then bed for 
you while I take over. Sure, same procedure 
tomorrow but don't worry about it now -isn't 
that CQ coming from YR? 
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1 nexpensive Time Delay Protection 
WILLIAM R. JONES* 

It is well known to users of vacuum tubes 
that an interval of time delay between the ap- 
plication of filament and plate voltages is good 
insurance toward long life. This is especially 
true where mercury -vapor rectifiers are con- 
cerned. But commercial time delay devices are 
costly; hence most of us have gone without them. 
The majority of ent -ist n,i, vacuum tubes 
to our patience in allowing ample time for the 
tubes to come to operating temperature before 

Figure 1 

Simplest Time -Delay Circuit 

if 

PLATE 

SUPPLY 

PANS riLS. III 
applyirz the plate voltage. Too often some 
one becomes impatient and throws the plate 
switch without allowing sufficient warm -up 
time. The results, especially with high -powered 
expensive tubes, are frequently destructive. 

However, by taking advantage of the slow 
heating properties of the heater -cathode types 
of tubes, the enterprising amateur can readily 
devise time delay protection for his equipment 
at a minimum of cost. 

Figure 1 shows the simplest time delay cir- 
cuit in the form first tried. In operation, clos- 
ing line switch S, supplies heater power to 
control tube V at the same time the filament 
power is applied to the tubes in the rig. As 
the tubes in the transmitter come up to tem- 
perature the control tube V will also be heat- 
ing. When the space current through V is high 
enough to close the relay K it will be possible 
to operate the transmitter by closing the plate 
switch S2. Until the control tube has come 
up to temperature, closing this switch will 
have no effect. The delay introduced will be 
dependent upon both the control tube and up- 
on the current required to operate the relay K. 

There are many objections to the use of this 

*24 Myrtle St., Springfield, Mass. 
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elementary circuit, the most important being 
the lack of protection if S, is turned off and on 
quickly after the circuit comes into operation. 

Figure 2 shows a circuit which minimizes 
this major objection. K is a simple 2PDT re- 
lay, the coil voltage being unimportant as long 
as the current sensitivity is not too low, since R 
will serve as a voltage multiplier if required. 
However, one designed to operate from 110 
volts a.c. will be best. V can be any heater - 
cathode tube whose heater voltage matches EF. 
Multi -element tubes serve well as a rectifier 
when the grids are tied to the plate as shown. 

In operation, closing S, applies power to T, 
the heater of control tube V, and the filaments of 
the transmitter. The No. 2 contacts are, when 
resting, such that the filament circuit to V is 
completed through the left contact of the group 
and the armature. 

When V attains the critical temperature, cur- 
rent will pass through R, V and the coil of K, 
all in series. K will then close, the armature 
contacts moving to the other side. This 
completes the primary circuit through no. 
1 contacts and at the same time the fila- 
ment of V is opened and a short placed from 
cathode to plate of V by the transfer of no. 2 

contacts. Thus V is allowed to reset by cool- 
ing and K remains energized. Then if St is 
turned off and on, V must again go through its 
heating cycle before K functions. Unless S, is 
rapidly turned off and on within a few seconds 
of the closing of K, an idiotic procedure in any 
case; no possibility of failure will arise. With 
the relay energized in this manner, after the 
warm -up period the transmitter is controlled 
simply by throwing the switch S: on or off. 

In using the circuit of figure 2 it is well to 
note that winding EF must not be grounded 
and can be used only for V, as it is tied to the 
a.c. line. However, if a 3PDT relay is avail- 
able the extra set of contacts may be used to 
short V; EF is thus isolated and may be used 
for other service. 

Unfortunately all relays, especially those gen- 
erally kicking around the "junk box ", can't be 
put across a.c. without audible protest in the 
form of a raucous 120 cycle buzz. So because 
nerves and microphones have no appreciation 
for that serenade, steps must be taken to make 
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their operation noiseless. The addition of one 
more tube to our TD circuit will accomplish 
this nicely, without undue complication and, 
as will be explained later, at little, if any cost. 

Reference to figure 3 shows the method of 
obtaining quiet operation where a.c. relays are 
not available. The circuit is similar to that of 
figure 2, but V, has been added and ads as a 

half wave rectifier in such a way that K con- 
tinues as a d.c. operated device after TD tube 

has functioned. R, as before, is merely a 
voltage multiplier for the coil of K. R, has 
been added in series with the heater of V and 
will give the user some measure of control over 
the time constant of V. This is not at all 
necessary though entirely practical. S2 is also 
added and is merely suggested for use as a 
stand -by control in the conventional manner. 
As noted in the explanation of figure 2, care 
must be taken to keep winding EF isolated, 
especially if V, is a filament type tube such as 
the '45 or '80. 

No mention has been made as to specific 
types of control tubes to use. The reason for 
this seeming lack is easily explained by the fact 
that most any tube will do as long as three 
simple requirements are met. First, the heater 
voltage must approximately match that of 
winding EF. For instance in one setup the 
writer used a 6.3 volt 41 tube as V and an 80 
(plates tied together) as V, on the same 5 

volt winding. The under -rating in voltage on 
eliminates R, of figure 3. 

Secondly, the tube must pass momentarily 
the current required to close K. If the circuit 
of figure 3 is used it is well to remember that 

is in series not only with R and K but with 

j""14Vil 
5 

PLATE 

SUPPLY 

IITRFILS. 

Figure 2 

Improved Modification of Figure 1 

V1, so that to reduce the IR drop a high ca- 
pacity tube is desirable for both V and V1. 

And lastly is the desirability of using the 
slowest heating control tube that has ever tried 
your patience (among those tubes which will 
satisfy the other two requirements) . By prop- 

9 

PLATE 

SUPPLY 

T RANS. ILLS. 

III 

Figure 3 

Quiet A.C. Operation of the Relays 

er selection of control tube and R, of figure 3, 
time constants of from 10 to 40 seconds may 
be realized. 

In connection with this selection of tubes, it 
won't make any one feel bad to realize that the 
oldest specimen you can get your hands on will 
work as well or better than a newer one. So 
just look over those tubes you were going to 
throw out last month and select a likely one. 

And now a word as to the control relays. As 
mentioned before, the current sensitivity of the 
coils must not be too low, as they are to be op- 
erated in series with a relatively low- capacity 
receiving tube. Proper selection of the multi- 
plier R will protect the relay if the coil was de- 
signed for use across low voltage. If the relays 
available for use are unsuited for such usage it 
is generally a simple matter to rewind the coil. 
Using small wire and plenty of it will do the 
trick. If needed, spare sets of contacts are 
easily added to relays by tacking on an out- 
rigger of bakelite and putting the extras on it. 

In the diagrams shown the minimum of 
components were included. In circuits where 
high power is used, the time delay circuit will 
probably be used with the control contacts 
(no. 1, figures 2 and 3) operating an auxiliary 
contactor in the primary of the power circuit. 

The "ant -eye" capacity switches the boys are 
always yapping about on the air must be tiny 
gadgets! 

Absent -minded dope to his barber: "Crop it 
close, and don't forget to leave the sidebam -I 
square." 

BE THRIFTY 
Take "Radio "' for two years 

and save a dollar! 
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Plate Modulation: A Recapítulatíon 
By F. ALTON EVEREST* 

In figure 1 is shown the fundamental method 
of operation of the system of plate modulation 
sometimes called Heising modulation in honor 
of the man who introduced it. The main dis- 
tinguishing point between plate and bias modu- 
lation is that in plate modulation the bias point 
and amplitude of the radio -frequency excitation 
voltage remains substantially constant. This 'is 
shown pictorially in figure 1. The dynamic 
characteristic curves for four plate voltages be- 
tween zero and 1000 volts are shown as straight 
lines for the purpose of this discussion. In the 
unmodulated condition, the voltage on the plate 
is the entire supply voltage, which we shall des- 
ignate as 500 volts. The audio voltage from 
the modulator, which has a peak value of 500 
volts, is introduced in series with the plate lead 
so that the' audio voltage is superimposed upon 
the 500 volts supply voltage. At each instant the 
voltages add algebraically so that we have a 
plate voltage which is driven to 500+ 500 volts 
or 1000 volts on positive audio peaks and to 
500 -500 volts or to zero voltage on the 
"troughs ". 

The thing that makes the operation of the 
plate modulated class C amplifier hard to visual- 
ize is the fact that the operation on any two 
successive instants is not on the same dynamic 
Ep -I curve. The cutoff point is given at least 
approximately by the expression: 

Ep 

Cutoff bias -- 

where E is the instantaneous voltage on the 
plate of the tube and It is the amplification fac- 
tor of the tube. If la is 10 (and remains con- 
stant at 10 as it would [approximately] in prac- 
tice) the cutoff at Ep- 500 is equal to -50 
volts, at E -1000 volts it is equal to -100 
volts, and at Ep -O, the cutoff bias also is zero. 
The reason then, that modulation is accom- 
plished by variation of the plate voltage, hinges 
entirely upon the fact that, as the plate voltage 
changes, the plate current cutoff point also is 
changed. 

In figure 1, in the unmodulated condition of 
Ep -EB 500 volts, the cutoff point is then at 
--50 volts and the plate current pulse will not 

*Instructor in Electrical Engineering, Oregon State 
College. 
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begin to flow until the instantaneous voltage 
upon the grid (the r.f. excitation) reaches the 
point (C), or -50 volts. The plate current 
pulse then will be of a value proportional to 
the distance (C -E). As the plate voltage is in- 
creased to +750 volts, the plate current cutoff 
point is moved back to -75 volts and the plate 
current will start to flow when the instantaneous 
grid voltage reaches the point (B), and the 
plate current pulse will attain a peak that is 
proportional to the distance (B -E). And so on 
to E -1000 volts, where the cutoff point is 
-100 volts, the plate current pulse will be 
proportional to the distance (A -E), which 
point will correspond to positive modulation 
peaks. In this way it is seen that the peak am- 
plitude of the plate current pulses is determined 
by the instantaneous voltage on the plate. for it 
is this voltage that determines the plate current 
cutoff point. 

Power Relations 
The modulated pulses of plate current as 

shown in figure 1 give rise to an r.f. current in 
the tuned load impedance. This current flowing 
through the tuned load impedance ZL gives 
rise to the load voltage EL which varies as 
shown in figure 2. This is the useful output of 
the modulated stage. The plate current pulses 
are rich in harmonics, but the tuned load im- 
pedance causes the harmonics to be ineffective, 
for it provides a high load impedance only to 
the frequencies very close to the fundamental. 
which would include the carrier frequency and 
the sidebands. 

The instantaneous power output is given by: 

(EL) 2 

Power output 
ZL 

This says that when the voltage across the 
tuned load impedance is doubled (as it is on 
100% modulation peaks), the instantaneous 
power output is increased four times, because 
it is proportional to the square of the voltage 
across the load. Averaged over a period of time, 
the continuous power output with 100% sine 
ware modulation is 1.5 times that for the un- 
modulated condition. The power input from 
the plate power supply remains constant when 
averaged over the modulation cycle. If the con- 
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
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Dynamic Charactenstic of Plate Modulation 

tinuous output on modulation peaks is 1.5 times 
the unmodulated output and the input remains 
constant, then where does this 50% increase 
in power come from? The answer is that this 
power is that which comes from the modulator, 
and goes into the generation of the side -bands. 
In the final analysis, this power in the side -band 
frequencies is the power which conveys the in- 
telligence. It is possible to eliminate the carrier 
at the transmitter and re- introduce a carrier of 
the same frequency from a local source at the 
receiver and obtain excellent results. The power 
in the carrier is only a means to an end-that 
of getting power into the intelligence- convey- 
ing side -bands. This power into the side -bands 
increases very rapidly (as the square) with 
percentage of modulation as shown in figure 3. 

To increase the percentage of modulation from 
40 to 60 would give an increase in side -band 
power of 20 units, while increasing from 80 to 
100% modulation would give an increase of 
36 units, almost twice as much for the same 
change in percentage of modulation. For this 
reason it is very advantageous for amateurs to 
work at high degrees (but not over 100%) of 
modulation for, after all, a high power carrier 
does cause lots of adjacent channel interference. 

Let us take a specific example of a fellow 
who has 50 audio watts (peak) available. If he 
were to adjust his modulated amplifier for 
about 100 watts input, he would modulate 
the carrier 100% on modulation peaks, getting 
the maximum of intelligence -conveying power 
into the air. On the other hand he could adjust 
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TABLE I 
Showing equivalent conditions 
telligence- conveying side -bands 

Modulation 
Percentage 

Modulator 
output power, 

watts 

as far as in- 
are concerned. 

Modulated 
amplifier input, 

watts 
100 50 100 
80 50 150 
60 50 275 
40 50 625 

the modulated amplifier input to about 275 
watts input (if it would stand it), and with 
the same 50 audio watts, modulate the carrier 
60%. In this case, the same amount of intelli- 
gence- carrying power would be radiated and 
his coverage would be essentially the same as 
the 100% modulation case except that he would 
be radiating 175 watts of unnecessary carrier 
power to heterodyne others on the band. 

Summary 
1) Plate modulation is based upon the fact 

that the cutoff point (and hence the plate cur- 
rent r.f. pulse amplitude) is varied as the plate 
voltage is changed at the audio rate. 

2) The maximum possible plate efficiency of 
the plate -modulated class C amplifier lies be- 
tween 78 and 100 per cent and in practice is 
usually from 55 to 65 per cent, depending 
upon the relation of load to plate resistance. 

Figure 2 

Output R.F. Voltage at 100% Modulation 

3) The degree of modulation depends upon 
the amount of plate voltage swing, being 100% 
when the peak audio voltage is equal to the 
power supply voltage. 

4) Bias should be adjusted to approximately 
twice the unmodulated cutoff point. 

5) The value of load impedance should be 
at least twice the value of plate resistance of 
the modulated tube. 

Z,-Load impedance in ohms 
00-27r (resonant freq. in cycles) 
L--_inductance of tank coil -henrys 
Q=--(0L of circuit 
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6) The modulator must be capable of sup- 
plying approximately 0.83 Po watts of audio 
signal for complete sine wave modulation when 
Po- carrier power of modulated amplifier. 

7) For a given amount of modulator power 
available, the input power to the modulated 
stage should be adjusted for high (but not ex- 
cessive) modulation to cut down heterodyne 
interference. 

100 

ó 40 

; 
o 

ó 
Q20 

20 40 60 
% MODULATION 

80 100 

Figure 3 

Sideband Power Versus Percentage Modulation 

Controlled Regeneration 
[Continued horn Page 38] 

the shelf when 28 Mc. operation was started. 
An 801 with 650 volts at 90 ma. is used to 
drive the 276A with 1400 volts at 175 ma. to 
45 ma. grid current through 7500 ohms grid 
leak resistance. The system has made operation 
on ten meters as pleasant and nearly as easy as 
seventy-five meter operation. 

A word of caution. The stage should be well 
balanced and the tap on the plate tank coil 
should be at the exact center. A condenser 
equal to the plate -filament capacity of the tube 
to ground from the neutralizing end of the 
tank condenser helps the balance in the case 
of high "C" tubes. 

The Worldwide Authority 
Take "Radio " 
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Sirs: 

I took up "ham" radio for the pleasure I 
could get out of it. When it ceases to afford 
me any diversion, I'm going to wrap up the 
"rock crusher" in moth balls and take up golf 
or pinochle. I seem to have the misconception 
that 50,000 more or less other "hams" took up 
radio for the same purpose. I say "misconcep- 
tion" because it would appear from your "Open 
Forum" that there is no pleasure, or nothing to 
be thankful for, in amateur radio. It looks like 
the "ham" fraternity is a moaning, groaning, 
fighting, discontented group of persons who 
take their radio more seriously than their daily 
bread or their religion (if any). Looking 
through back issues of an otherwise optimistic 
magazine, we find nothing but complaints 
about the other fellow. 

For instance, W8LTH (in January, 1937, 
RADIO) is mad at you because you tried to clear 
up conditions on 160. He forgets that the only 
way information and some constructive criti- 
cism can be circulated to violators is by means 
of a magazine. 

Rus Sakkers, W8DED (in February, 1937, 
RADIo) groans about the QRM from traffic and 
moans that only five per cent of the traffic is 
worth while. Apparently Rus never worked for 
a telegraph company. I've handled traffic and 
I work for a telegraph company; my experience 
has been that the "ham" traffic has the same 
apparent importance as the messages for which 
the public pays. And, after all, a "ham" takes 
up traffic for the enjoyment he gets out of it. 
Who is Rus to criticize? 

Howard Pyle, writing in the February issue, 
"packs a sort of disgruntled grouch" because 
the QRM is so bad on 40. Howard seems to 
have forgotten the sound of his spark sigs 28 
years ago. He also fails to remember that when 
he punches out his supposedly perfect conti- 
nental, he adds to that QRM and that probably 
some fellow who can copy just as good as 
Howard can, and who has just as clean a note, 
is inwardly cussing Howard for the QRM. If 
Pyle doesn't enjoy 40, he can try any of the 
other bands he suggests for the uninitiated. If 

THE ODE\T 
I,OlZUM 

NO MORE TEARS, PLEASE 

Berkeley, Calif. 

he doesn't want to do that, he can still do as 
I intend to do when amateur radio is no longer 
a pleasure: pack up and quit. 

George Carlson voices his discontent in the 
March RADIO because radio magazines publish 
articles on small phone rigs. What would 
George think if, when he was a newcomer to 
"ham" radio, someone came out with the sug- 
gestion to limit the radio publications to de- 
scriptions of half kw. jobs? How would George 
(or any new "ham" in the game) ever get 
started? Maybe the phone boys want to use 
phone because they enjoy it? Who knows? 

Jim Tracy, W9KNQ, in the March issue, 
wants to restrict c.w. That's easy to say. It is 
no problem to suggest restricting the other 
fellow, but I'll bet none of Jim's suggestions 
would hinder his operation. Suppose Jim were 
restricted, at some "ham's" suggestion, to 160 
c.w.? He probably would yelp until they could 
hear him in Australia. 

L. A. Wilcox bemoans the 13 w.p.m. require- 
ment for license. Then in another breath he 
says, "the QRM from lids is too bad." It's 
funny how a fellow always thinks the fellow 
who causes the QRM is a lid. In telegraph par- 
lance, a "lid" is a fellow that can't take it and 
can't dish it out. There will be less lids and 
more "ops" with a 13 w.p.m. requirement. 

It seems that W8SZB, who offers a free an- 
tenna, and W6DDS (our friend, the "Mayor" 
of Moss Landing), and a relatively few others 
with worthwhile suggestions really are enjoying 
"ham" radio. But, the majority has nothing 
good to say for our hobby. 

I suppose someone reading this is asking, 
"Who is this guy, that he should tell me what 
to do ?" 

I am not trying to order anyone around. This 
is my only plea: don't try to tell the other 
"ham" what to do. If you are not enjoying 
amateur radio, get out of it. The old adage, 
"Don't marry a man to reform him ", might 
well be applied to "ham" radio. 

For those who say, "Well, smartie, what 
would you do ? ", I'll add, not as advice, my 
method of enjoying my hobby. 

Treat the other "ham ", regardless of his note, 
his fist, or other characteristics, just as you 
would wish to be treated. 
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Before you criticize any "ham" or any group 
of "hams" (phone vs. c.w., dx vs. rag chew, 
traffic vs. dx, etc.) remember that you are a 
"ham" as well as the rest and that you there- 
fore belong to one of the major groups. Re- 
member that others with different opinions have 
a right to their ideas just as you have to yours. 

If some amateur is operating in violation of 
the law, tell him -don't talk behind his back. 
Chances are that he does not know he is in the 
wrong. If your polite and friendly information 
cannot remedy the situation, the R.I. can. If 
your pet peeve is within his rights, then he has 
as much right on the band as you have. 

If 75 phone gets so hot your "flea power" 
(and that's what I have) will not get through, 
put in another rock and work c.w. Don't cuss 
the kw. boys. If you can't get through the 
QRM on 80, build a low -power job for 40. If 
all the bands are so congested that it is im- 
possible to work anyone, the chances are you 
are not as good as the fellows on the band who 
have QSO's. Admit it. Go to a show or pick up 
the latest issue of RADIO and spend a quiet hour 
off the air before you get disgruntled. Nobody 
likes a crab. 

If the dx is coming through, try to work it. 
If you cannot get through or can't read the dx 
because of QRM, rag chew with the "ham" 
across town or in the same block. Some of my 
most enjoyable hours have been spent gabbing 
with W6DDO across the bay and W6CML, 
who is so close he can almost copy me without 
any transmitting antenna. 

Give the newcomer a break. It never hurts 
a 45 w.p.m. man to slow down for a lid. I have 
a lot of respect for W6HHM, one of the 45 
w.p.m. boys who was considerate of me when 
I couldn't copy any more than 10 solid. I have 
some mighty good friends gained by slowing 
down to QSO. You cannot tell what kind of a 
fellow you are going to meet on the air simply 
by judging his speed. The lid may make a better 
friend than the speed burner. 

Do not let "ham" radio make a confirmed 
grouch out of you. Don't let it master you. 
In other words, ride your hobby, don't let it 
ride you. 

From those whose names or calls I have men- 
tioned, I request a fair trial. I have not criti- 
cized your opinions or methods of operation. 
I have criticized only your gloomy attitude. I 

cannot help agreeing with some of you and I 

respect your opinions. I feel, however, that little 
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good can come of your belligerent attitudes 
which may be detrimental to our hobby. 

H. E. (Doc) ELSEN, W6KMQ. 

THREE PHASE R.F. 

Chestnut Hills, Mass. 
Sirs: 

I would like to submit the following as an 
entry in your "oddity" contest. 

The accompanying illustration is of a 56 
Mc. three phase oscillator installed on top of 
the science building here at Boston College. 
The tower is a self- supporting structure, and 

Three phase 56 Mc. transmitter and radiating sys- 
tem. The transmitter is installed in a glass car- 
boy, which was split and put back together with 
windshield rubber. This protects the gear from 

the weather. 

contains at its top a "three phase antenna," 
matching section, and feed line to the large 
glass "carboy ". The latter contains a three 
phase oscillator using three type 800 tubes at 
reduced plate voltage. The system is remote 
controlled from the radio club rooms some 
floors below. 

The system really does produce three -phase 
signals. Polyphase generation and radiation of 
radio frequency energy is new as well as odd, I 
believe. The system offers many possibilities. 

[Continued on Page 76] 
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There also have been suggestions 
that "general interest" photographs 
with a radio flavor be published. We 
don't know just what these are, but 
would be glad to see your idea of 
one. A minimum of $1.00 will be 
paid for each published. 

A number of readers have sug- 
gested that we run some photographs 
of YL's who are hams in their own 
right. We'll be glad to do so if the 
response is sufficient. Call must be 
g:ven. If the photograph is sent in 
by someone other than the YL her- 
self, written permission for its pub- 
lication must be secured. 

Bringing Mohammet to the mountain. Re- 
mote controlled 210 on 14 Mc., inclosed in 
weatherproof steel box. A 20 meter vertical 
zepp. drops from the 64 foot tower to the 
transmitter below, 20 feet off the ground. 

A sure -fire method of replacing a broken 
halyard - if the ladder is long enough. 

W9GLY aloft.- W9ASV. 

" ... It is inexpensive to construct most 
amateurs will find practically all the parts 

in the 'junk box'. "- VE3QC. 
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Antenna (Jain W íthot t Horizontal Directivity 
By ELMER H. CO!vhLiw.* W9FM 

We hear about two kinds of directivity of 
antennas, vertical and horizontal. The latter is 
not generally; desirable for -amateur work except 
(1) for point -to -point work between stations 
regularly communicating with each other, (2) 
where several broad antennas are so placed as to 
cover most useful directions from a given loca- 
tion, and (3) when the beam may be directed 
by electrical or mechanical rotation. 

It has been said that great horizontal direc- 
tivity can be used, provided that the beam is 
not narrower than perhaps 5 °. Several years ago, 
Friisl studied the angle of reception of trans - 
Atlantic signals to confirm the theory that waves 
accurately follow the great circle path at all 
times -for if they didn't, how would one be 
able to point a beam with very much confidence 
in its being correctly aimed? He used two small 
receiving antennas, spaced 1/3 wavelength, 
broadside to the approaching signal, each feed- 
ing a separate receiver. Alternate plates of an 
oscilloscope were connected to the receivers so 
that any phase difference at the antennas would 
give an eliptical pattern on the 'scope. The 
results indicate that the signal followed the 
great circle path or was within a few degrees 
of that path a good share of the time, although 
during the test, a deviation as much as 30° from 
the true direction was observed. 

This is an apparent deviation, which can 
result from wave interference or a slight delay 
in the waves reaching one end of a beam an- 
tenna, so that the wave front is no longer 
perpendicular to its path, and may not be a 
real deviation at all. 

In fact, another study was made by Schelleng2, 
using a transmitting antenna in which provision 
was made for deviating quickly the direction of 
the signal maximum by about 5 °. Two receivers, 
in England and Scotland on paths differing by 
about 3° were used during a short test. An 
analysis of the results indicates that the maxi- 
mum signals cluster closely about the great 
circle path -perhaps within 1 °. 

*Assistant Editor, RADIO. 

'H. T. Friis, "Oscillographic Observations on the 
Direction of Propagation and Fading of Short Waves ", 
Proceedings I.R.E., May, 1928. 

2J. C. Schelleng, "Some Problems in Short Wave 
Telephone 'Transmission ", Proceedings I.R.E., June, 

930. 
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A study of fading effects which might result 
from too much horizontal directivity in a trans- 
mitting antenna was made by R.C.A.3 between 
Rocky Point, Long Island, and Marshall, Cali- 
fornia, about 2600 miles away, over a period 
of half a year. The observers never failed to 
find an improvement in signal proportional to 
the directivity except for one or two very rare 
and short periods. Nor was there evidence of 
any difference in amount of fading between a 
plain dipole and any of the directive antennas. 
It therefore seems that great horizontal directivi- 
ty in a transmitting antenna- beyond that avail- 
able to amateurs -can be used for point -to- 
point work. 

Vertical Directivity 
It is vertical directivity that usually is dis- 

couraged with the idea that it may cause fading 
or be at the wrong angle for communicating a 
given distance. 

In looking into this, let us note that the 
vertical plane pattern of an antenna may be 
somewhat misleading unless properly inter- 
preted. Take the example of a horizontal an- 
tenna a half wavelength above a perfect ground. 
This gives a rather pretty pattern but 
if it is used at a time when only radiation 
at altitudes between 0° and 30° return to earth 
(the limits may be narrower, particularly above 
14 Mc., varying with time of day, season, sun- 
spot cycle, etc.), then only that part below 30° 
is useful radiation. With this system, it is 
evident that possibly 60% is wasted power 
radiated above the assumed useful limit of 30 °. 
It is obvious that any attempt to radiate most of 
the power below 30 °, without reducing the 
radiation at any angle, would result in a better 
signal at any distant point -even though the 
shape of the pattern may appear to be sharper. 

Let us look to another experiment made by 
R.C.A.3 with an antenna of very sharp vertical 
directivity. At Rocky Point, Long Island, a 
model "B" long wire array was erected (see 
figure 1) so that the tilt of the long wires could 
be changed. This required one high tower and 
one somewhat shorter toward the receiving lo- 
cation. In fact, in order to obtain really low 

'P. S. Carter, C. W. Hansel! and N. E. Lindenblad, 
"Development of Directive Transmitting Antennas 
by R.C.A. Communications, Inc. ", Proceedings I.R.E., 
October, 1931. 
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angle radiation, a trench was dug below the far 
end of the array and at low angles, the bottom 
wire actually was in part below ground! This 
array is considerably sharper in the vertical 
plane than anything usually available to the 
amateur. 

Transmissions on 16 to 17 meters were re- 
ceived at Marshall, California (2600 miles) and 
at Koko Head, Hawaii (5000 miles). For each 
angle, the signal from the directive antenna was 
compared with that from another used as a 
standard. The results (see figure 2) show a 
peak at 13 to 14 degrees above the horizontal 
for Koko Head and a sharper peak at 15 degrees 
for Marshall. In either case, the power dropped 
off 3 db- 50%-on only a 3° increase in the 
angle. These angles are not the angles at which 
the antenna would radiate in free space, but the 
true line of maximum radiation which in this 
case was about 5° higher than it would be in 
free space, due to ground effects. The steep rise 
in the curve for Marshall has been attributed 
to the increasing directivity from the ground 
reflection, the decreasing radiation efficiency and 

the ground absorption in the trench at low 
angles. The lowest angle not involving excessive 
ground losses is best, even at the nearer point, 
Marshall. The similarity of the curves suggests 
that the lowest possible angle is best for a large 
range of distances- excluding, perhaps, those 
nearby points in which case a lower frequency 
band may be better anyway. Because of the 
effect of ground reflection, absolutely horizontal 
radiation does not appear possible above aver- 
age ground. We must conclude that too sharp 
vertical directivity or too low an angle of radia- 
tion will not trouble the amateur even with 
complicated antenna arrays for transmitting. 

A half -wavelength high horizontal antenna 
radiates little power at the low, best, angles. 
Anything that will give us more low angle 
radiation at the expense' of the higher 
angles looks attractive. It generally is 
known that greater height for a horizontal 
antenna gives more low angle radiation. 
If the half -wavelength high antenna is 
raised to 3/4 wavelength, we no longer will have 
a nice single lobe, but vertical radiation plus 
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a somewhat lower and thinner lobe nearer the 
horizontal. To some, this does not look attract- 
ive because of the vertical radiation. Yet the 
power at low angles has been increased. This 
continues to be true at a greater height. Figure 
3 shows 5° and 10° angle radiation as the 
antenna is raised.' 

Not all of us can put our antenna up one or 
two wavelengths high, particularly above houses, 
trees, power lines, etc. But even those who can 
should not be satisfied to neglect the possibilities 
for improvement. 

No matter what kind of an antenna you have, 
you may be able to string up another identical 
one below it, to be fed in phase. Any spacing 
below will help, though about 3/4 wavelength 
separation will give the best gain. Any spacing 
up to this figure on the highest frequency used, 
or the most important frequency, will be an 
improvement, other things remaining equal. 
Connect the old upper antenna and the new 
lower antenna with a spaced two -wire feeder 
and feed the whole thing from the center of this 
connecting feeder. See figure 5. It might even 
work using single wire feed, but we haven't 
measured one yet. 

The result is a slightly higher angle above the 
horizontal for the lowest maximum, but there 
will be more power at every useful angle. We 
have calculated the patterns for one case, a 
horizontal antenna a full wavelength high, 
with another one -half wavelength lower, fed 
in phase. Figure 4A shows the pattern with just 
the high antenna, figure 4B gives the pattern 
for the new stacked antenna. In figure 4 we 
show both, so that a direct comparison of power 
for each angle can be made. There is no change 
in the horizontal pattern, so the improvement 
is at the expense of the signal on the Moon, 
not the Earth. 

When this simple array is used on the next 
lower band, it becomes a half -wavelength high 
antenna with another 1/4 wavelength below. 

Even on the next lowest band, there will be 
a slight gain, but the 1/8 wave spacing would 
not, of course, have as much effect as the larger 
spacing in terms of wavelength on the higher 
frequencies. 

If 3/4 instead of y2 wavelength spacing had 
been used, the improvement would have been 
somewhat better. It is apparent that a height of 
at least sixty feet is advisable for practically any 

'P. S. Carter, "Current Relations in Radiating Sys- 
tems", Proceedings I.R.E., June, 1932. 
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antenna. This would permit using a second an- 
tenna y4 wavelength below on 14 Mc. if the 
path is reasonably clear under the upper an- 
tenna, and surely the lower one could have 
been placed 3% wave under on 28 Mc. if the 
latter band is used. The lower wire need not 
be exactly under the upper one, though any 
substantial displacement will alter the pattern 
somewhat. 

The usual tuned feeders can be used for this 
antenna system, though because of the parallel 
impedances presented by the antennas, matching 
on one or two bands is entirely possible simply 
by selecting the feeder spacing to give an ap- 
proximate match, without the complication of 
stubs or other devices. If the connecting feeder 
is a half wavelength long, it will act as a pair of 
quarter -wave matching sections as seen from the 
center where the line to the transmitter hooks 
on. The Hawkins systems of obtaining a match 
can therefore be used on two bands if the an- 
tennas are center fed (which of course gives 
broadside directivity on the frequency at which 
the antennas are a full wavelength long) and 
if the bands selected are such that the antennas 
are one -half wavelength long on the lower 
frequency band. 

If the antennas are operated' it higher har- 
monics, then the match may be obtained on any 
one band on which one -half of the connecting 
feeder is an odd number of quarter waves long, 
simply by building the connecting feeder for 
the geometric mean impedance between that 
presented by the antenna and that of the line 
attached to its center. 

Also, if half the connecting feeder is one -half 
wave long or any multiple, the antenna imped- 
ances will be paralleled and reflected to the line 
to the transmitter, so that regardless of the 
spacing of the connecting feeder, the line can be 
built for an automatic match on all bands. The 
method of doing this is very simple and does 
not involve anything more than a proper selec- 
tion of wire size and spacing for the line lead- 
ing to the transmitter. 

A similar approach may be used if the an- 
tennas are end -fed (in which case it will not be 
a broad -side beam when the antennas are a full 
wavelength long), though in this case only one 
antenna is attached to each end of the connect- 
ing feeder and the transmission line impedance 
must be twice as high. 

'J. N. A. Hawkins, "A Simple Two -Band Directive 
Antenna ", RADIO, November, 1936; see also the 
Radio Antenna Handbook, page 54. 
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Figure 5: Showing Two Methods 

For those interested in calculating the various 
possible patterns, we are giving the equations. 
The vertical field pattern of a horizontal antenna 
one wavelength above perfect ground, where e 
is the angle from the vertical and the free space 
pattern would be unity, is: 

2 sin (360 cos 0) . 

Because the 360 represents electrical degrees of 
height, the same antenna if only 1/4 wavelength 
high would have a pattern described by the 
equation 2 sin (90 cos e). 

In obtaining the pattern of a stacked system 
fed in phase it is necessary to write the equation 
for the pattern of the wires in free space, then 
to multiply this by the equation for ground 
effect upon a similar antenna located at the 
midpoint of the system. The horizontal, stacked 
antennas, if 1/2 wave apart, have a vertical 
pattern described by: 

2 cos (90 cos 0) 
in which 90 represents 1/2 the electrical degrees 
of separation between the antennas. The effect 

of perfect ground upon an antenna as just indi- 
cated, would then give this equation for its 
pattern: 

4 cos (90 cos e) X sin (270 cos e). 

The Question Box 
I hear the term "operating angle" used quite fre- 

quently in connection with class B linears, doublers. 
etc. Could you explain this term and its usage to me? 

The term "operating angle" is used to indicate 
the approximate portion of time over which plate 
current flows to the tube under consideration. A 
complete electrical cycle (an oscillation from zero to 
a maximum, back to zero and down to a minimum, 
and then back to zero again) is taken as 360 electrical 
degrees. Then, the portion of the cycle over which 
current flows is indicated as a certain number of 
electrical degrees. Thus, in a class B linear biased 
exactly to cut -off, plate current will flow for each 
tube over 1/2 cycle or 180 °. In a class C amplifier 
the plate current pulse is somewhat smaller. In a 

of Feed, Giving Different Patterns 

practical case, the operating angle may vary from 
60 ° -70° to perhaps 100° as a maximum. 

I noticed in April RADIO a suggestion whereby a 

four -wire transmission line could be used to provide 
the same impedance match as the "Q" bars do in the 
"Q" antenna system, making a much lighter and 
cheaper system. I was wondering if the four -wire 
system will operate as efficiently as the aluminum 
tubing arrangement, or if the losses will be higher. 

If the same flat -top and the same transmission 
line were used in two comparisons and nothing but 
the 1/4 wave matching section changed, there would 
be no discernible difference in the radiated power of 
the two antennas. If an actual laboratory run were 
made on the two systems, the insertion loss in both 
cases would be so small as to be negligible. Either 
system is very much more efficient than any arrange- 
ment whereby rubber is used as the dielectric that 
separates and insulates the two wires. 

I noticed that the 100T is made in two different 
types, the 100TL and the 100TH. I am in doubt as 

to which one of these two tubes to buy. I intend to 
use either one or the other in the class C final of 
my 75 meter phone. Which one would you recom- 
mend? 

The letters "L" and "H" indicate the amplification 
factor or µ of the tubes. The µ of the "L" tubes is 

about 12 under normal operating conditions while 
that of the "H" tubes is about 32 under its normal 
conditions. The transconductances of the two types 
are very nearly the same. Consequently the amount 
of excitation required for a given output will be very 
much the same for both types when operating as a 

class C amplifier. However, there are certain con- 
ditions that make the "H" or high -A type more 
suitable for ordinary use. First, they require con- 
siderably less bias for any type of operation. This 
means that lower voltage filter condensers can be 
used in the bias supply for the high -µ tubes. Also, 
since the r.f. excitation voltage required is some- 
what lower, the grid tuning condenser can have a 

lower voltage rating for the "H's ". 

The "L" tubes, however, are somewhat better 
suited for use as class B linears and grid modulated 
amplifiers. Their tr is just about optimum for this 
service. They also are preferable for use as high 
frequency self- excited oscillators. 
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Let's Look to Línears (Par( 1) 

By RAY L. DAWLEY,* W6DHG 

With the increasing amount of plate dissipa- 
tion available per tube dollar, it seems a shame 
that more phone amateurs do not realize how 
to make the best use of it in their own trans- 
mitters. With this inexpensive plate dissipa- 
tion available, efficiency modulated amplifiers, 
i.e. class B linears and grid bias modulated 
final stages, are capable of giving considerably 
more antenna watts per dollar than many high- 
level plate -modulated systems. Especially is 
this true with the amateur who at present has a 
medium or low power phone rig and wishes to 
increase its power output. In such a case, if the 
old rig operates well, has good quality, good 
frequency stability, and is capable of operating 
on all the desired bands, by far the least expen- 
sive and most satisfactory procedure is to add a 
modern linear amplifier. 

If, however, the old rig was not so satisfac- 
tory as far as the r.f. portion was concerned but 
the speech amplifier and modulator were satis- 
factory, grid bias modulation of a couple of 
fairly high power tubes would be best. 

At any rate with plate dissipation available 
in the medium wattage class at about 10 watts 
per dollar, it is questionable as to whether one 
should invest in a high level modulator system 
with its attendant extra power supplies, modula- 
tion transformer, etc., for the power range 
from 100 to 300 watts in the antenna. 

Of course it must be admitted there are argu- 
ments against efficiency modulated finals as well 
as for them. One of these is that they are 
difficult to adjust. This is not true if the proper 
tuning procedure is followed. As a matter of 
fact it is at least as difficult a problem to adjust 
properly a class C amplifier, especially at higher 
power levels (so that it is strictly linear over 
its operating range) . Another argument is that 
they draw a lot of useless power from the line 
only to radiate it as heat. This most certainly 
is not true. If the additional power drawn by 
the modulator filaments and plates, the modula- 
tor supply rectifiers and bleeder, and the 
power lost due to the inefficiencies of the ad- 
ditional transformers is considered, the class B 
linear will almost always be found to be at least 
as efficient as the plate modulated system. In 
other words, if the total drain of the entire 

*Technical Editor, RADIO. 
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transmitter from the line is compared as a ratio 
to the power output in first a transmitter with 
high level plate modulation and then one with 
low level or grid modulation, the overall effi- 
ciency of the low level modulated job usually 
will be as good and sometimes better. Consider 
the case of the broadcasters. How many of them 
with powers over 100 watts or so use high level 
plate modulation? An unusually small per- 
centage will be found. 

More Advantages 
A few other advantages of class B linears will 

be cited. Despite the low cost per watt of an- 
tenna power, efficiency modulated amplifiers 
have the advantage that they require a much 
smaller number of small parts. This of course 
is offset by the fact that a few more expensive 
large parts are needed. But since in almost every 
case a better grade of materials will be pur- 
chased, their life will be proportionately longer. 

Another thing is the fact that the power 
drain of a rig using either the bias or excitation 
systems of modulation remains constant under 
modulation. This eliminates the ducking lights 
and grunting and groaning power supplies so 
commonly associated with high level class B 
modulation. And, to mention one more point 
that may interest the amateur interested in high 
quality transmission, it is very much simpler 
and less expensive to obtain good audio quality 
with low audio -level modulation. 

Power Output 
The amount of power available from a pro- 

perly operating linear amplifier is primarily 
determined by the plate dissipation available in 
that stage. The secondary consideration is the 
amount of distortion that can be tolerated. 
Under ordinary conditions (with reasonable 
distortion) and assuming an average efficiency 
of 33% and modulation capability of 100%, 
the power output of a linear amplifier stage is 
equal to 50 % of the maximum power the tubes 
are capable of dissipating. This value can be 
increased, but the distortion goes up rapidly. 
For example, a pair of "fifty watters" (203 -A's, 
211's, etc.) with a total plate dissipation of 200 
watts would be capable of putting out a carrier 
of approximately 100 watts under rated operat- 
ing conditions. 

The same tubes when modulated class C 
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would take care of an input of about 350 watts, 
which would result in a carrier of about 225 
watts (assuming 65 % fundamental efficiency 
and rated operating conditions) . Thus we have 
a power ratio of 2.25/1 or a db ratio of 3.5. 
Since an increase of one R (or S) generally is 
taken to be a ratio of 6 db, we see that by plate 
modulating the final instead of running it as a 
linear we have gained only slightly more than 

1/2 R in signal strength. This increase of course 
is negligible. 

Tubes 
The best type of tube for use in a class B 

linear stage should have the following character- 
istics: high plate dissipation and a clear bulb 
to help in getting rid of this heat, low or 
medium amplification factor, low plate impe- 
dance, and high transconductance. The reasons 
for these requisites are obvious. The plate dis- 
sipation should be high because the power out- 
put of the stage is dependent primarily upon 
this factor. The la should be low so that the 
cut -off bias will be as high as possible. When 
this bias is high, the grid voltage excursions can 
be higher without drawing excessive grid cur- 
rent. For the same reason the plate voltage on 
the tubes should be as high as they will com- 
fortably stand to reduce the danger of running 
into the so- called "diode- bend" in the tube's 
characteristic. This bend occurs when the in- 
stantaneous positive grid voltage approaches the 
minimum plate voltage. The high transcon- 
ductance enables the tubes to operate on a 

minimum of excitation and at highest efficiency. 
Other considerations in the design of an 

efficient class B linear or grid modulated final 
are: proper design of the grid and plate tank 
circuits, good grid bias supply regulation, pro- 
per loading on the modulated stage when using 
a linear and on the exciting stage when using 
grid bias modulation, and lastly, proper loading 
of the plate circuit of the final stage. All these 
are important and must be given proper con- 
sideration. 

Tank Condensers 
The plate tank capacity must be somewhat 

larger than that commonly used for plate mod- 
ulation because the tubes must work into quite 
a low value of load impedance. The circulating 
current will not be materially increased by this 
large tank capacity because there is necessarily 
such a large amount of external inductance 
coupled into the circuit. Similarly, the r.f. volt- 
age appearing across the tank is very much less 

than with plate modulation, even though the 
plate voltage on the linear may be much highe: 
to begin with. As a matter of fact the voltage 
rating of the tank condenser need be only about 
half that required for the same carrier power 
with high level modulation of the same tubes. 

The grid tank also should be quite high -C 
in design. Due to the variations in grid current 
drawn by the tubes under modulation, this cir- 
cuit must be designed to have good regulation 
with a varying load. This is accomplished by 
the use of high -C and through the use of a so- 
called "swamping resistor ". The actual capacity 
across the tank coil should be about 2 pptfd. 
per meter at the operating frequency. The 
swamping resistor will be of the order of 2000 
to 10,000 ohms and is best connected from grid 
to grid on the tubes. It can be made up con- 
veniently from a bank of series paralleled 3 or 
5 watt carbon resistors. The total number of 
resistors should be capable of dissipating about 
50% or 60% of the input to the modulated 
stage. Thus, if the modulated amplifier has 30 
watts input, the resistors should be able to dis- 
sipate about 18 watts and should have a total 
resistance that will cause the aforementioned 
18 watts to be dissipated. 

Bias 
The source of bias used should have good 

negative -current regulation. Batteries (when 
new) and m.g.'s really make the best supply, 
but as they are too bulky for ordinary use some 
sort of a stabilized power supply is most corn - 
monly applied to the job. The circuit shown 
on page 25 of RADIO for January is very well 
suited. The arrangement shown at the top of 
the circuit diagram labeled "for class B mod- 
ulator" could very well be used to supply the 
grids of the linear. At any rate it is important 
that a large value audio by -pass condenser be 
placed across the leads from the bias supply. 

Loading of the preceding stage must be done 
carefully. In this operation three conditions 
must be met. First, the modulated amplifier 
must be loaded to its proper operating condi- 
tions; second, the coupling between the two 
circuits concerned must be fairly tight; and 
third, the amount of voltage appearing at the 
grids of the linear must be held within fairly 
close limits. 

This latter adjustment together with the load- 
ing of the plate circuit of the linear stare will 
be taken up in detail in the practical examples 
and constructional details to be described in the 
next issue. 
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Postscripts and Announcements 
Broadcast Program for Amateurs 

Beginning Saturday night, April 3, at 12 mid- 
night over WMAQ (670 kc.), Chicago NBC 
station, a weekly program for the radio amateur 
entitled "200 Meters and Down" will be broad- 
cast. This program, sponsored by Wm. J. Halli- 
gan, president of the Hallicrafters, Inc., will 
dramatize the outstanding events in the develop- 
ment of amateur radio and other dramatic inci- 
dents in amateur radio history. The material 
upon which these programs are based is taken 
from the files of the A.R.R.L. and from the 
book "200 Meters and Down" by Clinton 
De Soto. 

At the conclusion of each broadcast, Lt. Com. 
R. H. G. Mathews, W9ZN, Central Division 
Director of the A.R.R.L. will address the ama- 
teurs on subjects pertinent to their avocation 
and the operations of the League. 

Let's Take Vanilla 
A number of amateurs recently have remarked 

on RADIO'S "western -or W6- flavor ". We 
doubt if it has any more of a western flavor 
than its chief contemporary has an eastern one. 
Any magazine of this sort must rely upon its 
own staff as its principal source of material, 
and naturally the staff members have calls of 
the area in which its offices are located. Fur- 
thermore, we secure a larger proportion of out- 
side articles from those whom we can contact 
in person, rather than by mail; in other words, 
competent western writers. 

But, as inspection of recent issues will show, 
articles are welcomed equally from all parts of 
the country, and, for that matter, from Canada 
and foreign countries, too. And our checks bring 
just as many dollars in one place as another. 

After all, isn't a good technical article still a 
good technical article whether its author lives 
in Los Angeles, New York, or Timbuctoo? 

Trade Publicity Discontinued 
In response to an insistent demand on the 

part of many of our readers, RADIO will no 
longer run general manufacturers' publicity in 
the editorial section except perhaps in the 
special enlarged yearbook number (January) . 

This policy refers only to the type of apparatus 
announcement that is usually a duplication of 
data found in catalogs and advertisements. 
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For the time being, at least, we will continue 
to carry announcements of the availability of 
free literature (catalogs, technical reprints and 
the like offered gratis or for a nominal sum to 
cover cost of handling and mailing) , such an- 
nouncements not to run over about 50 words. 

Regular texts of a nature of interest to our 
readers will be reviewed by our book review 
editor if he considers the book of sufficient 
merit. 

The mere fact that a good technical or con- 
structional article may have had its origin in 
some commercial plant will not interfere with 
its use. 

Modulating the Bi -Push 
Numerous requests have been received for a 

suitable combination to use for a modulator for 
the Bi -Push exciter -transmitter described last 
month. Any audio system delivering from 35 
to 45 watts of undistorted audio will do the 
trick if a modulation transformer with a 3000 
or 3500 ohm secondary is used. The transformer 
secondary should be designed to carry 175 ma. 
without wire heating or core saturation. One of 
the new variable impedance ratio modulation 
transformers of suitable wattage rating would 
be highly satisfactory. The following combina- 
tions are suggestions for the output tubes. Cir- 
cuits may be found in most of the manuals of- 
fered by transformer manufacturers. 

46's in class B; 525 volts 
210's in class B; 550 volts 
T -20's in class B; 550 volts 
50's in class AB; fixed bias; 550 volts 
6L6's in class AB; fixed bias; 400 volts 
Four 45's in AB; fixed bias; 350 volts 

The power supply for the modulator tubes 
should have very good regulation, especially in 
the case of the class B tubes. 

A suitable modulator will be described in an 
early issue. 

Stamp Collector Hams 
We have been asked to run a list of calls of 

hams throughout the world who are stamp col- 
lectors. Send in your calls and the calls of any 
philatelic hams who are known to you, and 
we'll be glad to print the list. 

Several have sent in their names, but we 
want a few more before starting the list. 
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Duralumin Mast 
Some of our readers have complained bitterly 

about the difficulty of getting the aluminum 
alloys and sizes given in the January article 
about W8ZY's duralumin mast. To help clear 
this up, we talked with Aluminum Company of 
America (main office is in Pittsburgh, Pa.) and 
with others, and present here an up -to -date 
summary of the situation. 

In the first place, an item in the February 
issue of RADIO suggested using outside diameter 
dimensions rather than inside diameters, but in 
the same sizes (0.120 inch wall). Practically 
none of these alloys is stocked in sizes that will 
telescope; so don't be startled if you are told 
that the material must be made up special - 
though the price still should be close to $25.00 
for a 60 foot mast. Outside diameters in quarter 
inch sizes with 0.120 inch wall are "standard" 
and are listed in the literature of the Aluminum 
Company, even though available on special 
order only. 

There are a number of alloys available. 2S is 
commercially pure aluminum and has the lowest 
tensile strength for a given temper. It is suit- 
able for only the smallest masts unless well 
guyed. 2S and 3S are used in drawn cooking 
utensils and many other articles. 4S is an alloy 
with fairly high tensile strength and fatigue 
endurance limit. It was used by W8ZY. A high 
endurance limit (based on withstanding a half 
billion cycles of completely reversed stress) is 
advisable for a swaying mast using only two 
sets of guys in 60 feet. The Aluminum Com- 
pany recommended the 52SH alloy to us because 
of its high fatigue factor, but recently filled 
orders with the "weaker" alloy, 53SH, for use 
in 200 and 300 foot police and broadcast 
antennas. 17ST is more commonly known as 
"duralumin ". Compared with 52SH it costs 
about twice as much as the others, has a very 
high tensile strength but a more moderate fa- 
tigue. 

So much for the sizes and available alloys. 
Now for the worst part -getting it. When 'the 
article was written last November, the delivery 
time was four weeks. Now it is ten or twelve 
weeks-if your order is accepted. There exists 
a severe shortage of the metal just now, accord- 
ing to the company. Because of the war in 
Europe (aluminum being a war material) there 
are no shipments being made to this country. 
The drouth reduced the domestic production 
last summer when a large supply should have 
been produced. In addition, the Tennessee Val- 
ley Authority curtailed power and thus pro- 

duction (Mr. Mellon is said to be a Republi- 
can). Result: the company refuses new custom- 
ers, supplying old ones on a quota based on 
last year's consumption. It hopes to catch up 
this summer or fall, but in the meantime you 
must "know someone" if you want any alumi- 
num. 

The thin wall galvanized steel conduit called 
"Steeltube " can be purchased at electrical sup- 
ply houses. This is about twice as heavy as 

duralumin for the same strength, has lower 
conductivity and poorer weather resisting pro- 
perties. It is only 1/3 as expensive. It can be 
used if you want your mast in a hurry, and 
want to save money. 

QSL Contest Winners 
Bill Perry, W2KCY, was adjudged winner 

of the recent QSL contest sponsored by this 
magazine, and received the HF -100 first prize. 

Second prize was awarded W. McGowan, 
VK2MQ, Sydney, Australia. 

ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 
University of Michigan 

An Electronics Institute, consisting of a special 
lecture and conference program in electronics, will 
be held in Ann Harbor, Michigan, as a part of 
the 1937 Summer Session of the University of Mich- 
igan, with the cooperation of members of the tech- 
nical staffs of the General Electric Company, the 
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, 
and the Bell Telephone Laboratories. 

The Institute lectures will be given by Dr. Saul 
Dushman and Dr. Lewis Tonks of the General Elec- 
tric Research Laboratories, Dr. H. E. Mendenhall 
and Dr. F. B. Llewellyn of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Dr. Joseph Slepian and Dr. R. C. 
Mason of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, 
Professor L. B. Loeb of the University of Califor- 
nia, and Professor W. G. Dow of the University 
of Michigan. 

The lecture program will consist of two inde- 
pendent four -weeks' lecture sequences, dealing re- 
spectively with high -vacuum (June 28 to July 24) 
and gaseous -conduction (July 26 to Aug. 20) elec- 
tronic principles. In parallel problem laboratory 
and conference courses the lecture material will be 
worked into illustrative engineering problems, and 
teaching methods will be demonstrated and dis- 
cussed. Opportunities for informal conferences will 
be provided. 

Courses in various cognate branches of electrical 
engineering physics, and mathematics will be in- 
cluded in the Institute program. Selection from 
among the various elements of the program will per- 
mit individual needs to be met. 

The primary objective of the Electronics Institute 
will be to provide an opportunity for teachers and 
prospective teachers of electronics, also engineers 

[Continued on Page 851 
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DX 
By HERB. BECKER, W6QD 
Readers are invited to send monthly contributions 
for publication in these columns direct to Mr. Beck- 
er, 1117 West 45th Street, Los Angeles, California. 

Well, here we are together again and I hope all 
of you fellows have recovered from those sleepless 
nights of the contest, especially you who entered 
both the c.w. and phone tests. As far as I am con- 
cerned I didn't lose a great deal of sleep, but I did 
get a big kick out of listening in. Anyway, 1 guess 
everyone had a lot of fun, aic if interest was as 
as high in other parts of the country and other 
countries as it was around this neck of the woods, 
I would say it was a huge success. I understand that 
the A.R.R.L. has a battery of adding machines that if 
placed end to end would reach from West Hartford 
over to Rodimon's farm. I don't doubt that this really 
is true after glancing over the scores running into six 
figures. Without wasting more of your time let's take 
a glance at some of the high scores of the contest. 
The score of W6QD will not be mentioned again 
as it was announced exclusively in RADIO of last 
month ... ahem! W6CXW, 115,446; W2AIW, 105,- 
400; W5EHM, 104,742; W3EMM, 104,280; 
W6GRL, 94,464; W9ARL, 73,302; WBBTI, 91,900. 

That, my friends, is most of the high ones. I 
haven't forgotten W1SZ, who I understand has be- 
tweeen 114,000 and 120,000 points. But he never 
"officially" enters the contest so we won't worry 
about a few odd thousand points. W6CUH on a 
recent visit to W1SZ brings back the information 
that Rod has a swell QRA. Here are some other 
U.S.A. scores just as they come to me: W8LEC, 
57,120; W3EVT, 70,180; W1TW, 84,000; W6FZL, 
75,000; W6JBO, 72,000; W6GRX, 66,000; 
W8MAH, 32,900; W8NV, 27,000; W1ME, 56,300; 
W2BJ, 21,300; WBOQF, 35,000; W8HWE, 29,350; 
W6BAM, 26,000; W1ZB, 42,780; W6BYB, 26,700; 
W8FJN, 69,000; W6KRI, 37,000; W9CIS, 28,000. 

Now some of the boys in other countries come forth 
with the following: K5AY, 256,000; F8EO, 150,000; 
K7PQ, 155,000; EIBB, 109,000; EI4J, 78,000; 
PAOAZ, 90,285; PAOUN, 79,600; PAOPN, 74,500; 
ON4FE, 29,900; OH2NG, 17,000; OH3NP, 13,700; 
G6NF, 79,300; G2PL, 74,900; F3KH, 100,000; 
F8TQ, 35,000; FM8AD, 91,000; G6RB, 37,400; 
OZ3X, 67,000; ZU6P, 30,000; ZS2A, 52,000; 
G6WY, 35,000. 
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That just about winds up the scores, and please 
don't shoot me if the above totals turn out to be 
different. That is the way they come to me, and of 
course I haven't their logs to check. 

There are many outstanding scores and incidents 
in this contest. First take a look at W6CXW, Henry 
Sasaki. Every year he has been absolutely denying 
that he'll enter the contest. In these same years as 
far as the Pacific Coast is concerned he has been 
second in point totals. However, this was his year, 
and he really did it right. Henry planned for months, 
putting up all sorts of antennas with plenty of time 
to give them a thorough trial. 115,000 points is not 
to be sneezed at, especially for a west -coast station. 
Take a look at the photograph of CXW, showing 
his well -designed transmitter which uses two 250TH's 
in the final. For his receiver it's the same old Comet 
Pro. The panel of white switches on his operating 
desk is for changing to different antennas, and by 
simply throwing any one of the switches it auto- 
matically puts that antenna onto the transmitter and 
receiver. The antenna setup of Henry's consists of 
four Johnson "Q" antennas, a diamond beam, and 
another general purpose sky wire of some kind. CXW 
had 271 contacts with a multiplier of 142, and con- 
tacts on each of the bands are divided as follows: 
43 on 10, 62 on 20, 32 on 40, and 5 on 80. 

At the rate Henry was working the stuff we 
figured that he surely must have a staff of at least 
40 operators; so in order to satisfy our curiosity one 
evening CUH and I hopped into his car and went 
out to see what we could see. When we walked in 
upon CXW, instead of seeing the 40 operators we 
saw little Henry almost hiding behind the Comet 

W6CXW, Henry Sasaki, 115,000 Points 
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W2UK. Tommy Thomas, 129,000 Points 

Pro. So I guess he carried the burden alone, which I 

think was quite an achievement. Anyway, Charlie 
and I chewed the rag with him for about an hour 
thinking that Henry would be thoroughly griped at 
keeping him off the air. But no, instead he merely 
said "I'm glad you fellows stuck around because 
there is nothing coming in now that's worth while." 

W5EHM, J. C. Patterson in Dallas, Texas, ran 
up 104,742 points using four bands . 253 QSO's 
with 138 his multiplier and divided into the bands 
as follows: 37 on 10, 58 on 20, 39 on 40, and 4 on 
80. . . . His transmitter consists of a 53 osc. with 
8 crystals, SO2 doubler, 801 buffer, 276A second 
buffer, and a pair of 150T's in the final with one kw. 
A National 101X receiver with two stages of pre- 
selection ahead of it. The antenna situation at 
5EHM's is really swell: three rhombics with 3% 
waves on each leg without terminating resistors. He 
says that signals from a dx station would jump from 
2 to 3 R's when he would change from ordinary 
double -doublet to the right diamond. A glance at 
the photo of Pat's rig will show the neatness with 
which it is laid out in breadboard style. 

W3EMM, Fenton Priest, Norfolk, Va., 104,280 
points . . . used four bands,. 264 contacts and a 
multiplier of 132. He made w.a.c. 8 times in the 
test, one of them being the first 10 meter w.a.c. for 
him. The transmitter lineup is 6A6 -6A6 -808 and 

with a pair of 805's in the final . 800 watts. His 
receiver is a National HRO and the photo of his 
station presents a neat looking setup. 

I guess Fenton didn't have enough operating in 
the c.w. contest so he immediately booms into the 
phone contest and with about 40 hours operating 
time he ran up 34,000 points involving 200 con- 
tacts. What happened after the fortieth hour nobody 
seems to know ... either he gave out or he ran out 
of log sheets. 

W2AIW, Charles W. Rogers, Manasquan, N.J. ... 105,400 points and 255 contacts. His transmitter 
consists of a 53 osc. and RK -20 buffer; an 860 
buffer driving a pair of 860's with 900 watts input. 
The rig used for 10 meters is not shown in the 
photo but he uses a pair of 50T's also with 900 
watts. Two antennas are used; one of them is four 
half- wv»es in phase firing about 30 degrees east of 
north, this one being used on 20 meters while on 
10, 40, and 80, Chas. uses a 132 -foot zepp. The 
receiver is an RME -69 and DB -20 with noise silencer. 

"WAZ" HONOR ROLL 
ON4AU 40 W6EGH 35 W7AYO 30 
G6VP 39 W2BJ 35 W9PGS 30 
W8BTI 39 W3BBB 35 W6KWA 30 
W7BB 39 W9EF 35 W4MR 30 
G2ZQ 39 ZG1Z 35 W8DED 30 
W3SI 39 W9KA 34 W9IWE 30 
W6CXW 39 W8JK 34 W6FKZ 30 
W4DHZ 39 W3EMM 34 W6DIO 30 
W8CRA 39 W2BJ 34 W1APU 30 
W6GRL 39 W3EJO 34 W3AWH 29 
W6ADP 39 W2FAR 34 W9LW 29 
W3PC 39 W9PK 34 W6HJT 29 
W3ANH 39 W6LYM 34 W8FIN 29 
W9TJ 38 W1AQT 34 VE5HC 29 
GSYH 38 W7BYW 34 W3CDG 29 
G6WY 38 W6ENV 34 G6ZU 28 
W6CUH 38 W6FKC 34 W3TR 28 
W8HWE 38 W8AAT 34 W8DOD 28 
VE4RO 37 W3AYS 33 ZU1T 28 
W2BSR 37 W6GHU 33 W6CGQ 28 
W2GW 37 W6DOB 33 W6GNZ 28 
W8DFH 37 W6LDJ 33 W5EOW 28 
W6QD 37 W9LBB 33 W9JNB 28 
W8BKP 37 W5AFX 33 W6HJT 28 
W2GWE 37 G6QX 33 W3EYS 28 
W8OSL 37 W9AFN 33 W6CEM 28 
W6FZY 37 W9ALV 33 W6JBO 28 
G6NJ 37 G6CL 33 W9VBB 28 
W2DTB 37 W6VB 33 W6GIC 28 
LY1J 37 W6BAM 32 W3CDG 28 
W8LEC 37 W6KIP 32 W6KEV 28 
W6HX 37 W8BTK 31 VU2LJ 28 
W7AMX 37 W5EHM 37 W9DEI 28 
W8KPB 36 W9EF 32 WèHGA 28 
WBKKG 36 VE2EE 32 W6LHN 28 
G6RB 36 G6GH 32 W3CZO 28 
W9ARL 36 W3EVW 32 
W1ZB 36 W8OQF 32 Phone: 
W1CC 36 W2AAL 31 W5BDB 27 
W9PTC 36 W6FZL 31 VE2EE 26 
W6GAL 36 W3DCG 31 W3SI 25 
W6AM 36 W5CUJ 31 W8JK 24 
W9KG 36 W9CWW 31 W3EMM 24 
W2HHF 36 W8DWV 31 W6ITH 24 
W3EDP 36 W3CIC 31 W6AM 23 
W2OA 36 W8LDR 31 VE5OT 23 
W6KBD 36 W6HXU 31 W6BAY 23 
W3EXB 35 W6KRM 31 W6LLQ 22 
W6NHC 35 W6HEW 30 W6OCH 21 
W6GRX 35 W2BXA 30 W9QI 21 
W8CJJ 35 W8MAH 30 W6MLG 21 
W2AIW 35 W7AVL 30 W6NNR 21 

If you have worked 28 
willing to produce confirma 
your score on a postcard. 

Phone stations need work 
must be raised on phone.' 
either c.w. or phone. 

or more zones and are 
tion on demand, send in 

but 20 zones, but stations 
Stations worked may be 
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W9ARL, John Marshall, 73,300 Points 

Station dx is 95 countries and 35 zones, over 2600 
contacts with foreign stations not including VE or 
CM. Rogers has been active since 1922, his call then 
being 2CXY. 

W6GRL, Dr. Charles E. Stuart, Ventura, California, 
94,460 points with 246 contacts on four bands. 
Speaking of Doc calls for a laugh, and the reason .. . 

the first week -end of the contest, Saturday night to 
he exact, the XYL and myself, in the snooping 
mood, decided to journey up the coast to Ventura to 
see if Doc was pulling teeth or working dx. What 
we saw upon walking in on him will long be 
remembered.... Yes, he was at his receiver, all right; 
in fact he was so much at it that he had his pet FBXA 
apart and spread all over his bed and Doc himself 
took up a good portion of the same bed "rassling" 
with it trying to locate the trouble. Imagine, the 
first week -end of the contest and Doe's receiver going 
haywire . . . He finally got it perking again about 
noon the next day, and in the meantime he had to be 
content with a spare blooper he had around. Guess 
he must have lost a few points due to that grief. In 

his anxiety to get going again Doc hooked the four - 
foot lead from his receiver to the wrong point on 
his change -over switch, and for half a day he thought 
he had his diamond beam coming into it, but in 
reality he had been using that four -foot chunk of 
wire for an antenna. By that time he was ready to 
give up; so we got Doc into a huddle and gave him 
one of these "die for alma mater" pep talks which 
got him so fired up that he immediately sat down 
and burned out his keying relay. But don't go away 

. that isn't all ... laugh no. 4 was had that day 
when one of Doe's prize patients phoned and said 
one of his teeth was giving him the devil ... so good 
or Doc had to take time out and yank out the guy's 
tooth. The transmitter at W6GRL has changed slightly 
in that he now is using two Eimac 250TH's. For 
antennas, it is about the same set -up, five V beams 
70 feet high, spreading out like the spokes in a 

wheel. He added a diamond headed for Europe, 
which seemed to work out quite well. 

W9ARL, John Marshall, Kansas City, Kansas . . . 

73,302 points, with 215 contacts on three bands. The 
multiplier was 114, divided as follows: 20 on 40, 
55 on 20, and 39 on 10. Johnny runs a kw. on all 
bands and I think you will agree that his station is 
very neat when you look at the photograph. He is 

using a pair of 150T's in the final, and the receiver 
is an HRO. 

W3EVT in E. Falls Church, Va., ran up 70,180 
points with 214 QSO's and a multiplier of 108 . . . 

37 on 10, 47 on 20, 15 on 40, and 9 on 80. He uses 
two rigs . . the one for 3.5 and 7 Mc. has a 50T 
in the final and the other one for 14 and 28 Mc. has 
a pair of 35T's running with 400 watts. Clem is 17 
years of age in high school, and has worked 87 
countries. Nice going, EVT. 

One of the most outstanding highlights in the tests 
I think was done by W6GRX, Henry Luitwieler. 
During the first few days of the battle Henry worked 
K7PQ on 10 meters, a little later that day he worked 
him on 20 . . . the next day he QSO'd K7PQ on 

40 and made a sked with him for mid- 
night on 80. Well, they clicked (you 
know most skeds don't) and after a brief 
chat wondered if they might not attempt 
a contact on 160. The sked was set for 20 
minutes later ... but the joke was, Henry 
didn't have any coils for his transmitter 
for that band so he hurriedly wound up 
some wire and threw it into the rig. After 
a few minor adjustments he was rarin' to 
go on 160. Well, to get along with the 
story, Henry gave K7PQ a buzz and he 
came right back. Summary: W6GRX and 
K7PQ worked each other on five bands in 

36 hours. Henry is an old timer from the 
spark days, having been back on the air 
for about five years now, I think. Single - 
handed he ran up 66,000 points with 
never more than 600 watts input to his 
HK -354. Several antennas are used, includ- 
ing a diamond beam. 

General Contest Chatter 
It looks like G6NF is tops for England 

with 79.288 points; 565 stations were 
worked on four bands with a multiplier W6G11L, Charles Stuart, 95.000 Points 
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of 47. G6NF says that W6's and W7's 
were two for a penny during the contest 
but not a single one of them was in 
Nevada. He adds it must be an awfully 
dead spot. YL2BB had 294 QSO's . . . 

G6RB with 37,000 points had 320 con- 
tacts, his multiplier being 39. Says that 
where W4's seem very scarce this year 
the W9's made up for it as he worked 70 
of them. (That beats me.) 

Another high W6 is Harry Gross, 
W6EZL, who did noble work in making 
a score of 75,000. It is especially good 
because Harry is located in a thickly 
populated neighborhood, making it im- 
possible to have one of those super dx 
locations where he could put up miles of 
wire. W8MAH, who has a score of 
32,976 points, did very well with his 100 
watts to a single 841 in the final. He 
sends through a few notes: Says that EI8B, 
K5AY, K5AC, FA8IH are all four -band 
performers. Some good ones heard by 
MAH are VR6AA, on Pitcairn Island; 
T8X, on 14,360 kc.; HH5PA, 14,060 kc.; 
CNSMI, 14,350 kc.; CN8MQ, 14,000 kc., 
CNBMU, usually around 14,280 T6. 

W8BTI, Carl Luhn, got 91,900 points. 
W1ME with his 56,304 points worked 
184 stations with a multiplier of a 102. 
On 80 meters he had 19 QSO's in 13 
countries on five continents,: and he uses 
two 852's in the final, 500 watts input. 
The receiver is an NC -101X. My friend, 
Dick Merrick, W6JBO, who like W6FZL 
is located in the thick of Los Angeles, also 
ran up a good score, 72,000 points. He 
says 10 meters was as hot as fire crackers 
and I guess it was, because Dick was sure 
getting the reports. His rig uses two 
150T's in the final and receiver is an 
NC -101X. 

F8EO with his 150,000 points really 
needed a bookkeeper ... Had 1050 QSO's 
and 50 districts, and that, my friends, is 
going some. G2PL did all - right with 
74,900 points, but I think he would have 
done better if he hadn't been thinking of 
Ginger Rogers! 

OH2NG apparently had it over 
OH3NP by scoring 17,000 points against 
13,700 for the latter. U2NE was going 
to town and had 956 QSO's, but don't 
know how many points. Rumor has it 
that W4CBY, of Fat Benning, scored 
87,000 points . . . . Fat couldn't be lo- 
cated to confirm or deny it so it's all 
in your hands. W8LEC had 57,150 
points with a kw. on all bands using a 

single Taylor T -200 in the final. W8FJN 
made 69,000 points and added 8 new 
countries to his list. K5AY with his 
256,000 points seems to be tops for 
the world and he must have had them 
lined up ten deep waiting for his QRZ. 

[Continued on Page 86] 

W3EMM, Fenton Priest, 105,000 Points 

W2AIW, Charles Rogers, 105,000 Points 

W5E5IM. 1. C. Patterson, 105,000 Points 
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A DeLuxe Version of die Bí-1 usfl Exciter 
By FAUST GONSETT,* W6VR 

The original "Bi- Push" exciter described last 
month was built with economy and perform- 
ance the main considerations. As some ama- 
teurs are willing to spend a little extra money 
for the sake of appearance or convenience, the 
accompanying de luxe version of the exciter 
was constructed. It should appeal to those 
amateurs who take especial pride in the ap- 
pearance of their equipment. It should be 
pointed out however, that the performance and 
operation are no different than that of the 
simpler unit shown last month. Amateurs who 
have to watch their pennies can realize all the 
practical advantages at less cost by constructing 
the earlier model. 

The circuit is exactly the same as for the 
original exciter, which is reproduced herewith 
for reference. However, the values of the cath- 
ode and plate dropping resistors for the 6A6 
stages were altered slightly, with a further re- 

*Laboratorian, RADIO 

6A6 

t3 

RFC 6A6 

duction in crystal current. These values are not 
especially critical, however, and either the old 
or new values of these constants may be used 
with little difference in results. Further experi- 
menting on the original exciter showed that 
there was a slight advantage in increasing the 
4000 ohm dropping resistors to 5000 ohms, 
and lowering the cathode resistors from 400 
ohms to 300 ohms. These newer values were 
therefore incorporated in the de luxe model 
when it was built. 

As the only startling difference between this 
unit and the one described last month is in 
the mechanical construction, and as this is best 
shown pictorially, this description will be 
rather short. Complete data on the exciter may 
be had by referring to the original article by 
W. W. Smith in the April issue, page 8. 

The complete exciter (or transmitter) and 
power supply in the'de luxe model are mount- 
ed on a standard -width relay rack panel and 

6 Le-G 

R C 

4 

2 

,t5 s3 

C13,GROVND 
/ AT 6L6 
5 SOCKETS 

6.3 V 

C1 -.004 arid. mica 
C2-100 -100 µµfd.mid- 

get split stator 
Cs, C4 -150 Lipid. mica 
C5 -.004 pid. mica 
Ce-100-100 ppid.mid- 

get split stator 
C7. C8-500 µpfd. mica 
CO3 C10 C11 -.004 pfd. 

mica 
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E3: 

RI R 

525 

83 

DANGER 
HIGH VOLTAGE 

The 
C12-50 µµid. midget, 

1000 volt spacing, 
isolantite insula- 
tion 

C13 -.004 pfd. mica 
C54- Either one or 

two 4 pH., 600 
working volt oil 
condensers (s e e 
text) 

R4 itÓ R5 

S, 

J2 20a- 40a 

pt 40X 
PUSHPULL 

( 20). ® 101, 
PUSH PUSH PUSH PUSH 

BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKETS a FORMS 

General Wiring Diagram 
NOTE: All mica con- 

densers are 1000 volt test. C10 
should b e 2500 
volt test il tele- 
phony is to be 
used. 

R1 -300 ohms,10 watts 
R2-5000 ohms, 50 

watts, wire -wound 

R3- 10,000 ohms, 10 
watts 

R4-300 ohms, 10 watts 
R5 -5000 ohms, 50 

watts, wire -wound 
R6 -Two 100,000 ohm, 

2 watt carbon re- 
sistors in parallel 
(50,000 ohms) 

R7 -200 ohms, 10 watts 
R9- 15,000 ohms. 10 

watts 
R9-- 40,000 ohms, 20 

watts 
T1-6.3 v. at 4 amp. 

and 5 v. at 3 amp. 
T2-700 v. each side 

c.t., 150 watts 
CH -5 -25 hy., 300 ma. 

swinging choke 
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sub- chassis. A receiver dust cover houses the 
whole works, giving protection from dust and 
hands besides adding to the appearance. 

In winding the coils, one thing was noticed: 
When using a metal chassis, the extra capacity 
to ground from the tuning condenser and wir- 
ing necessitates a smaller 10 meter coil. The 20 
and 40 meter coils are not affected, but it will 
be necessary to use a half turn or so less on the 
10 meter coil than specified in the coil table. 

A number of amateurs have written in re- 
garding difficulty in purchasing the XR -20 -5 
coil forms specified in the original article. Type 
CF -5 -M coil forms will serve well, but they 
cost twice as much and their smaller diameter 
makes the jumpering process more difficult un- 
less one has a soldering iron with a very small 
tip. When using these forms it will be neces- 
sary to use more turns on the coils, due to the 
smaller form diameter. One amateur we know 
wound his 10 and 20 meter coils on CF -5 -M 
midget isolantite forms and his 40 meter coil 
on a standard CF -5 form. 

Isolantite base 6L6's were used in the de luxe 
version. Besides having better insulation, the 
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bases have their pins spaced further than is 
the case with regular octal base 6L6 -G's. 

We have heard of two or three scattered 
cases of amateurs popping their 40 meter crys- 
tals in the Bi -Push circuit. However, in each 
case it was found that the trouble was caused 
by failure to throw the band switch. If you are 
afraid to trust yourself with this little chore, 
the best bet is to get an "A" cut crystal. With 
such a crystal, failure to throw the switch mere- 
ly results in reduced output. 

Not all X cut crystals will blow when the 
switch is not thrown; approximately 3 out of 4 
40 meter X cut crystals will stand the crystal 
current, which will run around 110 or 115 
ma. when the switch is in the wrong position. 
However, it is not a good idea to take a chance 
on your X cut crystal being a "tough" one. The 
best thing to do is to mark the band switch 
very prominently and not attempt to change 
bands when in too much of a hurry or just 
after the excitement of working your first VK6. 

With the switch in the correct position the 
maximum crystal current runs between 70 and 
80 ma., depending upon the particular crystal 
and exact plate voltage used. 
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A Lazy Man's 

Dx Receiver 

By J. D. RYDER,* W8DQZ 

As I am no less lazy or dx crazy than the 
average amateur, before I can call a receiver 
"ideal" it must meet an exacting set of specifi- 
cations. Band -changing must be easily and 
quickly accomplished, logging of stations must 
be exact and permanent, the set must operate 
with maximum efficiency on the various dx 
bands, and the inherent noise must be at a 
minimum. 

The receiver herein described answers these 
requirements. Actually it is a nine tube super- 
heterodyne with a 6D6 regenerative r.f. stage, 
6C6's as first detector and high -frequency os- 
cillator, a variable band -width crystal filter, two 
6D6 i.f. stages, followed by a 6C6 second de- 
tector and a 42 audio amplifier. An 80 recti- 
fier and a 6C6 beat oscillator complete the line- 
up. 

* 5084 Oakmont Drive, South Euclid, Ohio. 

While no credit is claimed for the originality 
of the idea of ganging the plug -in coils as in- 
corporated in this receiver, it is through the use 
of this arrangement that much of the operating 
convenience and efficiency is obtained. 

Since the plug -in coil design is the heart of 
this receiver as far as mechanical construction 
and "dx pulling" ability is concerned, it had 
best be described first. The assembly of one of 
the coil units is shown in the illustration and 
consists of three Hammarlund forms, with the 
oscillator coil at the left, followed by the r.f. 
amplifier and detector coil forms. These are 
assembled on an aluminum plate by small 
screws tapped into the ends of the forms. The 
holes in the aluminum plate which pass these 
screws had best be drilled "sloppy" so that the 
coils can later be accurately lined up to fit their 
sockets. The padding condensers C. are 

Showing the Ganged Coil Assembly and Under- Chassis View of the Receiver 
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A Peek Behind the Panel 

mounted on the aluminum plate close to their 
respective coils. Aluminum wings are provided 
at each end to protect the coils when they are 
removed from the set and to serve as guides 
when inserting the coil set into the receiver. 
Holes are provided through the aluminum plate 
for the adjustment of the padding condensers 
from the front of the set. This whole assembly 
slides into a large hole cut out of the front 
panel. The aluminum plate on which the coils 
are mounted is cut to fit the large panel hole 
and is later finished to match the front pane 
of the set. Two nickel plated knobs are mount- 
ed on the plate to assist in removing the coils. 

In the design of these coil units due consid- 
eration was given to individual shielding of the 
coils. But, not being a member of the sheet 
metal benders union and realizing that twelve 
shield cans would be required for four bands, 
we took the mountain to Mohammet and built 
the shields into the receiver so that when the 
coils are plugged in they are all separately 
shielded. 

Isolantite sockets are mounted on spacers in 
the back end of each shield can and the guides 
and coil forms are so positioned that a good 
push on the nickel plated knobs inserts all three 
coils into their sockets at once. This method of 
coil assembly with standard forms cuts down the 
mechanical work of construction and at the 
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Discloses the Above Layout 

same time leads to a highly efficient shielded 
coil unit. 

By means of the individual air padding con- 
densers and tapped coil band spreading each 
band is made to cover the middle sixty per cent 
of the divisions on the dial. Also, when chang- 
ing bands, stations will always be found at the 
same point on the dial as when previously 
heard without resetting any auxiliary dials. 
This is -of particular value in dx work as the 
location of some elusive station may be spotted 
on the dial and checked upon over a period of 
time until he is finally hooked. 

The general front panel view is shown on 
page 67. The panel is standard rack size, 
19" x 83/4" x 1 /8" aluminum with wrinkle fin- 
ish for professional appearance. The left side 
contröls ,are: r.f. regeneration control above, i.f. 
vorume';control and on -off switch below, and 
the phone- speaker switch just to the right. In 
the center" is the main tuning dial and below it 
is the 12" x 21/2" coil unit. On the right side 
are the crystal on -off switch at top, crystal 
band -width control in center, and beat oscilla- 
tor switch at bottom, with the send -receive or 
receiver silencing switch alongside. 

The main dial is a home made friction drive 
product having a reduction ratio of 13:1 for 
180° condenser travel. The pointer is made to 
rotate through 270° by means of fine pitch 
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/ 606 T, 606 Tz 606 ace .c, 
000N-r- 

CF lit Itt' , 

&1E 'IN n, _ 
C 4 . 

/ miiiii 
R,z / C 11111 

C; 

R Cr 

C.- HammarlundAPC. 
See coil table 

C6-See text 
C1 -25 ppfd. air pad- 

der condenser 
C2 -100 lipid. midget 
C3 -.002 pfd. mica 
C4 -.0001 pfd. mica 
C0-35 ppfd. midget 
C6-.Ol pfd.. 400 volt 

tubular 
C2-.01 pfd. mica 
Cs-25 pfd.. 25 volt 

electrolytic 
ß9---8 pfd.. 450 volt 

electrolytic 

The General Wiring Diagram 
C10-.05 pfd., 400 volt 

tubular 
R, -1000 ohms, 12 watt 
R2- 10.000 ohms, 1/r 

watt 
R3-2000 ohms, I watt 
R,- 50,000 ohm regen- 

eration potentio- 
meter 

R7- 50,000 ohms, 1/2 

watt 
R,; -500 ohms. 1/2 watt 
A;- 40.000 ohms. 1 

watt 
R,- 250.000 ohms. I 

watt 

Rtr- 500,000 ohms, I 

watt 
Rio-400 ohms. 5 watts 
R,,- 50,000 ohms, 1/2 

watt 
R,2- 100.000 ohms. 1/r 

watt 
R13- 10.000 ohm vol- 

ume potentiometer 
R,4- 10.000 ohms. 1 

watt 
R15-1000 ohm wire - 

wound potentio- 
meter 

R16-15.000 ohm. 75 
watt bleeder 

gears. A manufactured dial of approximately 
the same ratio would be as satisfactory; the 
home made job is used here because of the de- 
sire for medium ratio combined with full vi- 
sion. The latter is of especial importance as it 
allows instant estimation of the portion of the 
band covered without mental mathematics (an 
aid to the lazy man). 

The dial drives the first r.f. condenser direct- 
ly and the oscillator and detector condensers by 
means of a long gear rack and large gears on 
the three condenser shafts. This rack is pressed 
into the gear teeth by pieces of spring bronze 
so that all back lash is eliminated. 

The top view of the receiver shows the space 
for this rack and gear construction between the 
panel and the aluminum shields housing the 
tuning condensers and h.f. tubes. At the left of 
the receiver is the conventional power supply 
and at the right of the shield can is the crystal 
input transformer and a shield housing the 
crystal and crystal switch and wiring. The crys- 

R 1 r- 10,000 
watts 

Ma. -0-1 ma. 2" meter 
RFC, -10 mh. shield- 

ed r.f. choke 
RFC2 -8 0 m h. r.f 

choke 
T,-465 kc. c.t. i.f. 

transformer 
T2. T :,-465 kc. air - 

tuned i.f. 
T,-465 kc, beat osc. 

coil 
T -, -700 volts c,t., 70 

ma.; S volts. 2 
amp.: 6.3 volts. 3 
amp. power trans- 

ohms. 2 former 
CH1-75 ma.. 180 ohm 

filter choke 
CH2 -50 ma.. 200 ohm 

filter choke 
CH3-15 by.. 50 ma. 

choke S,- Crystal filter 
switch 

S-, -Power switch. On 
back of R,3 

S3 -SPDT send- receive 
switch 

S, -Beat oscillator on- 
off switch 

S- , -SPDT phones- 
speaker switch 

tal phasing condenser can be adjusted by a 
screw driver through a hole in the right side 
of this can. To the rear of the crystal is the 
first i.f. tube followed by the second trans- 
former, and then in a line to the left are the 
second i.f. tube, third .i.f. transformer, detector, 
beat oscillator tube and coil assembly, and the 
audio tube. 

This equipment is all mounted on a 14 
gauge half -hard aluminum chassis 17" x 11" x 
314" deep. The under chassis view, figure 3, 
shows the individual coil shields, the layout of 
tube sockets, and the general wiring. 

The electrical circuits are fairly conventional, 
although quite low "C" is used in the r.f. 
tuned circuits. The antenna circuit is arranged 
for either doublet or grounded antennas. The 
cathode -tap method of regeneration is used and 
is controlled by a screen voltage potentiometer. 
This'-tap is experimentally located so that os- 
cillation occurs with about 25 to 35 volts on 
the screen. 
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COIL DATA 

Band 28 Mc. 14 Mc. 7 Mc. 

L, 4 6 8 

L2 4.8 10.8 21.8 
Tuning tap 1.5 2.3 5.2 
Cathode tap 0.4 0.9 0.8 

L2 3.2 8.0 16. 

L. 4.8 10.8 21.8 
Tuning tap 1.5 2.3 5.2 

L, 4.8 10.8 18.8 
Tuning tap 1.0 2.2 4.0 

Secondary 
wire size No. 12 No. 14 No. 18 

Primary 
wire size No. 36 No. 36 No. 36 

CA 25 /rµfd. 25 µµfd. 50 ¿s fd. 

Turns per 
inch 4 8 16 

Antenna winding L, is wound in a bunch 1 /8" 
below bottom of L2. 

All secondary windings spaced to fill approxi- 
mately 13/8 ". 

The primary L3 is wound with fine wire be- 
tween the turns of 1,4, starting at the ground 
end and winding up the required number of 
turns. Since the secondaries are wound of wire 
of optimum size for their respective frequen- 
cies, and since their shields are quite large, 
3" x 31%" x 4" deep, the coils are quite high 
in efficiency, or Q. 

The first detector, instead of having cathode 
resistor bias, has its cathode tapped to a point 
on the power supply voltage divider which 
may be adjusted a few volts positive. This gives 
an adjustable bias on the first detector, elimi- 
nates the usual degenerative effects of detector 
cathode resistor bias, and allows adjustment of 
this bias for maximum signal -to -noise ratio. 

A conventional electron coupled oscillator 
circuit is used but the oscillator voltage is fed 
into the detector suppressor grid through R12 

and C4 in a manner suggested by Frank Jones. 
This leaves a positive voltage on this grid 
which considerably raises the conversion effi- 
ciency of the tube. Due to this higher conver- 
sion efficiency the noise level is considerably re- 
duced. 

The first i.f. transformer feeds the balanced 
crystal circuit in which the 35 111.tfd. condenser 
C;, is brought out to the panel to serve as a 
band width control for the crystal. Personal 
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preference dictates that the phasing condenser 
should be once set and left instead of having it 
easily adjustable and therefore always out of 
adjustment. It is accordingly mounted inside 
and is adjustable by a screw driver. 

The gain of the i.f. amplifier is controlled by 
cathode voltage variation and is usually oper- 
ated very far down to help in cutting down 
tube noise. Since a screen grid second detector 
is used, only a small output voltage is re- 
quired from the i.f. stages. 

The audio beat oscillator is operated at low 
plate voltage to avoid strong output which 
might find its way into circuits where it is not 
wanted. The output is fed through a shielded 
wire to condenser Cb, which consists of two 
w' square brass plates separated 1 /8 ", and then 
to the plate terminal of the last i.f. transform- 
er. All wiring in the beat oscillator is shielded 
carefully. The beat oscillator may be turned on 
or off by a switch in its plate supply lead. 

The grid of the audio amplifier may be 
grounded by the send -receive switch or by a 
relay to silence the receiver while transmitting. 
The power supply is mounted well away from 
most of the receiver circuits. While a meter 
was incorporated in the panel layout, no desire 
has ever arisen to go the rest of the way and 
apply a.v.c. to the set. However, it could be 
done in several ways as there is room for an 
extra tube on the chassis. 

The operation of the set is very satisfactory. 
Coil changing is now no deterrent to frequent 
band changes and it is no longer necessary to 
dig to the bottom of the junk box to find a full 
set of coils. Another very important operating 
advantage, as mentioned before, is that day 
after day a station can always be located at the 
same point on the dial without recourse to hair 
splitting in the setting of a main tuning dial 
(band setting condenser). Also of advantage 
to the lazy man is the fact that all bands come 
in over the same portion of the dial so that on 
a 0 -100 dial, the edges of the bands are at 20 
and 80 and the middle is approximately 50. 

The crystal is consistently used and even 
though no matching of the crystal impedance 
was attempted, there is no noticeable drop in 
volume when the crystal is switched in. 

In Singapore, the faithful are now called to 
prayer with a huge p.a. system. Formerly, the 
Temple biggy shouted his call without benefit 
of microphone from the top of a tall spire. 
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Wiese GRID-MODULATED 

POWER OUTPUT framtne HK -154 
than any other 

4.00! ' tube in its class 
41 

Here are the facts 
Twice as much grid -modulated power ou_ 
put from the Type 154 GAMMATRON 
as from any other compara3le tube! The 
"154" GAMMATRON is particularly 
adapted to grid modulation because o= i>Is 

low mu and capability of overload. It is 
the only tube available that has the char- 
acteristics capable of giving high efficiency 
grid modulation with good linearity. It 
stands alone in the field; there is no com- 
parable tube on the market. 

The "154" GAMMATRON is a low -cot t 
tube! It gives you such GAMMATRON 
features as: Tantalum plate, Tantalum grid, 
Nonex glass envelope, extremely hig:t 
vacuum, no "getter," tungsten supports, 
more than ample filament and many others. 
Its ultra- conservative rating is 50 .watts 
plate dissipation. 

Investigate the possibilities of this GAM- 
MATRON for use in your phone tram- 
miner. See how easy it is tD put a 65 -75 
watt carrier on the air. Retain your present 
low power. equipment. Simply add a "154' 
GAMMATRON as grid modulated final 
amplifier. Here is real phone economy thrt 
has never before been possible: low :ost 
audio equipment, inexpensive power sup- 
ply, minimum of parts. 

Send for article by Frank C. Jones de- 
scribing the HK -154 10 -80 Meter Grid - 
Modulated Phone Transmitter. 

SOUTH CALIFORNIA 
SAN FRANCISCO U.S.A. 
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is pleased to 
Announce their 

APPOINTMENT 

Western Electric 
AMATEUR 

BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT 

15 years of honest and faithful service 
to manufacturer and consumer is 
again rewarded. 
Our appointment as Graybar agents 
for WESTERN ELECTRIC Amateur 
Broadcasting Equipment is something 
to be justly proud of, and we feel cer- 
tain our friends will respond generous- 
ly. Anything in Western Electric Am- 
ateur Broadcasting Equipment can 
now be obtained from us immediately. 

WESTERN ELECTRIC TUBES 

300 -A Class A audio, 121/2 
watt output $9.75 

304 -B Ideal ultra high fre- 
quency triode 12.50 

305 -A 85 watt screen grid 
U. H. F 38.50 

306 -A R.F. pentode -the per- 
fect frequency multiplier 10.80 

307 -A A.F. and R.F. pentode__._13.65 
316 -A Ultra high frequency 

triode; 71/2 w. output 
on 500 MC 10.50 

242 -C 100 w. general purpose_.15.00 

633 -A "Salt Shaker" Dynamic 
mike; broadcast quality 
at the new low price of. 42.50 

1002 -C Phones 8.30 

43 VESEY STREET 

NEW YORK CITY 
Tel. COrtlandt 7 -2612 Cable Address: "RADLEEDS" 

Leech has thousands of items for the amateur. 
Write us stating your needs. 
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The Congo Calls 
'Continued from Page 25] 

painted and bolted together with 1A2 x 8" bolts, 
the assembly being done on the ground. When 
it came to erecting this 52 -foot mast I was up 
against another problem. The drawing will 
make clear the method used. Two posts for each 
mast were set well in the ground, projecting 
some 14 feet. They were set eight inches apart. 
Two feet from the top of each of these posts 
I bored a 11/4" hole in line with each other. 
These were to receive a 1" iron rod which was 
to act as the pivot on which to swing the entire 
mast. A similar hole had been bored in the 
mast 12 feet from the lower and heavier end. 
By use of a block and tackle this lower end was 
then hoisted up between the two posts until 
the hole in the mast lined up with those of 
the upright posts. The iron rod was shot 
through and the mast was ready for erecting. 
This was also done by use of the block and 
tackle and was simplicity itself. Attaching one 
block to the lower end of the mast (now sus- 
pended high in the air) and another to the 
base of the two posts, four men hauled away on 
the rope. To their infinite amazement, down 
came the lower end of the mast and up went 
the other, to which the pulley and halyard had 
already been attached, until the now upright 
mast was standing its full 52 feet in the air. 

This last operation was most spectacular to 
all the natives and great crowds gathered to see 
the white man put a stick up in the air higher 
than a palm tree. But it actually took less than 
five minutes to elevate the mast. Four such 
masts were erected, the long axis pointing about 
37 degrees north of west, which I calculated 
would hit a lot of W's right on the nose. In 
this I have not been disappointed. I frequently 
have had my low -power signal reported in the 
States as R6 to 8 and recently W8JK assured 
me that I was easily R9, which is not so bad 
for a single 210 with hand power. By use of a 
d.p.d.t. switch I use the same antenna for both 
transmitting and receiving and it works both 
going and coming with equal effectiveness. 

And now ON4CSL has a new receiver, one 
which pulls a speaker, and my ears have re- 
turned to normal. It is only honest to state 
that without friends ON4CSL would not exist. 
The finest present I ever received was the 
National FB -7 which the Georgia Tech Club 
of New York presented to me for Christmas, 
1935. Those fellows can never know the amount 
of profit and pleasure they have afforded not 
only me, but the other members of the Ameri- 
can colony here as well. There are ten of us 
now. We followed the latest World's Series 
play by play with as much eagerness as any 
fan at home. And football? I constructed a grid- 
iron on my drawing board and by using a thumb 
tack to represent the ball we had grandstand 
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seats at every game broadcast this season, al- 
though we had to stay up till midnight to do it! 

I sometimes have had to QRT in such haste 
that I was unable to say even SK, let alone 73's. 
Several times I have had to leave thus uncere- 
moniously on account of storms coming sudden- 
ly upon me. Electric storms are frequent in this 
latitude and sometimes appalling in intensity. 
Annually many natives are killed by lightning. 
Only a few days ago one was brought into the 
hospital badly cooked and stinking to high 
heaven. A number of times as storms have ap- 
proached while I was at the key I have had 
severe shocks and once I was about knocked out. 
I always complete the QSO if possible. But I 

don't care to have any part of my anatomy 
cooked. 

On one occasion I was in the midst of a QSO 
when my native "boy" popped wild -eyed into 
the room and gasped, "Mama says come quick- 
ly! The drivers have attacked the house!" Need- 
less to say, I went quickly. The driver ants were 
all over the house but had concentrated on my 
wife's bedroom. And since it was late at night, 
she had retired and was marooned in bed and 
could neither stay in bed or get out of bed ! A 
sad plight, indeed ! I rescued her with the use 
of a gasoline blow torch. When drivers attack 
a house the only course of action possible is to 
vacate. We followed the usual course. But that 
has nothing to do with lightning. 

When I erected my diamond antenna my 
friends asked me concernedly if I did not think 
it would "draw" lightning since it was so high 
and covered so much area. Lightning had had 
a habit of playing all about the Post, striking 
houses and palm trees at random. I replied that 
I thought it would draw lightning -in fact I 

hoped it would. But I went on to explain that 
my grounding system was about perfect and that 
by simply throwing a switch I could immediate- 
ly ground the whole antenna system. The an- 
tenna would "draw" the lightning from the air 
in driblets, dissipating it into the ground before 
it could collect sufficiently for a destructive dis- 
charge. I can vouch for the fact that this is 
what it does, for several times when I have been 
a little slow in throwing the switch those drib- 
lets have passed right through my body! Any- 
way no destructive discharge has taken place in 
this immediate vicinity since the high antenna 
was erected. 

In trying to analyze the various emotions 
which have come through my experiences with 
my radio, my mind goes back to the second 
World's Series game which I heard in 1926. 
The preliminaries of the game were being an- 
nounced and then suddenly the announcer (Mc- 
Namee, I think it was) stated, "There's the 
National Anthem." Through the phones came 
the familiar strains. I was alone in my shack at 
the time but I stood at attention and my eyes 

APPROVED, RADIO,'; 
PRECISION. PRODUCTS 

A Statement 
of Policy 

For over twenty -five years, Yaxley 
products have meant progress in 
radio. And the passing of each 
year means further advances 
from the use of Yaxley products 
as well as those produced by the 
parent company - Mallory. 

Every month, Mr. Radio Ama- 
teur, advertisements will bring 
you a brief glance at various 
Mallory -Yaxley products, and 
services of P. R. Mallory and 
Company, and its Yaxley Manu- 
facturing Division. In them we 
can touch only the high -spots of 
the amateur radio applications 
of a few products- though there 
are hundreds of others that you 
use and need. 

Write for helpful information. 
Send us your questions on ama- 
teur radio or service problems. 
Whether or not your letter con- 
cerns some specific application 
of a Mallory -Yaxley product, it 
will receive careful and prompt, . 
attention by engineers who are 
licensed amateurs, and who have 
your viewpoint. We are at your 
service-always! 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

Cable Address- PELMALLO 

Use 

M ARY 
APPROVED RADIO 

PRECISION PRODUCTS:` 
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Method of Raising the Four Poles 

filled with tears. Sounds silly, doesn't it? But 
you will have to be an American, many years 
far from home in a wild country to understand. 
Then it won't be silly. It will be very real. 

Another instance: Eight years ago my wife 
and I sent our older daughter (we have three 
kids, all born in Congo) back to the States for 
schooling. A year ago I was holding regular 
skeds with W4CRE in Nashville. He always 

through 
jobbers 
in leading 
cities 

Precision 
CAPACITOR- ANALYZER 

The EYES have it . your eyes and 
the magic tube see all, know all . . . 

QUICK AS A WINK! Capacity, power 
factor, leakage, resistance, all read direct- 
ly on the panel. A refined and extended 
Wien bridge, built into instantly useful 
form for laboratory, shop and field work. 
Get the complete story. 

SOLAR MFG. CORP. 
399 -001 Broadway Now York, N.Y. 
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used his phone, which was 
very fine. One night my wife 
and I were sitting in the sta- 
tion when 4CRE said, "I have 
a surprise for you." Then 
from the speaker came our 
daughter's familiar yet long - 
unheard voice, "Hello, mother 
and dad." I'm not saying what 
I did, but my wife just wept. 
Again, you will have to be 
separated from your oldest 
child for some years to know 
just what that contact meant 
to the parents. We shall be 
eternally grateful to 4CRE as 

well as to 4AHH and 2BSD who staged similar 
hookups at later dates. 

Then there was W4AM in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee (my home town), who kept me post- 
ed daily on my father's recent last illness. It's 
hard to be so far away from home at such a 
time. No one can know the depth of my feeling 
as W4AM told me daily of my father's failing 
condition. He even went out to see him and 
brought me last messages from him. I have 
never seen W4AM or W4CRE or W8JK face 
to face; still I know them and hold them in 
high affection as brothers of the air. 

The final chapter of ON4CSL has not been 
written. Our wagon is indeed hitched to a star. 
Through the fine cooperation of hams and 
friends in Chattanooga and elsewhere in the 
States I have just received a new transmitter, 
crystal controlled, with an output of 100 watts, 
powered by a gasoline- driven 110 -volt a.c. gen- 
erator. It is equipped with speech amplifier. 
Unfortunately the outfit was badly damaged in 
transit and new parts have not yet arrived. But 
perhaps even before you read this you will have 
heard "The Voice of the Cannibal ". 

And now the call ON4CSL is no more! The 
station remains, but instructions have been re- 
ceived from the Government authorities that 
henceforth ON4CSL is to be known as OQ5AE. 
So voila! 

A hardware store has applied for a broadcast 
station license, requesting 56,000 kc. Already 
they are gunning for our five -meter band! 

T. R. McELROY 
WORLD'S CHAMPION RADIO TELEGRAPHER 

175 Congress Street, Boston, Mass. 
MAC KEY @ $7.95 a real speed key. 
MAC KEY DELUXE @ $15.00. 
MAC CORD @ $1.00, speed key cord. 
MAC CASE @ $3.95, speed key case. 
MAC OSC @ $3.95 ac /dc oscillator. Tone control. 
If u by Mac Key wri me fo xmy ipt & darb lfn. 
All my stuff emcy gad best pduts obl. 73 Mac. 
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Calls Heard 
[Continued from Page 35] 

January, 1937 
(28 Mc. code) 

CNSMQ; D4KPJ: D4MDN; F3KH; F806; F8QW; FSZZ; FASIH; 
FA8J0; FMBAA; FT4AB; G2PL; G5BJ; G5QY; G5VU: G6OH; 
G6QB; HB9A0; HB9J. - OH 1NR; 2NM; 20T; 3NK; 3NP; 
30D; 301; 5NG; 50A; 50D; 7NC; 7ND; 7NF; 7NJ. - ON4CH; 
PAOAZ; SP1LM; SU1KG; SU1SG; U1CN; U2A0; VE3KF; VK2GU; 
VS6AH; YL2BB; YL2CD; YL2CM; YR5AV; YR5IG; ZE1JJ; ZE1JR; 
ZS2X; ZS6AJ; ZT1R; ZT2Q; ZU6P. -W 1BJE; 1BUX; 1H10; 
11WC; 10P; 1SZ; 2AIF; 2BUX; 2CKO; 2DVM; 2JME; 2JXZ; 
3EXB; 3JM; 3PC; 4AGI; 4EDQ; SAAJ; SCJM; BCKY; 8HRD: 
SKYY; BMFB; 80KG; 9BBU; 9DM; 9MTN; 9PK; 9PZI; 9UIT: 
9UYD; 9VJD; 9VWW. 

(28 Mc. phone) 
CO2AU; VE2KX: VS6AH; YL2BB. -W 1CHG; 1DSV; 1FH: 
1JDV; 1SZ; 1WV; 2AIF; 2BAA; 2DKJ; 2HTG; 2INX; 2JUJ: 
3AIR; 3AKX 3AUC; 3FMQ; 3FPL; 3FXU; 3GIZ; 4DRZ; 4EC; 
4EDD; BJFC. 

February, 1937 
(28 Mc. code) 

D3CSC; F3KH; FSEO; F8WK; FBSAB; FMBAA; FM8AD; FQ3AA: 
G2PL; G5QY; G6DH; G6WY; HK1JB; J2CB; 0E3AH; OH1NF: 
OH2NB; OH2OG; OH6NS; ON4FE; ON4FT; 0N4JB; PY1BR: 
SP1KZ; SU1RO; U2NC; U3BH; U3BM; U3CL; U3FB; U3QK; 
U3QT; U3VG; U9ML; UK3AH; VE2JQ; VE3KF; VE5HR; VK2BK; 
VK2GU; VK3CP; VO3X; ZE1JU; ZL3DJ. -W 1CSR; 1EZL; 
1FAU: 1H10; 1IBT; 1RY; 2ACY; 2CKN; 2DAG; 2DOZ; 2DVM; 
2ENY; 2EQQ; 2GFY; 2INS; 2JME; 2JVU; 2MB; 3ASW; 3FGW; 
5DQD; 6BAM; 6GRX; 6HB; 6IDF; GIRD; 6JJU; 6JN; 7DSZ; 
81FD; 8MWY; 8MZE; 9DGL; 9DN; 90XX; 9NNZ; 9PXS; 9511. 

(28 Mc. phone) 
G6DH; HK1JB; PY2AC; SU1RO; VE2JK; YL2BB. -W 1AAK; 
lONL; 1HTP; 1IPV; 2BAA; 2DJX; 2DKJ; 2FGV; 2FL0; 2GAH: 
2HYT; 2IJD; 2JKR; 2JME; 2JXZ; 2TP; 3AKX; 3FMQ; 3FV0. 
3GIZ; 3PC; 4DRZ; 4YC; 5WG; 6JJU; 7CKZ; SCJM; 8EBS; 80AA: 
9DDF; 9FAA. 

E. H. Swain, G2HG, 31 Woodbastwick Rd., 
Sydenham, London, S.E. 26 

Feb. 23 to March 16 
(28 Mc.) 

W 1ANU; 1AV; 1BFT; 1CUY; IDA; 1GLF; 1HKY; 110B; 
1JPE; 1RY; 2AIF; 2AMM; 2AYB; 2AYJ; 2BHD; 2BQK; 2CPA; 
2DLO; 2DNG; 2DPA; 2GFH; 2GFY; 2GUM; 2HSL; 2IBP; 210N: 
2JXZ; 2LW; 2MB; 2TP; 3AFC; 3ATR; 3BPY; 3BWA; 3BWB: 
3BVE; 3CGR; 3CLC; 3CZO; 3EBK; 3EDP; 3EE; 3EEB; 3EVT: 
3FDJ; 3FVO; 3HC; 3JM; 3RL; 4AUU; 4CDE; 4DXM; 5AMO: 
5BXN; 5ENZ; 5EOF; 5EOJ; 5LW; 5WG; 6BYD; 6D0B; 6DUC: 
6HB; 6FZQ; 6JB0; KBD; 6RH; 7AVL; 8ANB; 8BIQ; SBTR: 
8CYT; 8DML; 8FVU; 8HGW; 8HRD; 8JIN; 8JJY; SKYY; 8LVH: 
8MCC; 8MKZ; 8MVG; BMYF; 8NAB; 80LX; 80UK; BOUT: 
9ABE; 9AEH; 9AKJ; 9AUH; 9AWP; 9ELK; 9HFF; 91QM; 9JU: 
9LWG; 9MUX; 9PXS; 9SSI; 9SXV; 9TGN: 9TPI. - VE 1AU: 
1CI; 2HP; 3ADM; 3KF; 3WA; 3XU; 4PH; 5HR; 5QP; VO3X; 
VK2GU; VK3BQ; VK3YP; ZS2N; ZU6P; SU1RO; 0A4J. 

Cooling the Rig 
[Continued from Page 41] 

(just above the base, below the baffle shield) 
with normal load runs at least 10 or 15 de- 
grees C above surrounding air, we see that 
we must not let the temperature inside the 
cabinet rise much above 110 degrees Farenheit. 
This may sound like rather a high value to 
reach under ordinary conditions. That con- 
clusion is not true. With the surrounding air 
temperature from 85 to 100 degrees F, the 
various transformers, bleeders, and tubes can 
easily raise the temperature in a closed cabinet 
well above the danger point. 

The way to cure all this is so simple and 
inexpensive that it seems a wonder that more 
hams do not avail themselves of it. A quiet 
8 inch fan can be obtained for three or 
four dollars and when placed at the bottom 
of the rack will circulate cool air throughout 

a small end -lead 

RESISTOR 
in a new and convenient 
!package. 

`TILL the same ceramic body enclosing 
J 

the conducting material ... now of- 
fered with end -leads for greater conser- 
vation of space. 

Like all Centralab Resistors they are 
thoroughly insulated from all adjacent 
parts. 

Its smaller mass results in reduced ca- 
pacity coupling to adjacent parts. Its 
effective resistor length is actual length 
of resistor ... and its r.f. resistance is 
practically the DC resistance. 

Size 1/8" x 11/16" -rated at 1/2 watt. 

Specify Centrulab 
at your jobber. 

MOVIDED 
BAKES CERAMIC 

A,/ ,j1in 
EAD 

COPPER SPRAY 
CONDUCTOR. WIRE 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
British Centralab, Ltd. French Centralab Co. 
Canterbury Rd., Kilburn 118 Avenue Ledru -Rollin 
London N.W.6, England Paris Xl, France 
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the rig. The fan preferably should be placed 
so that its stream of air plays directly upon the 
rectifier tubes, as they are the ones to whom 
cooling is most important. 

If the rack is completely enclosed, a hole can 
be placed in the back for the cool air to enter 
and a number of smaller holes cut in the top 
for the heated air to leave. If the tubes in the 
final stage are operating at high plate dissipa- 
tion (especially in the case of a class B linear) 
cooling them by means of another small fan 
will greatly reduce the danger of releasing 
occluded gas from the glass envelope. As a 
matter of fact, certain tubes (Eimacs and Gam- 

Bakelite -Case 
CAPACITORS 
Non -inductive long -life paper sections 
in attractive bakelite cases. 

*High insulation resistance. No leakage 
between terminals. 

*200, 400, 600 and 1000 v. DC ratings. 
.05 to 1 mfd. 

*Popular for a.f. and r.f. by- passing. Also 
for resistance and impedance coupled 
amplifiers. 

DATA .. 
Latest AEROVOX catalog describes these units 
as well as widest variety of capacitors for 
every radio need. Copy sent on request. 

CORPORATION 
70 Washington St Brooklyn, N. Y, 
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matrons) are rated at a considerably higher 
plate dissipation with forced draft on the en- 
velopes. At any rate the useful life of almost 
all the components of an enclosed transmitter 
can be lengthened by the use of forced ventila- 
tion. 

The average 8 inch fan draws about 35 watts, 
and most types are very quiet. 

The Open Forum 
[Continued from Page 50] 

The antenna shown will produce horizontally, 
circularly, and elliptically polarized waves, and 
there is nothing against supporting it in a dif- 
ferent plane than here shown. The arrange- 
ment makes the ideal "splatter system ". 

The transmitter was placed in operation in 
the spring of 1934 after considerable work on 
the oscillator unit during the fall of 1933. It 
was rebuilt with slight modifications in 1935. 
Powered by a navy generator, its i.c.w. note 
was familiar to many hams in this vicinity. 

At present the system has been removed to 
make room for a 28 Mc. rig of the same type. 
It was thought that the latter frequency would 
indicate more peculiar effects than are apparent 
at 56 Mc. 

It staggers the imagination to contemplate 
the possibilities of the three phase system: 
more steady signals, directive effects, "secret" 
modulation, etc. 

The system is tricky to adjust, enough so to 
make one prematurely grey. But with the ex- 
perience gained from the previous work it is 
hoped that the ten meter rig will settle the 
question. More will be heard of this system in 
the future. For the past year, audio frequency 
high selectivity has taken my time, as the pages 
of RADIO for October '36 and February '37 will 
indicate. 

F. MALCOLM GAGER. 

LEG PULLING? 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
Sirs: 

Hoorah for that Los Angeles city council 
which had gumption enough to tell its citizenry 
that the erection or maintenance of a tower as 
a part of an antenna system within a residential 
district is unlawful! (I refer to W6MJK's letter 
in the March RADIO.) 

Of all the god -awful things that mar the 
modern city, these towers so loved by the 
"hams" are about the worst. I shudder every 
time I see one of the things, with all of its 
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HEAVY CUSTOM, 
BUILT,-' 

DUTY 

YES -MR. HAM - 
I WOULD ADVISE YOU TO 

GET HIM TAYLOR CUSTOM 
BUILT TUBES AND 

MR. RIG WILL. BE IN FINE 
SNAPE To Do REAL 
DX WORK AGAIN- 
REMEMBER USE 
TAYLOR TUBES 

Put zip in those sick rigs 
Use Taylor Tubes for R9 sigs!! 

"Ol' Doe Common Sense" prescribes 
For tow Power For Medium Power 

T -20 - Price $2.45 T -55 - Price $8.00 

For High Power 
T -200 - Price $21.50 

Taylor Tubes operate at reasonable voltages. Make a double saving. Slash 
operating and construction costs. Stay on the air by eliminating breakdowns 
resulting from excessive and unnecessary voltages. 

YOUR FAVORITE DISTRIBUTOR 
RECOMMENDS TAYLOR TUBES 

. .More l41atLi Pet Pa//at'' 

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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IN 1 SECOND 
YOU CAN SAY 

I/ 

TRANSFORMERS" 
. . . and benefit from 
15 YEARS OF RESEARCH 

You get no back talk from UTAH output transformers. 
UTAH has eliminated hum and buzz -just as UTAH has 
pioneered so many major improvements. When buying 
transformers, take advantage of UTAH'S 15 years of 
making good radio parts better. You can do it so easily! 
Just say "UTAH" to your jobber. He has a COMPLETE 
line. 

For information on UTAH amateur 
transformers, write department R -4. 

SPECIFY 

VIBRATORS 
TRANSFORMERS 
CHOKES 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
TONE CONTROLS 

SPEAKERS 

PARTS 

RESISTORS 
PLUGS 

JACKS 

PUSH BUTTONS 
SWITCHES 

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO. 
CHICAGO, U.S. A. 

BUENOS AIRES 
(UCOA RADIO PRODUCTS CO.) 

TORONTO 
ONTARIO, CANADA 

"15 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP" 
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attendant wires, draped across an otherwise 
perfectly decent landscape. Talk about oil wells 
in one's backyard . . . they at least represent 
an income. 

If more city councils would be a bit more 
strict and turn thumbs down at these towers, 
more residential districts would look less like 
a section of Long Beach's Signal Hill oilfields 
and more like the realtor's dream. 

It's too bad that W6MJK had to be the goat, 
but someone always has to be the first to pay 
the price. 

Incidentally I'd like to take on that ham who 
lives next door and has one of these things 
on his portion of California real estate. Or now 
that they are illegal perhaps I won't have to. 

RALPH JOHNSON, B.C.L. 

TO THE RESCUE 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Sirs: 
Some time prior to the 16th of March, I was 

called by Richard S. Lyon, radio amateur, and 
was informed by him that the City Prosecutor 
of the City of Los Angeles had directed him to 
remove his transmitting antenna tower within 
a certain period of time or if it was not re- 
moved, that he would be prosecuted for a crime 
and compelled to remove it. He stated to me 
that some time ago he had considered, and as a 

result of such consideration, had purchased a 

residence property -a hillside lot, from a tract 
owner named Willett. That prior to the pur- 
chase of this lot, and while considering the 
advisability thereof, he had inquired as to the 
cost of construction of a radio transmitting 
tower, appurtenant to his residence, feeling that 
there was a possibility that because of the geo- 
graphical condition, the expense of placing a 

tower such as he was then using might be too 
great. 

The agent for the owner of the tract, as I 

understand, secured a contractor and an archi- 
tect for Mr. Lyon and the plans and figures 
were gone into and after consideration, it was 

ascertained that the expense would not be pro- 
hibitive and Mr. Lyon agreed to purchase this 
lot through the tract owner's agent, with full 

knowledge on the part of the agent as to the 

use to which Mr. Lyon was intending to put it. 

Mr. Lyon built his residence and tower, in- 

stalling his transmitter, and was going merrily 
on his way when he was rudely interrupted by 

the authorities of the City of Los Angeles 
directing him to take down his antenna and 
tower, inasmuch as the City Planning Commis- 
sion of the City of Los Angeles had cautioned 
him that the district in which his residence and 
tower were located was an R -1 zone, in which 
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Everyone Likes the 
New EIMAC TOOTH 
*The "DX" MAN 
A powerful, clean cut signal 
on even the highest amateur 
communication frequencies 
assures the "DX" man of the 
greatest possible results from 
his equipment. 

*The "TRAFFIC" MAN 

Two band operation merely 
by the "flick" of the final tank 
tuning condenser will appeal 
to the "traffic" man. Outputs 
of 150 watts or more from a 
single 100TH when used as a 
doubler is just one of the 
unusual capabilities of this 
new tube. 

*The 'EXPERIMENTER' 
Accidental overloads during 
adjustment will not harm the 
100TH. The 100TH provides 
a useful tool for the explora- 
tion of the following: Ultra 
high frequency phenomena - Frequency multiplication 
at a relatively high power 
level -Class "B" audio work. 
The ease of neutralization 
even at the highest frequen- 
cies and the freedom of par- 
asitic oscillations are just two 
advantages of the extremely 
low mterelectrode capacities 
of the 100TH. 

EIMAC 100TH 

*The "HIGH POWER" 
MAN 

The power capabilities of the 
100TH are usually sufficient 
to satisfy the most "rabid" 
high power man. For those 
men that must run a "Cali- 
fornia kilowatt" the use of 
the 100TH as a buffer or a 
buffer -doubler leaves little to 
be desired. 

*The "PHONE" MAN 
A clean, powerful carrier 
with a full rounded modula- 
tion envelope are readily ob- 
tained even on 56 mega- 
cycles with the new 100TH. 
In Class "B" audio outputs 
of 500 watts may be obtained 
from a pair of these tubes. 
An output of 260 watts with 
1250 volts may be obtained 
with the 100TH tubes operat- 
ing with zero grid bias. 

*The "RAG CHEWER" 
The new and improved type 
of thoriated filament plus 
tantalum electrodes assures 
the user of the 100TH of phe- 
nominally long filament life 
plus complete freedom from 
failures caused by gas. If 
you want a transmitter that 
will "stay put" year after 
year the 100TH will certainly 
be your choice. 

YOU WILL LIKE YOUR 100TH. SEE THIS NEW 
TUBE TODAY AT YOUR DEALERS 

ONLY $13.50 

EITEL - McCULLOUGH, INC. 
San Bruno, California, U. S. A. 
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district only single family residences and their 
usual accessories could be built. Mr. Lyon im- 
mediately inquired as to why he was required 
to move his antenna and tower and was told 
that this particular antenna and tower was not 
a usual accessory. Mr. Lyon was also using this 
particular antenna for receiving purposes. 

Mr. Lyon did not believe that he could be 
required to remove this transmitting tower. In 
other words, he felt that this was a usual acces- 
sory and took issue, as a result of which he was 
ordered to appear before the City Prosecutor on 
the 16th day of March at 10:00 a.m. He con- 
sulted with me and asked me if I would appear 
with him, to which I agreed and which I did. 

On arriving at the City Prosecutor's office, 
Deputy Prosecutor Kelly took charge of the 
matter and with Mr. Grimes, Mr. Lyon, myself, 
and a gentleman whose name I cannot recall, 
we went into a huddle. We asked Mr. Kelly 
just how he could decide that an antenna was 
not a usual accessory to property in the City of 
Los Angeles. I also advised Mr. Kelly that 
within the City of Los Angeles there were 

Tilt /DEAL POWER 
SUPPLY FOR YOUR 
,LOW POWER RIG I 

ONLY 8 50 / 
--, 

nodel 

R21069 

CATALOG 
SEND IN THE 
COUPON NOW 

WHOLESALE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. CH 
100 SIXTH AVENUE 901 

BRONX, N. Y. 
542 E. PORDHAM RD. 

Featuring: Husky trans- 
former, 200 ma. choke, 8 

mfd. high voltage condens- 
ers, tapped bleeder resistor, 

standby switch, and fuse. Chas- 
sis size -8" x 61/2" x 61/2 ". De- 

livers 400 volts of 125 mo., 21/2 
volts at 15 omperes and 5 volts at 
31/2 amperes for the 83 rectifier. 
H.V. power supply, wired and test- 
ed, less tube- R21069, $8.50. RCA 
tube, Type 83 -60c. 

RADIO SERVICE [OA 
I C A G O, ILL . ATLANTA , GA. 
W. JACKSON BLVD-430 W. PEACHTREE ST, N. W. 

NEWARK, N. J. JAMAICA, L. I. 
219 CENTRAI AVE. 90 -OB 14A011 STREET 

:WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., INC. 
100 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
Rush new FREE catalog No. 68 -6E7 
Enclosed please find money order 
Check [] for power supply No. R21069. 

THIS 
CATALO 

Nome 

Address 

City _. State.... FREE 
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probably between 3500 and 5000 "hams ", all 
of whom would be exceedingly interested in a 
proposition where one of them might be re- 
quired to remove his antenna. I pointed out to 
Mr. Kelly that the Navy net and the Army net, 
the major disaster relief and emergency net, as 
well as the ordinary amateurs would be affected 
by any such ruling and that in the place and 
stead of having one amateur, Mr. Lyon, to con- 
tend with, he probably would have several 
thousand to consider. I also pointed out to Mr. 
Kelly that there was at that time and still is an 
ordinance in the City of Los Angeles requiring 
any antenna to be at least twenty feet high and 
forty feet long in a straight line. This was ap- 
plicable of course to receiving antennas, and I 
requested of Mr. Kelly information as to just 
how an antenna twenty feet high and at least 
forty feet long could be held aloft without a 
tower or some similar support under it or sky 
hooks above it, and that it seemed to me that 
unless some such provision were made there 
would be no way to maintain an antenna in 
the sky in that position unless the City Prosecu- 
tor's office could provide a Hindu magician who 
could throw the antenna in the air and make it 
stay there without visible means of support. 

I also pointed out to Mr. Kelly that all of the 
broadcast listeners, the number of whom was 
incalculable, would be affected, and I requested 
information from Mr. Kelly as to whether or 
not an ordinary receiver in an ordinary residence 
was a usual accessory. Mr. Kelly felt that it was 
and is an accessory. I then pointed out to Mr. 
Kelly that an antenna is a part of a receiver 
and a necessary part of the receiver under pres- 
ent conditions in order to obtain proper recep- 
tion, without interference, and as necessary as 
the power supply to the receiver, to which Mr. 
Kelly agreed. I then asked him how to main- 
tain an antenna in the proper position in accord- 

HAMS - 
TRIMM FEATHERWEIGHT HEADSETS 
FOR THE BEST DX 

Headset Adapter Kits now available - 
for the short wave listener, for the 
bedside radio, for the hard of hearing. 

Write for new 
catalogue R -137 

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO. 
1770 BERTEAU AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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ANNOUNCEME\T 

FROM AND AFTER MAY 15, 1937 

RADIO, Ltd. 
publishers of "Radio" 

will be publishers and distributors of 

JONES RADIO HANDBOOK 

JONES ANTENNA HANDBOOK 

AMATEUR RADIOTELEPHONY 

RADIO AMATEUR NEWCOMER 

JONES ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY HANDBOOK 

SUPPLEMENT TO JONES RADIO HANDBOOK 
(in preparation) 

RADIO NOISE SUPPRESSION 
(in preparation) 

heretofore distributed by the Pacific Radio Publishing Company 
of San Francisco. 

Until May 15, 1937, all trade orders should, as heretofore, be sent to Pacific Radio Publishing 
Co., Box 3278, San Francisco. Orders to be filled on and after May 15, 1937, should be sent 
to Radio, Ltd., 7460 Beverly Boulevard, Los Angeles. 

Until that date retail orders may be sent to either address, and after May 15th to Los 
Angeles only. 

San Francisco 

April 9, 1937 

Pacific Radio Publishing Co. 

Radio, Limited 
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ance with the ordinance of the City of Los 
Angeles, without maintaining a pole or tower 
for that purpose, and Mr. Kelly felt that there 
was a great deal of room for argument con- 
cerning the construction of the words "usual 
accessory ". He stated, however, that the matter 
had been placed with the Civil Department of 
the City Attorney's office for an opinion, which 
opinion had been forthcoming, and which de- 
cided that the antenna tower was not a usual 
accessory, under the rules and regulations of 
the City Planning Commission. He did say, 
however, that perhaps someone had passed on 
the matter without due consideration, and con- 
tinued the matter for thirty days for the pur- 
pose of allowing me to file a brief with him. 
All of this was done March 16th, 1937. 

NEOBEAM Oscilloscope 
Makes HIGH FIDELITY 
easy -helps modernize 

old equipment. 

Self- contained power 
supply, sweep system, 
high gain amplifier, 
and calibrated input. 

By attaching just one test prod, as illustrated above, 
you are ready to check every part of your audio 
system. 

Before your eyes - as plain as daylight - is an 
image of sound -a true story of the fidelity of your 
amplifier, so simple even the less technical layman 
understands. 

Now it is easy to adjust the plate and grid loads 
of the amplifier until each stage can portray a clear 
HIGH FIDELITY TONE on the full 4" calibrated 
screen of the NEOBEAM. 

The image has contrast -orange against black - 
you see every detail of hum and distortion. 

The NEOBEAM OSCILLOSCOPE comes complete 
with tubes and ready to operate. Full satisfaction 
guaranteed or money back, $40.00 net. 

SUNDT ENGINEERING COMPANY 
(Affiliate of Littelf use Laboratories) 

4236 Lincoln Avenue Chicago, Illinois 

SELECTOSPHERE 
High Selectivity. Noise and static reducing loudspeaker. 
Rivals XTL filter reception. Designed for pentodes 41, 42, 

47,59,A5,F6,etc. Approx. 1000 cy peak. Details Oct. & Dec. 
issue RADIO Suitable for TRF or Superhet Kit with instruc- 
tions for assembly and use $4.90 plus P.P. for 8 pounds, money 
orders and personal checks accepted A novice can assemble. 
SELECTOSPHERE COMPANY, Boa 3, Newtonville, Mau. 
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On the 19th of March, 1937, during the 
evening I was in a QSO with W6FJ, in which 
I stated in full the matters as they had been 
reported to me and the results of my confer- 
ence with the City Attorney's office as above 
set forth. I also stated the proposition as it had 
been put up to Mr. Lyon by the City Prose- 
cutor's office. I probably was in QSO with 
W6FJ for an hour and a half. The situation 
was fully gone into and all manner of questions 
asked by W6FJ and the answers given by me 
as to what the situation was, and of course not 
only W6FJ but many others who were listening 
became interested as to whether or not they 
might be required to move their antennae. I 

later learned through W6NXW that one of his 

very good friends, a short -wave listener, had 
been listening to my conversation with W6FJ. 
This friend of NXW's made copious notes of 
the matter and within the next day or two went 
down to the City Hall. I do not know what he 
did, but I do know that within two or three days 
the report was that the City Planning Commis- 
sion had passed a resolution that an antenna and 
tower is a usual accessory within the meaning of 

their rules and regulations; so "that's that ". 

I put in considerable time, both on the air 
and in the office at the City Hall attempting 
to obtain a proper ruling on this matter and I 

understand the results are as above. 

PERRY F. BACIWS, W6HUX. 

ACTION 

Sirs: 
Apparently my suggestion relative to extend- 

ing the class A amateur operator license re- 

strictions to include c.w. as well as phone, has 
stirred some genuine interest in an attempt to 

clean up the bands. 

FASTEST WAY CODE 
TO LEARN 

Easy, Fascinating 
LEARN BY EAR TO BE A GOOD OP. 

The New All Electric Master Teleplex Code Teaching Ma- 
chine is exactly what thousands are looking for. No experi- 
ence needed. Ideal for beginners -steps up WPM for ALL 

Ops. There is no guess work with Master Tel - 
eplex, bemuse it records your sending in vis- 
ible dots and dashes. You SEE and HEAR ex- 
actly how you are making your signals. You 
learn code the way you'll be using it-by 

SOUND. Complete course included at 
no extra charge. Used by many schools 
and several governments for teaching 
code. Low cost, easy terms. MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. Send now for 
booklet "D5," no obligation. 

TELEPLEX CO. 
72 -76 Cortlandt Street NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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I am gratified to note that without exception 
all comments received have been enthusiastically 
in favor of the proposal which I made in your 
February number. 

Several commentators have suggested, how- 
ever, that another opportunity has only been 
presented through which to unburden ourselves, 
without any further action being taken. In this 
connection, I realize full well that merely ex- 
pressing opinions through the columns of your 
magazine will not secure the necessary official 
action which we desire, and accordingly, I am 
willing to undertake the task of carrying the 
matter further, with the cooperation of the 
fraternity. 

Accordingly, may I suggest that all amateurs 
who are in favor of extending the restrictions 
of the class A license to cover c.w. operation 
as well as phone, write me direct, over their 
call letters, expressing themselves in favor of 
such a move. Thirty days after appearance of 
this suggestion in your columns, to allow suffi- 
cient time for such correspondence to reach me, 
I will assemble all such support received, and 
present it to the Federal Communications Com- 

mission with a request for consideration by that 
body. 

This may, or may not, result in action being 
taken, but appears to be the most logical first 
step to be taken. In order for such a request 
to carry weight, it should be backed by a large 
number of supporters; therefore I urge every 
amateur who is favorable to this project to ex- 
press himself in writing. 

Such correspondence should be addressed to 
me at 801 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash. 

HOWARD S. PYLE, W7ASL. 

LOW POWER HOLIDAY 
Plainfield, N.J. 

Sirs: 
RADIO has, in the past, brought out editorially 

very good reasons why amateurs should not 
impose on themselves a so- called "high -power 
holiday ". I believe that majority sentiment is 
rightfully against such a move. 

Yet, just ten minutes ago I listened in on a 
20 -meter c.w. rag -chew which certainly sets one 
wondering how well we can keep our own 
house. The rag -chew involved a W9 and a W6 

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS 
ter ÿ OF CONDENSERS FOR MORE THAN 27 YEARS 

MICA DYKANOL PAPER WET & DRY ELECTROLYTIC 

-# CORNELL- DUBILIER CORPORATION 
O. PLAINFIELD NEW JERSEY 

COI1iàEtMES FOR EVERY AMATEUR AND BROADCASTING STATION REQUIREMENT 
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who were comparing notes on the merits of 
their final amplifier tubes which were of the 
same manufacture. The W9 broadcast that he 
was running the equivalent of 1320 watts input 
and our law- abiding W6 asserted that his only 
limitation was his 220 -volt line made up of 
number 4 gauge wire. His tubes, he figured, 
were dissipating about 1000 or 1500 watts. I, 
for one, should like to believe this to be an 
isolated case. 

Stations guilty of such operation can hardly 
point to dx contacts as achievements; and it 
certainly does not radiate a true sense of fairness. 

JOHN H. GULLANS, W2AWU. 

40 WATTS 
OUTPUT FOR 

'40 
A low -cost transmitter that has EVERY- 
THING! Uses Crystal control 6L6 tube 
for oscillator ... Type 10 -825 or T -20 
amplifier tubes ... Room for buffer stage 
or R.F. for phone operation. It's stable 
... efficient ... compact ... economical. 
Build this professional -appearing trans- 
mitter ... you'll get perfect performance. 

Complete layout template AT -1 with 
complete operating instructions 
will be mailed for ZSr 
STANDARD 
TRANSFORMER 
CORPORATION 
850 BLACKHAWK ST., CHICAGO 
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With the Editors 
[Continued from Page 9] 

not mean purchase of many more crystals, later 
to be thrown away if another change becomes 
advisable. Here is our suggestion for a plan to 
go into effect now, pending any further adjust- 
ment which might later prove to be necessary: 

28,000- 28,300 
28,300- 28,500 

28,500- 28,800 

28,800- 29,200 

29,200- 30,000 

code only. 
phone band - code please 
stay out. 
code --and phone, at least 
for the present. 
code and phone (using 7 
Mc. crystals falling outside 
the 14 Mc. band) . 
code and phone, but as only 
some 3.5 Mc. band crystals 
fall here, stabilized self - 
excited oscillators might be 
permitted. 

In this plan, 300 kc. go to code and the next 
200 kc. to phone, exclusively. The balance of 
1,500 kc. is wide open. 

This is an increase in phone frequencies of 
700 kc., or more than on all lower frequency 
bands put together. The phone stations would 
be moved from the edge, but that may be no 
disadvantage, for the foreign stations can indi- 
cate a desire to work one or the other. The 
phones will be relieved of the effect of code 
on their a.v.c., while code stations will be free 
of phone QRM. 

Interference on frequencies used by dx sta- 
tions will largely be eliminated. 

Although the harmonic relationship calls for 
a code band again at 28,500 to 28,800, it is 
not yet necessary to make any such restriction, 
and the range is good for those with code crys- 
tals for the high frequency end of 14 Mc. who 
want to try ten meter phone. 

From 28,800 to 29,200, only crystals falling 
in the 7 Mc. band but out of the 14 Mc. band 
probably will be used. Beyond 29,200 where 
only a few 80 meter band crystals will fall, we 
badly need "population" to reduce congestion 
elsewhere. Opening it to phone -possibly even 
with self- excited oscillators -will help to get 
the gang to move there. Crystal control could 
come when necessary. 

You may not agree with this suggestion, but 
it may provide a basis for a letter to your 
director. Let's see that the directors know how 
we feel before the meeting, not after. 

-E. H. C. 

NM_ 
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Postscripts and Announcements 
[Continued from Page 59] 

and physicists engaged in electronic development 
work in industry, to broaden and unify their grasp 
of fundamental electronic principles. It is believed 
that this opportunity for association between elec- 
tronics teachers and the men who have been and 
are the leaders in electronic research and develop- 
ment in industrial laboratories, will help greatly to 
clarify methods and policies in the teaching of elec- 
tronics in engineering schools. 

A special bulletin describing the details of the 
Institute program is being prepared, and will be 
mailed to anyone interested on request. Address 
Professor W. G. Dow, Electrical Engineering De- 
partment, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich- 
igan. 

HAMFESTS AND CONVENTIONS 
Alberta, Canada 

Northern Alberta Radio Club will stage the Alberta 
hamfest in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, on July 10 
and 11. All interested in attending should communi- 
cate with A. Stollery, 10608 - 73d Avenue, Edmon- 
ton, Alberta, Canada. 

Cleveland, Ohio 
Shut -in friends of Cleveland Radio amateurs, broad- 

cast station engineers, police radio operators, and 
radio service men will be entertained at an outing 
in Puritas Springs Park, Cleveland, Ohio, on August 
1. Arrangements for the affair are in the hands of a 
committee headed by John "Pop" Garvey, 2141 West 
67th Street, Cleveland. 

St. Paul, Minn. 
Mid -American Dakota division of the A.R.R.L. 

convention, to be held in Hotel Lowry, St. Paul, on 
May 21, 22, and 23, will have among its speakers 
Dr. John Reinartz and Boyd Phelps. Fine modern 
technical exhibits will be contrasted with radio an- 
tiques combed from the ham shacks of old timers. 
Highlights of the entertainment program will be 
army net, navy net, and phone association luncheons, 
a mammoth stag, and the convention banquet at which 
1500 hams and friends will be in attendance. 

Special entertainment has been provided for the 
y.l.'s and ex- y.l.'s. 

Tickets are $2.75 and advance registration may be 

AMATEURS.S;ATALOG 

156 pages with Everything in Radio at 
lowest prices; 10,000 exact duplicate 
and replacement parts; latest Amateur 
transmitters, receivers and transceivers; 
set -builders' kits; 53 new Knight Radios; 
test instruments; Public Address; book, 
tools, etc. - Write Today! 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 14E 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
Send me your free New 1937 Catalog 

secured by sending check or money order to W9JIE, 
1200 Fauquier Street, St. Paul, Minn. 

Through the cooperation of C. W. Loeber, federal 
radio inspector, the convention committee has ar- 
ranged to hold examinations for class A and B 
amateur radio licenses during the convention period. 
Any "ham" desiring to take his examination at the 
time has been asked to write Mr. Loeber for forms 
610 and 611. 

Detroit, Mich. 
Dr. E. C. Woodruff, president of the American 

Radio Relay League, will be guest speaker at the 
ninth hamfest of the Detroit Amateur Radio Associa- 
tion in the National Guard Armory of Ypsilanti, 
Mich., on May 16. R. H. G. Mathews, central divi- 
sion director, also is expected to be among the 
honored guests present. 

F.C.C. Notes 
The Inspector -in- Charge at Norfolk, Virginia, ad- 

vises that for the balance of the calendar year, exami- 
nations in Winston -Salem, N.C., will be held in the 
Civil Service Room, Post Office Building, instead of 
Reynolds High School. 

5UCCE55FUl in 

PERFORITIRI10E .. DESIGtI... 
COIISTRIJCTIOII.. SRLES .: 

sag Ieading PR. men 

ACHIEVES 
UNIQUE RECORD 
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{¢atuzcny . . 
I, Output increased 6 DB. 

2. Triple shielded - against all BF or 
magnetic fields, entirely eliminating 
hum pickup. 

3. Eliminates feedback troubles. 
4. Excellent for close talking and dis- 

tant pickup. 
5, Acoustically designed to eliminate 

any possibility of cavity resonance. 
0. Fitted with switch and cable clamp. 

MODELS RBHn (High Impedance), RBMn (200 ohms) 
$42.00 LIST 

NEW! Models RBSn, RSHn: streamline; slightly lower 
output and frequency range than above. 

$32.00 LIST 
Models RAI. (200 ohms): RAH (2000 ohms). Built to Am- 
perite standards: No peaks. Flat response. Triple 
shielded. Shock absorber. Swivel bracket. 

$22.00 LIST 
Finishes: All microphones have the new standard Gun. 
metal Finish. Available in Chrome, extra. 51.00 List. 

FREE: w1NDOW DECAL advertising your SOUND 
SERVICE. Four-color design, 51/4 x 91/4. Write for it now. 

,AMPERITE C 
Cable Ad A N.. rya 

561 BROADWAY WAY NE EW YORK 

AMPERITE , .;tu 
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MONITOR 
FREQUENCY CONTROLS 

Monitor Frequency Controls "stand the gaff" 
because they are precision built for SERVICE 
and PERFORMANCE, then backed with an 
HONEST GUARANTEE. 

The new Monitor units incorporating the 
most advanced refinements are being sold at 
a price that is actually less than the price 
of most old style units. 

See these units at your nearest dealer or 
write direct to factory for booklet describing 
the full Monitor line. 

MONITOR PIEo 
2802 W. AVENUE 32 \ PRODUCTS CO. 

LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 

5CyC ,X ..4.10.%!4.1CJC 
iromt.. 

,0;0 

FOR SALE 
e 

5 Used Radio Equipment 
o 

s 
! 
e 

Whole or in parts.Navy standard, 
Marconi and Telefunken spark 
transmitters,all in good order and 
working condition. Any reason- 
able offer accepted. CASH only. 
Receipts will be issued. 

ooi OYmatican - Hawaiian t"," i- , Supertor Coats- to -Coost Service [ t 
SCeamahip®ceompany 

f 
e 

e 
P. J. Vogel, Pier 26, San Francisco 

0 
Phone: SU tter 5841 

o 
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Dx Department 
[Continued /rout Page 63] 

W6BYB got on the air with a 300TH in the final. 
all set to go when it seems that all the h.c.l.'s within 
a radius of a mile turned in QRM reports ... so not 
much of a contest for BYB. W8HWE worked HSIRJ 
for his 100th country the last afternoon of t'te 
contest. 

W9TB, E. E. Schroeder, Chicago ... 76,000 points 
scored on four hands with a multiplier of 119. His 
rig uses four 860's in p.p. par. with a kw. on all 
bands from 80 down to 10. The antenna situation 
is well taken care of in having 7, one for 80 and 
two each for 40, 20, and 10. The 20 and 10 meter 
antennas are half waves in phase, horizontal, while 
the 40 and 80 meter ones are half waves, also 
horizontal. All antennas are fed with non- resonant 
600 ohm lines exactly matched so that no retuning 
of the final tank is necessary, and are operated by 
DPDT a.c. relays just outside the shack, thus enabling 
him to select any one of them from the operating 
table. In the contest Schroeder made w.a.c. 6 times 
on 20 and 4 times on 10, and worked 5 continents 
each on the 80 and 40 meter bands. Four -band con- 
tacts were had with EI8B, FA8IH, K5AY, XE2N, 
K6CGK, K7PQ. 

It looks like W7EK is the highest W7, as he 
scored 37,146 points, 152 contacts with a multiplier 
of 82. W7AMX had 30,800 points to his credit in 
73 hours of operating time, while his neighbor W7BD 
came out with 14,000 using two bands. 7BD blew 
his bottle the first day of the contest so couldn't get 
on 10 meters the rest of the test . . . In its place he 
used two 6L6's in p.p. with 200 watts input ... ouch! 

All in all, it looks like there has been more 
activity and interest in this year's contest than in 
any previous year's. Conditions over the nine -day 
period were also far better than any contest that I 
can remember. Now that the big push is over we 
have only to wait until next year for one that will 
even outdo the one just finished. You birds better 
start planning now on those multi- frequency rigs 
and practice sending with a key in each hand, because 
that's what it's coming to. 

W9CWW is back in the running again. He 
worked a few new Zones and now has 31. W3EDP 
says that a certain VE4 has been signing NX1UU at 
times and made the mistake of signing his real call 
during a QSO . . . . humph! 

Non -Subscribers: 
Take advantage of our 

SPECIAL 
TRIAL 
OFFER 

$1.00 for five issues 
Good only for new' subscribers 
residing in U.S.A. and Canada 

USE THE COUPON ON PAGE 93 

°°A new subscriber is one who has not been on 
our subscription list within the past year. 
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re 7 Ltted? 

For the small sum of $2.50 we will insure any amateur in the 

U.S.A. against missing any of the important developments in 

radio for a period of one year. We will guarantee that at 

the end of the year he will be endowed with an invaluable 

store of ideas obtainable nowhere except in RADIO. 

No physical examination is required; this endowment policy 

will be issued to any wide -awake amateur who realizes the 

importance of keeping step with the rapid strides being 

taken by amateur radio. 

In this unusual policy the insured is also the beneficiary, and 

the premiums amount to less than three quarters of a cent 

a day. An application blank will be found on page 93. Re- 

member, this company is a "mutual" organization; it is just 

what the policy -holders make it. The larger the number of 
policy -holders, the larger the dividends. Don't delay; insure 

today. 
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No Batteries 

NEW! 
Automatic Bias 

Class r'Brr 

Driver Transformers 
For the First Time -a method is now 
available for obtaining grid bias for class 
"B" tubes - without the use of "B" 
batteries or separate rectified and fil- 
tered A.C. current supplies. 

Batteries Eliminated 
All the bother of cumbersome batteries and their 
replacement is eliminated - no longer any trouble 
with other A.C. supplies that must be unduly 
heavy to insure good regulation. 

This method using a combination of bias resistor, 
two or more suitable tubes in parallel with this 
resistor, and a by -pass condenser across both - 
was described and illustrated in RADIO, April '37 
issue -"Automatic Bias for Class 'B' Modulators." 

Mail Coupon for Free 
Wiring Diagrams 

Bulletin P.A.14, reprint of above 
article and diagrams mailed free 
on request. Clip the coupon 
below. JEFFERSON ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, Bellwood (Suburb of 
Chicago) Illinois. Canadian Fac- 
tory: 535 College St., Toronto. 

DRIVER TRANSFORMERS 
for Automatic Bias Class "B" 

Cat. No. 467 -529 - to couple p.p. 2A3's to P.P. 
class "B" 800's and tapped to operate the 6A6 
bias compensating tubes -23/4" x 35 /s" x 35 /s ". 
Wt. 3 lbs. List Price, $6.00 

Cot. No. 467 -537 - to couple p.p. 2A3's to P.P. 
class "B" 210's and tapped to operate the 6A6 
bias compensating tubes -23/4" x 27/s" x 35/3". 
Wt. 2 lbs. List Price, $4.50 
Jefferson Electric Company, 

'JEFFERSON 
TRANSFORMERS 

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
Bellwood, Illinois. 

Please mail, free, Bulletin P.A.14, article and diagrams 
on "Automatic Bas" os mentioned: 

Name 

Add'e.r, 

';t,. and State 
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Ah, here's something from North Dakota. W9UBB 
has worked into 28 zones and a few of the good sta- 
tions include TF5C, U9AL, U9MI, FA8DA, FB8AB, 
ZU1T, ZS5Z, ZS6A, ZSIH, ZS6AJ, ZU6AF, ZS2X, 
ZE1JS, ZS2D, ZT6N, PY1BR, CX1CX, LU7AZ, 
OA4AQ, and quite a few J's and VK's, ZL's. 

W3EMM has 24 zones on phone, including 
PKIMX. EMM has worked 82 countries on c.w., 
and uses p.p. 805's in the final. W3UVA has had a 
devil of a time getting on the air in the last two 
years hut it looks as though it will soon happen 

gonna use p.p. 100 -TH's. However, he did 
work HB9Y on 80. W7ALZ has been doing al- 
right by working G6WY, GSIS, F8E0. F3KH, 
D3DLC, PAOTSK. LYIJ. OZ2M, OZ70, OZ3FL, 
oz3J, OH50A, OH3NP, MAD, U9MF, OK1ZB 

25 zones and 56 countries. 
W61TH has now boosted his zone total on phone 

to 24. VE5TV is the latest and he was about 14120 
kc. Reg has also been working a number of South 
African phone stations: ZU6P. 14120; ZS6AJ, 
14050. W9KG is hard at it and reports that 
W9LBB is still a traveling salesman and dx is nil 
with him. 

WIAPI' got his 30th zone by snagging K7FYI 
. ... and that was his 68th country. W8HGA lives 
in a deep valley in Hinton. West Virginia, and has 
a little trouble getting his sig out of it. but 1 think 
he does quite well with his p.p. 210's . . . . 29 
zones. 

W7AYO writes that he doesn't get much of a 
chance to be on the air these days, since he is astu- 
dent in University of Washington. However, dur- 
ing the spring vacation he managed to get on the 
air a few days and found that conditions were pret- 
ty good. He made a w.a.c. in about eight hours. A 
few of the new countries for him include FB8AE. 
0E3, U9, XU8. He uses a pair of 203A's in the 
final with about 500 watts. Antenna is a 400 -foot 
zepp. 

Congrats to W1HX. "Norm" Young, and Mrs. 
Young. There is a new baby girl in their house. 

Charlie Pine, W9CWW who is still in Leaven- 
worth, has boosted his power to 120 watts which 
resulted in working a couple of new countries. 
W2GW worked a station signing LS2D on Jan. 28. 
Does anyone know anything about his QRA? 

W2GTZ says that VK6SA has been trying to con- 
nect with stations in South Carolina, Nebraska, and 
Nevada, for his w.a.s. Any of you fellows in those 
states who would like to oblige please get in touch 
with W2GTZ. WIAQT changed his QRA a month 
ago and has been rebuilding, using a pair of RK -18's 
in the final. He sates that WIFE! has also moved 
and will be on the air as soon as he gets the shack 
built to put the stuff in. 

Now - is Crystal MI('ROPHONF. 
HANDSET! 

MODEL R9 

:\ "natural" for that 
transceiver job. Per- 
fect quality with no 
loss of sensitivity. 
l'roper frequency re- 
sponse for voice. It 
won't blast. 
See it at your jobbers. 
For full technical dope 
-ask for bulletin No. 
27. 

TIRE TURNER COMPANY 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 

Licensed under Patents of the Brush Development Co. 
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BI -PUSH EXCITER 
AND POWER SUPPLY 

This tri -band exciter or transmitter is fully de- 
scribed in April "RADIO" on Page 8. The original 
model was designed by W. W. Smith, W6BCX. 

The RF kit, pictured assembled, includes all high quality ports, 
such as Hammarlund, National, IRC, Amphenol; the tubes are 
RCA 6A6's and Raytheon Isolontite base 6L6G's. $23.75 r Punched out chassis, etc. (Less Crystal) 7 

The price of the individual ports totals $25.37.) net 

POWER SUPPLY 
this is a real husky supply capable of handling 300 mo. If you wont o 
good "all around" supply to be used for a Bi -Push, modulators, or any 
other setup calling for 550 volts d.c., this is it. The transformers are 
special, and include o plate transformer, a filament transformer with 
5 V. and 6.3 V. windings, and o 300 ma. choke. Rectifiers are 83V's 
. . plates in parallel. The two filter condensers 
(mounted under chassis' ore Cornell- Dubilier oil - 
til'ed, 4 mfd. each. Power supply kit 

net 

ORDER BY MAIL 
Any of the following horns will be glad to 
give your order his personal attention: 

W6CUH, W6QD, W6LFC, W6NOF, W6DUX, W6JWQ, W6FMK 

RADIO -TELEVISION SUPPLY COMPANY 
"Where H a m S p i r i t P r e v a i l s " 

1701 So. Grand Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 

A map of the world for 25c! 
Size: 34- x 28'" 

Heavy white paper 
This is a reproduc- 
tion of the WAZ map 
which appeared in 
the DX Department of 
January "RADIO ". 
List of countries with- 
in each zone is also 
included. 
Price 25c, postpaid, 

anywhere. 
(Canadian postal 
notes [25c] and Brit- 
ish postal orders 
[1/1 accepted. Five 
international reply 
coupons accepted as 
25c.) 

ICealers and jobbers Unexpected demand has enabled us to offer this map to the trade write or prices.] 

RADIO, Ltd., 7460 Beverly Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 
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Low Wholesale Prices 
BIG FREE 
CATALOG! 

Burstein 
Applebee 
`° oxwnsws (ITV,mót 

Over 10,000 items in this 
big catalog including radio 
receivers, nationally known 
radio parts and broadcast- 
ing equipment at low whole- 
sale prices. A catalog of 
great value to every dealer 
and serviceman. Write for 
your FREE copy of this 
big catalog today. 

Burstein-Applebee Co. 
1012 -14 McGEE STREET, KANSAS CITY, MO. 

Now -a high- powered - 

NEW 
The Library 
now comprises 
a revised selec- 
tion of books 
culled from lat- 
e s t McGraw - 
Hill publica- 
tions in t h e 
radio field. 

Radio Engineering Library 
-especially selected by radio specialists of McGraw - 
Hill publications 
-to give most complete, dependable coverage of facts 
needed by all whose fields are grounded on radio 
fundamentals 
-available at a special price and terms. 
These books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory net -works, 
measurements, and other subjects -give specialized treatments 
of all fields of practical design and application. They are books 

f recognized position in the literature -books you will refer 
and be referred to often. If you are practical designer, re- 

earcher or engineer in any field based on radio, you want 
these books for the help they give in hundreds of problems 
throughout the whole field of radio engineering. 

5 volumes, 3064 pages, 2000 illustrations 
1. Glasgow's PRINCIPLES OF RADIO ENGINEERING 
2. Terman's MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO ENGINEERING 
3. Chaffee's THEORY OF THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBES 
4. Hund's PHENOMENA IN HIGH FREQUENCY SYSTEMS 
5. Henny's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
10 days' examination. Special price. Monthly payments. 
$25.00 worth of books cost you only $23.50 under this offer. 
Add these standard works to your library now; pay small - 

ntonthly installments, while you use the books. 
s - 

SEND THIS ON- APPROVAL COUPON 
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. 

Send me Radio Engineering Library, 5 vols., for 10 
days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will send 
$2.50, plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly till 
$23.50 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We pay 
postage on orders accompanied by remittance of first 
installments.) 
Name 
Address 
City and State 
Position 
Company R. 5 -37 
(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.) 
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WBAAT added a couple of zones by working 
HS1RJ and U9ML. This makes his 85th country. 
W3AYS has worked a few new ones which include 
ZC6AQ, 14,400; U6SC, 14,410. W8HWE has worked 
some good ones lately, including YM4AA, U9ML, 
U9AF, and 4 VU's and a bunch of KA's, VS's, J's, 
PK's, XU's, and MX2B. W8HWE worked his 100th 
country and 38th zone by snagging HS1RJ. 

Bob gives the QRA of VU2FH for those who 
want it: 

Terry Adams, C.I.D. 
Foreign Branch, Head Police Office 
Bombay, India. 

W7AVL wants to know what happened to the 
ZL's on 40 meters. 

Otto Miller, W6NHC of San Diego, has had to 
fold up his old rig. He is now on the Paradise 
Islands for a few months while his ship is being 
overhauled in the Navy Yard at Pearl Harbor. Be- 
fore leaving however, he was able to boost his 
zones to 35 and his countries to 75. 

Correction: In the March dx columns there ap- 
peared the following, "W2BRS works TF3C for his 
36th zone ". It should have been "W2BSR works 
TF5C ". There is really nothing wrong with this 
except the two calls involved, and anyway the writ- 
er was in the usual trance. 

W9NTW -W9OHK and W9SCW have combined 
their stations for the summer with operation to be 
under the call of SCW. Three separate transmitters 
will be used and with this combination they natu- 
rally expect to work more than W stations. 

Here's Something 
W8DWV has worked 13 countries on the South 

American continent, including the "Territoire de l' 
Ininni" which is the penal colony south of French 
Guiana. He has the OSL card to vouch for the QSO 
and the call is FS3FQH. The colony is ruled by a 
separate government from French Guiana. W8DWV 
is looking forward to working FY8C in French 
Guiana and when he does so he expects to be the 
first station to work all countries on any continent. 
At least it looks like a good chance to be the first W 
to do it. (Of course, he means with the exception of 
Australia.) 8DWV has 31 zones and 97 countries 
to his credit. 

Last month this department mentioned the fact 
that effective March 1, the Belgian Congo stations 
were changed from ON4 to 0Q5. Our old friend, 
the Rev. Carroll 'Stegall of ON4CSL, now becomes 
OQ5AE. Another Congo station, formerly 
ON4CGW, is now OQ5AA. Still another new one 
is OQ5AQ on 14360 kc.; he comes in about 1500 
g.m.t. 

"Ham Humor" 
Some time ago, RADIO inadvertently started some- 

thing when an article mentioned that W9HP had the 
highest -powered call. Since then, many others have 

5500 JOBS FOR CV! MEN 
AVAILABLE SOON s 

No license required. Eight hours per 
day. Year around. 65 to 80c per hour. If 
you can copy 15 words per minute, write 
CODE - CRAFT CLEVELLAND, OHIO 
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We are now delivering 
the 1937 Patterson 

PR -15 
The finest amateur and communica- 

tions receiver ever built. 
The PR -15 contains every essential 
element found in other receivers plus 
a long list of exclusive PR -15 features 
including: 
Radically Different 100% Noise 
Silencer 
Automatic threshold control silencer that 
absolutely eliminates noise interference 
from autos, power leaks, heating pads, key 
:licks, motors, etc. 

Crystal Filter, Series and Parallel 
Exclusive shielded design -absolute single 
signal- calibrated. Perfect quality on 
phone. 

Five Bands -8 to 550 meters 
Equal gain over entire range -no dead 
spots. 2 r.f. stages on all bands. Quiet 
10 meter reception. 
No Decrease in Signal Strength when 
Using Crystal Filter and Noise Silencer. 
A month's test of the PR -15 at the 
extremely noisy location of W6NNR 
has shown that the noise silencer and 
crystal filter alone make the PR -15 
a standout over ordinary receivers, 
and indispensable in making contacts 
with elusive dx through terrific igni- 
tion and power leak interference. 

Complete with 12" Heavy Duty Dynamic Speaker 
and 15 Matched Tubes 111 Metal and 4 Meta- $109.50 Glas). List price, $182.50 - Amateur net price, 
F.O.B. Los Angeles 

C.O.D. ORDERS INCLUDE 20% DEPOSIT 

Circulars, diagrams, and additional information supplied upon request. 
Local amateurs and DX'ers are invited to examine and operate the PR -15 
under typical amateur conditions. Phone for appointment; no obligation. 

GUY H. DENNIS COMPANY 
(Authorized Distributo -) 

1195 CRENSHAW BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

Certain Pages of the "RADIO" ANTENNA HANDBOOK are 

Worth Their Weight in Gold 
to you. Which ones they are will vary with the individual station. 
We don't sell the individual pages, so you will have to buy the 
whole book. 

P. S.: It is only 50c 
60c ELSEWHERE 

in U. S. A. 

and Canada 

RADIO, Ltd., 
7460 Beverly Blvd.. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Please send me copies. 

Enclosed find $ in full payment. 
[50c in U.S.A. and Canada (Canadian postal notes acceptable); 2/6 in United 
Kingdom (British postal orders and cheques on London acceptable at par); else- 
where, 60c, U.S.A. funds.] 
No stamps, please, unless other means of remittance are not available. 

Name Call 

Address 

City and State___.._ 
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DIVIDOHM 
ADJUSTABLE 

oISurrAMATEUR 
HANDBOOK 

Get your copy of 
the Second Edition 
Ohmite Handbook. 
A big dime's worth 
of data and in- 
formation. From 
your dealer or sent 
10c postpaid. 

Save You Time 
and Money 

WITH these adjustable units you no 
longer need to keep a large stock 
of fixed resistors of various values 

on hand. And you never are in want 
of that needed resistance value that 
might otherwise require a special trip 
to your dealer. 
Dividohms are adjustable to the resist- 
ance value you want -in a jiffy! And 
their patented percentage -of- resistance 
scale enables you to tell the resistance 
you are using at a glance. The new ten 
watt size will cover all your needs for 
resistors between one and ten watts 
rating. Ask your dealer -or write for 
Catalog 16 -A, FREE. 

O OzaMDuC 
MANUFACTURING CO. 
RHEOSTATS, RESISTORS, TAP 

SWITCHES 
4837 Flournoy Street, Chicago, Illinois 

We Offer... 
Specialized personal service of genuine value that 
is not available from other jobbers. 
Time sales of all receivers and transmitters with 
terms arranged to suit you and 6% finance charge. 
We finance our own paper. Trade in your equip- 
ment for the down payment. 
Complete stock of all amateur apparatus at net 
prices. 

TRADE IN YOUR RECEIVER 
All receivers shipped on ten day trial. You need 
send but $5.00 with order, balance C.O.D. These 
receivers in stock: 

RME -69s complete _____._.._______...__ $151.20 
The new 1937 Breting 14s 99.00 
The new Patterson PR -15 109.50 
The new RCA ACA -155 74.50 
RCA ACR -175s _ 119.50 
The new 1937 Super Pro 238.14 
The new Hallicrafters Sky Challenger 69.50 
Hallicrafters Sky Buddys_________._._ 29.50 
Hallicrafters Sky Chiefs___._ _____..__.. 44.50 
Hallicrafters 1937 Super Skyriders S -11 89.50 
Hallicrafters Ultra Skyriders S- 10______ 99.50 

TRADE IN YOUR TRANSMITTER 
All Collins, Harvey, RCA, RME, Temco, Ottawa. All 
Star transmitters at net prices. Sold on terms to suit 
you with two years to pay and 6% finance charges. 

HENRY RADIO SHOP 
211 North Main Street BUTLER, MISSOURI 
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sent in letters stating that W9KW was the highest - 

powered call; then someone said W6CKW had "six 
California kilowatts" and must be the strongest. 
Now, W6KW says that while he himself has a high - 
powered call (and darned expensive to live up to), 
he thinks W6MKW has him beat, with "six million 
kilowatts!" What then, of W9OKW -"nine oc- 
tillion kilowatts!" Beat that, if you can! 

W6OAN says he is tired of hearing these fellows 
on fone say they're going to "look over the band." 
Sez W6OAN: "I'm going to get even with those 
guys by building a new rig -a binocular circuit- - 
using two 6E5's (magic eyes) in a push -pull final. 
Then, I'll really look over the band!" 

Down San Diego way, W6BZE (named Dick 
Shanks) has always been considered a regular "ham ". 
Hence, he is getting to be well -known as "Hans 
Shanks "! Does anyone know another "ham" by the 
name of Hocks? 

(Thanks to W6KW for the above). 
What t another W7 ? This time W7AOL. 

He says for six long years he has been chasing Af- 
rica, and just recently, one morning, he hooked 
three in a row, ZT5P, ZS1B and ZS1AL. Thought 
he was doing pretty good until that afternoon when 
he dropped over to see Art Bean, W7AMX, and 
after he saw the mess of dx that that guy has worked 
he began to wonder all over again. Anyway I think 
7AOL does very well, considering his top power of 
30 watts. 

New Station in Liberia 
Thanks to the many fellows who have sent in the 

information about the new Liberian station EL2M. 
EL2M is almost a shadow of old EL2A .... just as 

loud and just as consistent. Frequency is generally 
between 14100 and 14150 k.c., self- excited T7. QRA 
is Henry Grimes, P.O. Box 72, Monrovia, Liberia. 

F8EO sends in some info covering the past few 
months. He said that 28 Mc. has been very good, 
having heard W6GRL on fone several times. (GRL's 
fone . . . . hi). ZS1H was probably the most con- 
sistent on 10 meters and FB8AB was heard very of- 
ten but hard to copy, due to bad note. F8EO says 
that 14 Mc. has been very remarkable in that it has 
stayed open so long, in fact it was so wide open that 
the local F stations were too loud for comfort. Ordi- 
narily the band would fold up around 1730 G.m.t., 
but, up until a short time ago, he was able to work 
W2's until 2000 G.m.t. LU7AZ and PY2AJ come in 
very well about 2100 G.m.t. The Pacific coast boys 
have been coming through most all day and 
while we're on the subject, 8E0 has had over 150 
QSO's with W7AMX. W7EK is very regular. Both 
F8EO and F8EX have worked K7EVM who comes 
in quite well. That's good dx for the F8 gang. The 
best time for them to work the K6 gang is in the 
evening, although they are sometimes heard in the 
rn, nings. K6MXM, K6COG, K6AKP are the best. 

AT 10 P. M. KIND NEIGHBORS 
SHUT OFF LOUDSPEAKER 

Cannon -Ball 
HEADSETS 

Favorite Set of "Horns" 
Heavy bar magnets built 
into Cannon -Ball Phones 
greatly increase efficien- 
cy -will satisfy you. 

Furnish clear, private re- 
ception any time without 
disturbing others. Buy at 
your dealer's. Get illus- 
trated circular S -3. Write 

C. F. CANNON COMPANY 
SPRINGWATER. N. Y. 
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FOR BETTER RADIO 

HAmmARLunD 
TRR11 sin 1TTIIIG con DEIISERS 

OMAXIMUM RIGIDITY- 
LIGHT W E I G H T- 
ISOLANTITE INSULATION 

OA L U M I N U M E N D 
PLATES TABLE OR 
SHELF MOUNTING 

BERYLLIUM CUSHION 
DISC FRON BEARING- 
REAR BALL BEARING - 
SILVER PLATED i 

WIPING CONTACT 

HEAVY WIDE SPACED 
ALUMINUM PLATES - 
ROUND EDGES FOR 
HIGHER VOLTAGES 

SINGLE AND SPLIT 
STATOR TIFES 19 
SIZES -20 TO 500 
MMF. VOLTAGES 
1000 TO 10,000 
FULLY GJARANTEED 

WRITE DEPT R S FOR 
THE "MTC" BULLETIN 

'MTC 7RANSMITTING 
C O N L F N S E f7 

NAAM &RLUND MANUFACTURING CO. t. 

It's the authority take "Radio" 
every issue subscribe today 

RADIO, Ltd Be thrifty Beverly Blvd. A two year subscription saves $2.40 m s n le copy rices Los Angeles 9 oy P 

Send 'Radio" for one year 1$2.501= five ssues í $ I.001, for new subscribers 
two years I$4.0019 only; U.S.A. and Canada only. 

Also include the "'Radio' Antenna Handbook" 150c in U.S.A. and Ccnoda, elsewhere 60c or 2 /6tí 
Othe "Jones Radio Handbook" 1$1.50 in Conti I U.S.A.; elsewhere $1.65 or 7 / -fi 

Nome Cal 

Address ...... ._..._ .......... 
City 
*For foreign rates, see page 4. 
tAll remittances must be payable at par in U.S.A. funds, except ICI Canadian checks and postal notes 
accep-ed at par from Canadian customers; 1b1 British cheques and postal orders acceptable at rates 
quoted it British currency. 155 
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New Reduced Price! 
MODEL K -2 
Now Only $27.50 
The famous Astatic Non- Direc- 
tional Dual Diaphragm Dual 
Unit Studio Model K -2 is now 
within the purse range of every 
amateur. Never before has a crys- 
tal microphone of this quality 
been offered at so low a price. 

FEATURING 
THE NEW ASTATIC 
PLUG AND SOCKET 
& CABLE PROTECTOR 
Furnished equipped with the ex- 
clusive Astatic plug and socket 
connector, permitting instant in- 
terchange with Astatic D -2 or 
D -104. Plus the new Astatic 
Spring Cable Protector which 
prevents cable breakage at 
mounting. 

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, INC. 
DEPT. RA, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, U. S. A. 

Licen.red under Brush Development Company Patents 

SEE 

YOUR 

JOBBER 

SEE 

YOUR 

JOBBER 

i D UMON 
QUALITY T 

CONDENSERS 
for Supers and Short Wave 

LOW -LOSS 
TUBULAR 

in Ceramic 
Housing 

Ceramic 
LOW-LOSS 

M I C A 

Condensers 

M I C A 
Transmitting 

Condensers 
Sealed in LOW - 
LOSS CERAMIC 

Housing 

At your nearest 
Jobber, or write 

to us r - Dumont Electric Co., Inc. by 
514-516 Broadway, New York City 
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On 7 Mc. F8EO has hooked up with numerous W6- 
W7 stations, the most consistent being W7BD and 
the loudest W6CXW. 

Both G2PL and F8EO were on night after night 
around 0730 G.m.t. on 7030 kc. for QSO's with the 
Pacific coast. F8EO says that conditions on 80 
meters were fair and that many F stations are put- 
ting little rigs together to use on this band. F8FC 
is throwing on some power, however, and will use 
300 watts on fone on 3.5 Mc. G2PL was QSO 
ZL1DI on this band and was trying to hook up with 
VK3EG, but met with little success. 

A note from the old timer, Alan Smith of G6VP, 
states that he has 39 zones and the one lacking is 
zone 23. 

Might mention a couple of other laughs I had in 
the contest. Heard ZL4AO, who was knocking 'em 
off a mile a minute, hook up with a certain W9. 
This W9, apparently not used to contest procedure. 
gave him a number like this: 000323. ZL4AO came 
back to him with a "hi, hi" and thanked him for 
swell report "000 ", then took 15 minutes explaining 
the rules of the test. Got a real rise out of "Shrimp" 
right afterward when I hooked him and gave him 
the same number as the W9 did. The other laugh 
was when W6KRI was lucky enough to hook ZK1RG 
on Cook Island. The ZK came back and gave number 
and then said, "QRA here, Caroline Green, Cook 
Island." Then when KRI went back and kept calling 
her "OM" every now and then during the QSO. He 
probably thought Caroline Green was the name of a 
golf course or something. Oh yes, he finally got it 
straight. 

Tell the W9's to look for me, as I sure lost out 
during the test. In answer to inquiries as to when 
QD is on the air: Spasmodically throughout the week 
between 8:30 and midnight, P.s.t., the frequency 
14,396 kc., I hope! 

Flash: Just as we go to press we receive a letter 
from Tommy "Dark Horse" Thomas, W2UK, to the 
effect that he rolled up 128,898 points. Four bands 
were used and 72 different countries worked with 
the same rig he used last year. 

Interference Elimination Booklet 
A condensed summary of the subject of eliminating 

man -made interference in domestic and auto radio 
installations is contained in a handy little booklet 
just released by Continental Carbon Inc., of Cleve- 
land, Ohio. Each form of interference is discussed 
briefly and methods of attacking it are disclosed. The 
booklet is of vest pocket size, 24 pages, and well 
illustrated. It may be obtained from Continental 
Carbon distributors or direct from the factory, 13900 
Lorain Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Price 10c, postpaid. 

THE METAL TUBE SELF POWERED 
FIVE BAND PRESELECTORBOOSTER 

Continuous Band Calibrated Tuning 
Spread Dials 
Built -in Power Supply Volume Control and 
110 -V AC -DC A.C. Switch 

Pre -adjusted Low Loss Black Crackle Metal Housing 
Coils Tuning Range 9 to 560 Meters 

Operates with Doublet or Single Antenna 
Boosts weak and fading signals, for use with T.R.F. Regener- 
ative or super receivers, by Amateurs or Short Wove Fans. 
Builds up tremendous increase in signal strength also sensi- 
tivity and selectivity. Decreases noise to signal ratio and 
assures low image frequency response. 

Kit of all parts, chassis, housing, diagram $4.95 
Kit of 6 coils 9 to 560 M 2.05 
Kit of 3 Tubes 6J7- 6C5 -K105A 2.50 

Wired and tested, all coils, tubes, ready to operate.... $12.00 

STANDARD RADIO, R -116 West St., New York City 
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THE 

RADIO 
HANDBOOK 

FOR AMATEURS 
AND EXPERIMENTERS 

The "Radio Handbook 
1936 EDITION 

For Only Sic! 

// 

We have on hand an oversupply of the 1936 "Rodio Handbook ". 
There is no need to tell you about this greatest of handbooks on 
high frequency rodio. 360 pages, profusely, illustrated, paper 
bound. 

While they last 

50c 

Begins where others leave off. 

In continental U. S. A. 
express collect. (Averages 10c) 
(C.O.D. averages 28c) 

By Mail, prepaid, anywhere 75c or 3,2 
fCanadiol postal notes and British 

!I postal orders accepted.) 

RADIO, Ltd. 
7460 Beverly Boulevard Los Angeles, California 

(We invite /ou to try Mid-West Service 
YES -the LARGEST EXCLUSIVE amateur supply house in the WORLD INVITES YOU to try its many 
features and departments. OUR catalog is the "HAM" guide to quality products at FAIR prices. OUR 
advisory staff headed by W9ETP will be glad to solve your many technical problems. YOUR special needs 
will be given immediate attention. WE will gladly quote you on ANY items.-or apparatus. 
FOR your convenience we list below a few of the many "HOT ITEMS" which we now have ready for 
quick delivery. WHY DELAY ? -Order TODAY either prepaid or C.O.D. ' 

1. National NC101X ... "hot on 10 meters" . 

Complete net $129.00 
2. Hallicrafters' Sky Challenger "best value 

in the country" . . terms $13.50 down and 
$5.00 per month or net $69.50 

3. CRM Cathode Ray Oscilloscope "low cost 
modulation monitor using RCA 913 tube" 
without tubes net $11.10 

4. Raytheon 6L6G with isolantite base . "low 
loss on high frequencies" net $1.91 

5. RCA Aerodynamic Microphone . . . "stream- 
lined for the ham" net $15.90 

LIMITED space prevents the showing of our UNLIMITED 
STOCK -If you do not see what you want or WANT 
what you see -WRITE in and ASK FOR IT. 

A KI ; ; I 

?he REO BOOK 
o AMATEUR RADIO 

WRITE FOR YOUR 
COPY TODAY! 

6. Cornell -Dubilier Capacitors Dykanol impreg- 
nated and filled "neat, compact, dependable 
for high voltage." 

Cop. Mfd. Wrk. Volts Cat. No. Net Price 
A. 2 600 TL -6020 $1.32 
B. 4 600 TL -6040 1.76 
C. 1 1000 TL -10010 1.32 
D. 2 1000 TL -10020 1.62 
E. I 1500 TL -15010 2.06 

7. Thordarson's Multi -Match Modulation Trans- 
formers- "will match any tubes to R.F. load." 

Type Cap. Watts Net Price 
A. Ti 1 M74 40 $ 4.70 
B. TI 1M75 75 7.35 
C. T11M76 125 11.47 
D. Ti 1 M77 300 17.64 
E. T11 M78 500 35.28 

MIDWEST RADIO MART 
520 South State Street, Dept. R67 
Chicago, Illinois 
JJ Please send me your 1937 "Red Book ". 

Find enclosed $ for item number or 

11 Send C.O.D. immediately item 

Nome Call 

RUSH 
ORDER 

Address 

City State 
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BiJYR' S GJID 
Wl>tere to Rimy It 

CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles 

Radio Supply Company 
912 So. Broadway 

THE AMATEURS' HEADQUARTERS OF 
THE WEST 

All Nationally Advertised Parts for Receiving 
and Transmitting Carried in Stock at All 
Times. 9 Licensed Amateurs on Our Staff. 

ILLINOIS - Chicago 

CHICAGO RADIO 
APPARATUS CO., Inc. 

Established 192i 

415 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET 
(Near Van Buren Street) 

ALL SUPPLIES FOR THE SHORT 
WAVE FAN AND RADIO AMATEUR 
QUOTATIONS FREELY GIVEN ON 

ANY KIT OR LAYOUT 

Short Wave Receivers Taken in Trade 
Get our low prices 

MARYLAND -Baltimore 

Radio Electric Service Co. 
3 North Howard Street 

Baltimore, Md. 

NEW YORK-New York City 

Harvey Radio Company 
103 West 43rd Street 

Operated by W2IJL and W2VL 

MASSACHUSETTS - Boston 

THE RADIO SHACK 
46 Brattle Street 

Ham Goods -- Bought, Sold, and Traded 

WASHINGTON - Tacoma 

C. & G. RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
714 St. Helens Ave. 

Electrical, Sound, and Radio Equipment 

96 

PARTS REQUIRED FOR 

BUILDING EQUIPMENT 

SHOWN IN THIS ISSUE 

The parts listed are the com- 
ponents of the models built 
by the author or by "Ra- 
dio's" Laboratory staff. Other 
parts of equal merit and 
equivalent electrical charac- 
teristics usually may be sub- 
stituted without materially 
affecting the performance of 

the unit. 

Jones 56 Mc. Superhet 

IFT- Miller types 212X- 
2, 212X -2, and 2I2X -4 

T- Peerless no. 406 
CH -Inca type D -1 

Tuning condensers -Na- 
tional t y pe UM -15 

(revamped) 
Cn- Aerovox type GM -5 

The DeLuxe Bi -Push 
Exciter 

Coil forms - National 
XR -20 -5 

Isolantite Base 6L6 -G's- 
Raytheon 

All sockets - Amphenol 
isolantite 

Meter -Hoyt type 573, 
0 -300 ma. 

RFC -National R -100 
C2 C6- Hammarlund 

MCD -100 -S 

C12- Hammarlund 
MC -50 -S 

T, -UTC type LM -4 

Tr -Inca type B -15 

CH -Inca type D -42 

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS 
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The Marketplace 
(a) Commercial rate: 10c per word, cash with order; 

minimum, $1.00. Capitals: 13c per word. For consec- 
utive advertising, 15% discount for 3d, 4th, and 5th 
insertions; 25'7., thereafter. Break in continuity re- 
stores full rate. Copy may be changed often as de- 
sired. 

(b) Non -commercial rate: 5c per word, cash with 
order: minimum, 50c. Available only to licensed am- 
ateurs not trading for profit; our judgment as to 
character of advertisement must be accepted as final. 

(c) Closing date (for classified forms only): 25th of 
month; e.g., forms for March issue, published in 
February, close January 25th. 

(d) No display permitted except capitals. 
(e) Used, reclaimed, defective, surplus, and like 

material must be so described. 
(f) Ads not relating to radio or radiomen are ac- 

ceptable but will be grouped separately. 
(g) No commissions nor further discounts allowed. 

No proofs, free copies, nor reprints sent. 
(h) Send all Marketplace ads direct to Los Angeles 

accompanied by remittance in full payable to the 
order of Radio, Ltd. 

(i) We reserve the right to reject part or all of any 
ad without assigning reasons therefor. Rates and 
conditions are subject to change without notice. 

BETTER QSL's--SWL's! Samples! FRITZ, 203 Mason Avenue, 
Joliet, Illinois. 

FOR SALE: RCA ACR -136, $35.00. Practically new. W6FZL, 
6115 Eileen, Los Angeles. 

OVER $200 has been paid for articles from contributors not on 
our staff in each of several recent issues of RADIO. For full de- 
tails on writing articles, send 3c stamp for reprint. 

QSL's. 300 one -color cards, $1.00 SAMPLES. 2143 Indiana 
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. 

BRETING 14 for sale. Complete with speaker. 3 months old. 
Perfect condition. $80.00. Guy H. Dennis, W6NNR, 1195 
Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles. 

USED Western Electric Amplifiers and Equipment: 8 a, $25; 
8 B, $35 ; 17 B, $35 ; Volume Indicators, $20; 10A, $35; 
Rectifier panels, 1B, $59; 6000A, $75; 514A Meter Panels, 
$17.50; 57AF Condensers, 2 Mfd., 59c; 95D, 1 Mfd., 75c. 
Assorted transformers, chokes, resistances, condensers, and 
Weston meters. List available. Hass Radio, 26 Willoughby 
Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

ATTENTION -Selling out. Receivers, transmitters, large assort- 
ment. Make offer. W2DBF. 

MOVING-must sacrifice RK20, 802, 204, tubes, condensers, 
coils, transformers. W6BEJ McCullough, 3817 Girard, Culver 
City, Calif. 

CONSULT us with your shield can, cabinet, and rack prob- 
lems. We have built hundreds of them. R. H. Lynch, 970 
Camulos, Los Angeles, Calif. 

PLATE transformers, 2% kw. Hilet, 160 lb. Any voltages. Two - 
year guarantee. $39.00. Send for circular. For heavy duty 
chokes see January RADIO. Leitch, Park Drive, West Orange, 
N. J. 

SELL: Brand new Hallicrafter Sky Chief. Best offer gets. Wil- 
liam Martin, 13 Prince Street, Marblehead, Mass. 

FOR SALE: RCA 40 -C Amplifier, like new. G.R. Oscilloscope. 
W.E. carbon microphone, announce stand. New and used WE 
5 kw. water- cooled tubes. Direct inquiries to Box No. 10, 
RADIO, 7460 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles. 

CRYSTALS- For limited time only, 80 and 160 meter crys- 
tals mounted in new type shielded dustproof holder, $1.25. 
Highest quality and fully guaranteed. Stock up now. WHITE 
RADIO LABORATORY, SANDPOINT, IDAHO. 

"T9" CRYSTALS: Eidson's high activity, fracture resisting 40 
and 80 meters only, $1.60 postpaid. Powerful -dependable 
X -cut, fully guaranteed. Close frequency always supplied. Un- 
solicited testimonials and repeat orders tell the real story- 
they're unbeatable! "T9" superlapped ceramic plugin holders, 
$1.10 postpaid. COD orders accepted. Commercial crystal 
users inquire prices. "Eidson's ", Temple, Texas. 

PEAK Pre - Selector -first $10 takes it. W6NHL, 210 - 22nd 
Street, Santa Monica, Calif. 

STEEL shield cans, chassis, panels, racks, cabinets. Send sketch 
for estimate on your layout. R. H. Lynch, 970 Camulos, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

THOUSANDS of crystals for the 160 and 80 meter bands, 75c 
each postpaid, PABERADIO, Sandwich, Illinois. 

COPY 20 w.p.m.? 450 jobs open soon. 60e to 70e per hour. 
Twelve months yearly. Full information, $1.00. Money -back 
guarantee. TELEGRAPHERS' SERVICE BUREAU, 6703 Dun- 
ham Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. 

SPECIAL 866B's $3.75, 866's- $1.65. Guaranteed six months. 
F. B. Condenser mike heads $10.00. 100 watt Universal Class 
"B" transformers $8.00 pair. Langrick Radio Engineering 
Service. W6PT. 626 Maltman Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 

WRITE us for trade -in price on your old receiver. We buy 
meters. Walter Ashe Radio Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

THERMOCOUPLE ammeters repaired, $2.50, W9GIN, 412 
Argyle Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 

WRITE us for trade -in price on your old receiver. We buy 
meters. Walter Ashe Radio Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

AMATEUR Radio, Commercial Radiotelephone and Radiotele- 
graph licenses, complete training. Resident and correspondence 
courses. Every graduate a licensed operator. N. Y. Wireless 
School, 1123 Broadway, New York. 

SELLING out -Write for List- W2HTP. 

QSL's. 300 one -color cards, $1.00. Samples. 2143 Indiana 
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. 

QSL's -Introductory offer continued. Highest quality, lowest 
prices. Radio Headquarters, ,Ft. Wayne, Indiana. 

OUR 75c crystals for 160 and 80 meters are fine. Letters of praise 
arrive daily. Faberadio, Sandwich, Illinois. 

METER REPAIR SERVICE. Complete repair and replacement 
service on all types of meters. Reasonable prices. Braden 
Engineering Co., 305 Park Dr., Dayton, Ohio. 

BAKED' CRACKLE FINISHED TEMPERED MASONITE 
PANELS. State sizes and thickness for estimate. R. H. Lynch, 
970 Camulos, Los Angeles, Calif. 

ex- W6FEW, W. E. McNatt Jr., now W7GEZ, Lewiston, Idaho. 

METER REPAIR SERVICE. Complete repair and replacement 
service on all types of meters. Reasonable prices. Braden En. 
gineering Co., 305 Park Dr., Dayton, Ohio. 

The Most Com- 
plete Callbook 
Ever Published 
Your QRA is listed 

in the latest 
edition 

The only radio callbook published that lists all 
radio amateur stations throughout the entire World. 

Also a complete list of high frequency commercial 
stations, International abbreviations and amateur pre- 
fixes, "Q, R, & T," systems for reporting signals, new 
US inspection districts and high frequency time, press 
and weather schedules. 

Each copy contains a double post card addressed 
to the CALLBOOK for use in reporting your new QRA. 
We are extremely anxious to publish a callbook that 
will be 100% correct and want you to help us by 
checking your QRA at once in the latest edition and 
advise us of any errors. 

PUBLISHED QUARTERLY MARCH, JUNE. SEPTEMBER 
AND DECEMBER 

Single Coptes $1.25 Annual Subscription USA, $4.00 

Order your copy today from your food 
radio Jobber or direct from: 

RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK, Inc. 
606 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 
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/nod-. 
CARDWELL DUAL T ' - 

OF DOUBLE MIDGET CONDENSERS 

11 1 _11F. im-ith ins 
UM MIN I 

Isolantite insulation. 
Double end plates. 
Sturdy heavy duty double bearings. 

Solid nickel plated brass shafts. 
rods for 

mum frames strength, 
tie 

yet simple comaxi- n- 

struction. 
1/4 inch shaft extended at rear for 

ganging to other units. 

Four convenient mounting methods: 

A. 
Tapped B. holes in "Tyangle" rods. 

C. Regular Trim -air mounting 
brackets. oats. 

D. Regular Trim -air mounting p 

For push pull 5 and 10 meter 

ER-25-AD buffer amplifiers, p _ phasing con- 

trols 
portable gear 

of 
ont S.S. supers, 

5- 25nMmfdsp $1.62 
of any type. Net price 
1000 volts 

Plenty of space between sections 

compact balancing types, Simi- 

All types have exclusive Trim -air 

cup type blue steel "take 
per- 

cent 
washers, permanentg shoulder bearing 

tension. 
Light weight and small size makes 

these units ideal for portable gear. 

NEW DUAL TRIM -AIR MIDGETS 

A" Dim. 
(Depth Airgap List 
Behind Dim. ins. Price 

Type Panel) "B^ Dim. " 
52.0,0 

ER10 -AD 2 11/16" 2 3/32" 3/32" 2.60 

ER-15-AD 2 11 /16" 2 3/32" I 3/32" .030" 

ER -25 -AD 2 11/16" 2 3/32" I 3/32" 
" .030" 2.70 

ER -35 -AD 3 17/32" 2 15/16" 115/ 3.10 

ER-50-AD 
U75AD 3 17/32" 2 1 15/16" .Ó2Ó" 3.30 

EU- 100 -A03 17/32" 2 15/16" 1 15/16" .020" 2" 640 
EU- 140A04 3/16" 3 19/32" 2 19/32" 

.070" 3.60 
4 3/8" 3 3/8" 4.10 

ET -30 -AD 5 9/16" 4 3/8" 3 3/8" .070" 

(with insu- 
lated coup- 16 .140" 3.60 

3 17/32" 2 15/16" 1 15/ 4.10 
ES- 4-SS 4 3/32" 2 15/16" 1 

15/16" .140" 
ES- 4-SS 
(with insu 
lated resP- 
Iin9) 

New Balancing Type Trim -Air Midgets 
030" 1.90 
.030" 2.30 

ER -25ÁB I 5/32" 
.020" 2.50 ER-50-AB 1 5/16" 
.020" 2.60 EU.I00.A I 5/16" . " " "' .020" 2.60 EU140AB1 13/32" 

EU140ABI 7/8" ...'.' 
See this nett, line aatetalfe CARDWELL letin' 

distributors 
40% DISCOUNT on LIST ePRIICEo SHOWN. 

Prices subject 
to h 

with shield optional. 
Five com 
lar except single bearing only. 

ET-30-AD 
A fine unit for 

final high frequency 
amplifiers, filling your 
insistent ap. 30 

130 Mmfds. Cap. $2.16 2500 volts. 
Net price 

ES-4-SS 
Used as shown. with 
Isolantite coupling, as 
single control neutral- 
izer for push pull 
35 -T's etc. 

i t with 
Available 

a also 
$2.46 shaft. 

Net price 

EU-140-AD 
For receivers of high 
"C" P.P. low voltage 
tank circuits. Cap. 140- 

140 Mmfds. 
Net price $3.60 

Illustrates one 

EU- 140 -AB oí five sizes of 

new balancing capacitors. 
work. Max. 

useful 
either 

bridge sie. 140 $3.18 
Cap. Net price Mmfds. 

change 

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG. 
CORP. 

83 PROSPECT STREET BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
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MODULATION TRANSFORMERS 

THORDARSON 
WITH THE NEW FEATURE 

"PLUG -IN- TERMINAL BOARD" 
The only Modulation Transformer built with "Plug -in -Jack Terminal Board." Match 
any tube to any load instantly with simple plug and jack connection. A sensational 
departure from soldered terminals and connecting posts. New graceful space saving 
streamline case design. Absolute moisture and humidity proof construction throughout. 
Will safely withstand tropical climates. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

COMPARE THESE FEATURES 

"Plug in Jack Terminals" for input 
and output. 
Complete variable matching. 
New modernistic case design. 
Moisture proofed. 
Minimum space factor permits easy 
chassis mounting. 
Completely compound filled. 
Double varnished and baked. 
Moderate price. 

FURNISHED IN FIVE SIZES AS FOLLOWS 
Connected 

T -11M79 For up to 90 watts Series Parallel 
Max. Pri. M.A.D.C. per side 100 

Max. Sec. M.A.D.0 80 160 

T -11M75 For up to 75 watts 
Max. Pri. M.A.D.C. per side 145 

Max. Sec. M.A D C 145 290 

T -11M76 For up to 125 watts 
Max. Pri. M.A.D.C. per side 210 
Max. Sec. M.A D C 160 320 

T -11M77 For up to 300 watts 
Max. Pri. M.A.D.C. per side 250 

Max. Sec. M.A D C 250 500 

T11M78 For up to 500 watts 
Max. Pri. M.A.D.C. per side 320 
Max. Sec. M.A D C 320 640 

F R E . E Write Dept. R75 today for Bulletin SD -275 FREE or see your parts distributor. 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

ama.nd "PvwQt by lhiotda'lon r r 
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'NOW there is no 

need to build Your own w hen 

Zo costs so little 
the NEW ACT- 

T HE flexibility of 5 -band operation, a 
minimum of adjustments, and reliable 

performance make the ACT -20 an ideal 
choice of low- powered transmitters. Ama- 
teur's net $129.50, with one set of coils 
but less accessories. 

The ACT -20 offers you the assured per- 
formance of factory- built equipment at 
modest cost. Extensive pre - production 
field tests of the ACT -20 were made to 
obtain complete assurance of its perform- 
ance capabilities. Particular emphasis was 
placed on 30 megacycle performance, and 
the tests indicate that world -wide com- 
munication is possible undér favorable 

$129.50 
Amateur's net price 

f.o.b. factory 

conditions. In a single week -end every 
U. S. district was worked on 7 megacycle 
C. W. and coast -to -coast QSO's were had 
on 14 megacycle phone. 

The nominal power output of the 
ACT -20 is 20 watts for C.W. and 16 watts 
for 100% modulated phone. Easily in- 
stalled, quickly adjusted and reliable in 
performance, the ACT -20 may be shifted 
from band -to -band with a minimum of 
adjustments. For other outstanding fea- 
tures see your supplier or write for folder. 
A copy of the operating instructions will 

-`°'be sent upon receipt of 250 in stamps to 
cover handling and postage. 

loiateat4Faati.il 
RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 

CAMDEN, N. J. A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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